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In this era of exascale computing, conventional synchronous design techniques are facing unprece-
dented challenges. The consumer electronics market is replete with many-core systems in the range
of 16 cores to thousands of cores on chip, integrating multi-billion transistors. However, with this
ever increasing complexity, the traditional design approaches are facing key issues such as increas-
ing chip power, process variability, aging, thermal problems, and scalability.
An alternative paradigm that has gained significant interest in the last decade is asynchronous
design. Asynchronous designs have several potential advantages: they are naturally energy propor-
tional, burning power only when active, do not require complex clock distribution, are robust to
different forms of variability, and provide ease of composability for heterogeneous platforms.
Networks-on-chip (NoCs) is an interconnect paradigm that has been introduced to deal with the
ever-increasing system complexity. NoCs provide a distributed, scalable, and efficient interconnect
solution for today’s many-core systems. Moreover, NoCs are a natural match with asynchronous de-
sign techniques, as they separate communication infrastructure and timing from the computational
elements. To this end, globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous (GALS) systems that intercon-
nect multiple processing cores, operating at different clock speeds, using an asynchronous NoC,
have gained significant interest.
While asynchronous NoCs have several advantages, they also face a key challenge of supporting
new types of traffic patterns. Once such pattern is multicast communication, where a source sends
packets to arbitrary number of destinations. Multicast is not only common in parallel computing,
such as for cache coherency, but also for emerging areas such as neuromorphic computing. This
important capability has been largely missing from asynchronous NoCs.
This thesis introduces several efficient multicast solutions for these interconnects. In particular,
techniques, and network architectures are introduced to support high-performance and low-power
multicast. Two leading network topologies are the focus: a variant mesh-of-trees (MoT) and a 2D
mesh. In addition, for a more realistic implementation and analysis, as well as significantly advanc-
ing the field of asynchronous NoCs, this thesis also targets synthesis of these NoCs on commercial
FPGAs. While there has been significant advances in FPGA technologies, there has been only lim-
ited research on implementing asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. To this end, a systematic computer-
aided design (CAD) methodology has been introduced to efficiently and safely map asynchronous
NoCs on FPGAs. Overall, this thesis makes the following three contributions.
The first contribution is a multicast solution for a variant MoT network topology. This topology
consists of simple low-radix switches, and has been used in high-performance computing platforms.
A novel local speculation technique is introduced, where a subset of the network’s switches are
speculative that always broadcast every packet. These switches are very simple and have high per-
formance. Speculative switches are surrounded by non-speculative ones that route packets based on
their destinations and also throttle any redundant copies created by the former. This hybrid network
architecture achieved significant performance and power benefits over other multicast approaches.
The second contribution is a multicast solution for a 2D-mesh topology, which is more complex
with higher-radix switches and also is more commonly used. A novel continuous-time replication
strategy is introduced to optimize the critical multi-way forking operation of a multicast transmis-
sion. In this technique, a multicast packet is first stored in an input port of a switch, from where it is
sent through distinct output ports towards different destinations concurrently, at each output’s own
rate and in continuous time. This strategy is shown to have significant latency and energy benefits
over an approach that performs multicast using multiple distinct serial unicasts to each destination.
Finally, a systematic CAD methodology is introduced to synthesize asynchronous NoCs on
commercial FPGAs. A two-fold goal is targeted: correctness and high performance. For ease of
implementation, only existing FPGA synthesis tools are used. Moreover, since asynchronous NoCs
involve special asynchronous components, a comprehensive guide is introduced to map these ele-
ments correctly and efficiently. Two asynchronous NoC switches are synthesized using the proposed
approach on a leading Xilinx FPGA in 28 nm: one that only handles unicast, and the other that also
supports multicast. Both showed significant energy benefits with some performance gains over a
state-of-the-art synchronous switch.
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We are in the age of exascale computing [131]. Shrinking transistor sizes have led to ultra-scale
integration with the number of transistors on a single chip in the multi-billion range. Intel recently
revealed its behemoth 72-core chip calledKnights Landing, to be used in supercomputers [141]. The
consumer market is already replete with many-core processors, ranging from 16 cores to almost
thousand cores on chip. Examples include AMD 16-core Opteron 6000, Intel 24-core Xeon-E7,
Intel 80-core Xeon Phi, and graphic processors such as AMD FirePro and Nvidia Titan X that have
2500-3500 GPU cores. However, given the ever-increasing scale of integration, conventional design
approaches are facing unprecedented challenges: process variability, aging, chip power and thermal
challenges, and scalability issues [147].
In the last two decades, asynchronous, or a hybrid mix of asynchronous and synchronous de-
sign approaches, has emerged as an alternative paradigm to address the challenges faced by the
conventional synchronous or centralized clock-based approaches. Asynchronous designs are natu-
rally energy proportional, where they burn dynamic power only when active. These systems also
do not require complex clock distribution, are highly modular and support ‘object-oriented’ de-
sign style with ease of composability, and are very robust to process- and environment-induced
variability [147]. Asynchronous design is gaining visibility in not just general-purpose processors
and embedded systems, but are also suitable for the emerging areas of neuromorphic computing,
quantum cellular automata, energy harvesting, and systems used in space missions [147], [148].
Another concept that has seen significant recent interest is networks-on-chip (NoCs), that have
effectively replaced traditional bus-based interconnects in today’s complex many-core systems.
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NoCs have several advantages over the conventional interconnects such as buses or point-to-point
networks [22]: (i) they provide a distributed architecture, which can be shared by multiple traffic
flows in parallel leading to high performance; (ii) NoCs support modularity by separating commu-
nication from computation, thus allowing easy integration of processing cores, possibly operating at
different rates; (iii) NoCs are more scalable, where their effective bandwidth scales with size, unlike
buses; and (iv) they are also more cost-effective than point-to-point interconnects, which can have
large area/power overheads.
In recent years, there has been significant research on combining asynchronous design with
networks-on-chip [66], [83], [89], [96], [185]. Asynchronous NoCs can be used not only to in-
terconnect components in a fully-asynchronous system but also for globally-synchronous locally-
synchronous (GALS) systems, where synchronous components can be running at different speeds.
Asynchronous NoCs are promising due to their several advantages in terms of no clock distribution,
no clock switching power, and ease of integration of heterogeneous processing elements.
While asynchronous NoCs provide several advantages, they also face a key challenge of sup-
porting new types of traffic patterns. These NoCs must be able to support communication require-
ments of advanced parallel computer architectures, new interconnect technologies, such as wireless
and photonics, and traffic due to emerging computing paradigms, e.g. neuromorphic computing.
One important class is multicast, i.e. 1-to-many communication, which has recently seen growing
interest [15].
While there is significant research on supporting multicast in synchronous NoCs [81], [88],
[149] [164], [193], this capability has been largely missing from asynchronous NoCs. The aim of
this thesis is to significantly advance the field of asynchronous NoCs by designing efficient multicast
solutions that (i) exploit potential advantages of asynchronous NoCs in terms of low area/energy
footprint while maintaining high performance, and (ii) introduce novel multicast paradigms that are
unique to asynchronous, which can lead to lightweight NoC designs. To this end, new multicast
strategies are introduced for two leading NoC topologies: simpler variant mesh-of-trees, and more
complex but common 2D mesh. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first general-purpose
asynchronous NoCs to support parallel multicast.
Additionally, for a more realistic analysis and evaluation, and also to advance the field of asyn-
chronous NoCs, this thesis targets synthesis of these NoCs on commercial field-programmable gate
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Figure 1.1: A typical synchronous system
arrays (FPGAs). Modern FPGAs not only include standard programmable logic but also consist of
multiple cores, accelerators, GPUs and memories. These FPGAs have gained significant importance
in hardware-assisted acceleration [151]. Even though there has been major advancement in FPGAs,
there has been only limited research on mapping asynchronous NoCs to these devices. To this end,
this thesis proposes the first systematic CAD methodology to efficiently synthesize asynchronous
NoCs on commercial FPGAs. The target is a challenging two-fold goal of not only correctness but
also high performance. Only the existing synchronous FPGA synthesis tools are used for ease of
implementation. This methodology will enable efficient implementation of asynchronous NoCs on
FPGAs to help with their deployment in accelerating real-world applications.
1.1 Synchronous Design: Challenges
Digital systems most commonly use the synchronous design style. In such systems, usually all
computing elements communicate with each other using a global clock as shown in Figure 1.1.
The clock is used to validate computations, which are performed during a clock cycle, and must
be complete by the end of the current cycle. This discrete-time operation greatly simplifies the
implementation and verification of digital systems.
The use of global clock in synchronous systems leads to a simple solution but also faces nu-
merous challenges. Modern chips are highly-complex, can integrate thousands of computing cores,
accelerators and memories, that perform different functionalities, and have distinct performance and
power requirements. Designing such large-scale heterogeneous systems poses major challenges for
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the globally-synchronous design paradigm, as discussed below.
Clock distribution. Designing a robust clock distribution network for today’s highly-complex
systems is a major challenge [174]. A single clock distributed to a large chip can suffer from static
and dynamic uncertainties, such as skew and jitter, respectively. The generated clock period must
include appropriate margins to account for these uncertainties, which can increase as the chip size
grows, leading to performance degradations. This problem is further exacerbated when high clock
frequencies (upwards of 3 GHz) are used. Moreover, physical design of a global clock distribution
network for such chips is also an arduous task, and can have its own challenges.
Clock power dissipation. Modern processor clock frequencies can no longer exceed 3-4 GHz
as power consumption has hit a so-called power wall [129]. The switching energy of the clock net-
work, even when the system is idle, can lead to significant power dissipation: almost 25-30% of a
synchronous chip’s power is due to the clock distribution network [173]. Clock power is a major is-
sue for consumer electronics and embedded systems such as smart phones, where it directly impacts
the battery life [73]. While techniques such as clock gating can be used to ‘turn off’ the clock for
the inactive components [155], they can also incur extra overhead due to the complex clock-gating
circuitry. In particular, clock gating can be applied at two levels: coarse-grain, where entire clock
network can be shut down or fine-grain, where individual flip-flops can be selectively enabled or
disabled. The former is partially effective when only a portion of the entire chip, connected to the
same clock tree, is active [16]. The latter requires adding clock-gating logic at the leaves of a clock
network, which has its own challenges pertaining to physical design [87].
Worst-case performance. The operating clock rate of a synchronous system is determined by
its slowest component, and are therefore bound to worst-case performance. These systems cannot
easily exploit the variation in data-dependent computation times to achieve higher performance.
Interfacing with heterogeneous components. There is a big push towards heterogeneous sys-
tems, for applications such as Internet-of-Things (IoT), consisting of different accelerators, cores,
and memories. These components usually operate at different clock rates, and will therefore require
complex synchronizers for interfacing between the different clock domains, which can lead to extra
power, performance and area overheads.
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Figure 1.2: An asynchronous system
1.2 Asynchronous Design: An Alternative Paradigm
To address the challenges of the conventional synchronous designs, this thesis targets an alternative
design style: asynchronous or clockless design. Figure 1.2 shows a high-level view of an asyn-
chronous system, where the processing elements communicate with each other using local hand-
shaking channels. In the absence of a global clock, these components are free to operate at different
speeds.
Asynchronous designs exhibit several potential advantages over the conventional synchronous
designs, which have led to a recent surge in the use of asynchronous circuits for various industrial
applications. However, these designs also have their own unique challenges that must be addressed
by the research community to make asynchronous more mainstream.
1.2.1 Advantages of Asynchronous Design
Asynchronous circuits can exhibit several potential advantages over synchronous in terms of lower
power, higher performance, better scalability and design reuse.
Potential lower power. The absence of a clock and the associated clocking circuitry can lead
to significant power savings for the asynchronous designs. Asynchronous circuits are also energy
proportional, where they burn dynamic power only when active [147]. In contrast, as highlighted
earlier, synchronous designs consume power even when inactive due to switching of the clock; clock




Potentially higher average-case performance. Unlike synchronous, performance of asyn-
chronous systems is not limited by its slowest component, rather it is determined by an average of
the operating speeds of different components, which can potentially lead to overall higher perfor-
mance.
Better scalability and design reuse. Asynchronous systems exhibit high composability, where
a larger complex system can be built using a simple aggregation of smaller components. In contrast,
adding new modules to a synchronous system requires re-designing clocking networks. In addition
some of these components might not be compatible with the target clock frequency, and therefore
need to be re-designed as well. These issues do not exist for asynchronous systems. Recently,
several large-scale industrial fully-asynchronous or GALS systems have been introduced that exhibit
this ease of integration: Intel’s asynchronous Ethernet switch [45], STMicroelectronics’ P2012 [11],
IBM’s TrueNorth [2], and Intel’s Loihi neuromorphic chip [117].
1.2.2 Challenges with Asynchronous Design
Even though the asynchronous approach has the above advantages, there are some major challenges
associated with these designs that must be addressed: hazard-free operation, the lack of CAD tool
support, and testing of asynchronous circuits.
Hazard-free designs. In synchronous designs, freedom from hazards is usually not a require-
ment as long as the result of a computation becomes stable before the start of the next clock cycle.
However, in asynchronous designs, since there is no clock, freedom from hazards is therefore a
requirement to achieve glitch-free operation. Freedom from hazards must be guaranteed at dif-
ferent levels of the synthesis flow: from two-level/multi-level logic minimization to technology
mapping [148].
Lack of CAD support. While small asynchronous designs can be synthesized manually, larger
designs will require automation for faster time-to-market, targeting both correctness and efficiency.
There is a two-fold goal for developing automated tool flows for asynchronous circuits [148]: (i)
these flows must be compatible with the existing synchronous languages and CAD tools, and (ii)
new specification languages need to be developed, which can capture the asynchronous-specific
aspects: absence of clock, fine-grain concurrency, and distributed synchronization.
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Testability of asynchronous circuits. Testing of asynchronous circuits faces unique challenges
compared to synchronous designs [148]. A typical testing procedure for synchronous designs, called
single-stepped approach, involves pausing or slowing down the system, and checking the internal
states by comparing with the ’golden’ results. However, this testing approach is not possible for
asynchronous designs due to the absence of a global clock. In addition, the testing tools for asyn-
chronous designs should not only check for functional correctness but also for hazards, which adds
further complications.
1.2.3 History and Overview of Recent Success
There has been a large amount of work in addressing various challenges of asynchronous design as
well as exploiting its advantages to develop highly-efficient systems. This section presents a brief
history of asynchronous designs, followed by an overview of the research on hazard-free logic syn-
thesis, CAD flows, asynchronous processors, GALS systems, and various commercial applications
of asynchronous designs.
Brief history. The early years between 1950s to 1970s mostly saw advent of the classical asyn-
chronous theory by Unger [187], and Muller [143], as well as the use of asynchronous design in
many commercial processors (Iliac, Iliac II, Atlas, MU-5) and in LDS-1 graphics system. The mid
1970s to early 1980s did not see much advancement in asynchronous designs and was a period
of reduced activity. However, the mid 1980s to late 1990s was a “coming-of-age” era for asyn-
chronous with significant new developments: correct and efficient methodologies for asynchronous
controllers [9], [37], [60], [146] and pipeline designs [61], [114], [203], the first academic asyn-
chronous processors from Caltech [124], and University of Manchester [65], and initial commercial
uptake by Philips Semiconductor for low-power consumer products [63]. In the modern era, from
early 2000s, there has been a surge of recent activity: new CAD tool development [8], [116]; asyn-
chronous networks-on-chip [23], [66], [185]; asynchronous FPGAs [183]; industrial uptake such
as from STMicroelectronics [11] and Intel [45]; and applications, for example, emerging areas of
neuromorphic computing [2], [46], sensor networks [55], and energy harvesting [34].
Hazard-free logic synthesis. Two widely-used methods for the specification and synthesis of
hazard-free asynchronous controllers have been proposed: burst-mode (BM) [145], and Petri-net
based [38]. BM is effectively an asynchronous state machine, where state transitions are event-
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driven: once an “input burst” of one or more signal transitions arrives, the dependent output changes,
and the machine advances to the next state. Although a BM specification can leverage existing
synchronous approaches for synthesis, it requires a simple hold time requirement, also known as
generalized fundamental mode timing requirement: no new input burst may arrive until the machine
has stabilized from the previous burst. On the other hand, a Petri-net based method uses a directed
bipartite graph, in which the nodes represent transitions (i.e. events that may occur) and places (i.e.
conditions). Petri-net based controllers only use a quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) timing assumption,
which requires that at each wire fanout point, the forked wires have roughly the same delay. Al-
ternatively, NULL Convention Logic (NCL), introduced by Karl Fant, targeted a unified synthesis
of both control and datapath, where synchronous netlists are translated to asynchronous threshold
gates, such as m-of-n gates [116].
Synthesis CAD flows. Several CAD flows have been developed for asynchronous circuits. The
earliest is the Caltech Synthesis Method from Alain Martin’s group [123], followed by Philips’ Tan-
gram Compiler, which was used for development of 80C51 microcontrollers, that had several appli-
cations with one of most prominent one being for smart card applications [14]. In addition, several
automated tool flows have been developed for NCL-based systems, from as early as 2000 [116] to
more recent ones [139]. Multiple pipeline optimization frameworks have also been proposed, which
use techniques such as slack matching and loop unrolling. One of these pipeline optimization flows
is Proteus, from 2011, which has been used in the development of Intel’s Ethernet switch [8], [45].
Also, around the same period as Proteus, Tiempo was introduced, which uses high-level transaction-
level modeling (TLM) of SystemVerilog, for specification entry, and then compiles it to a gate-level
netlist, followed by synthesizing to layout using commercial synchronous tools [160].
Asynchronous processors. The first modern asynchronous 16-bit RISC processor was devel-
oped at Caltech by Martin’s group in 1988 [124]. In 1993, another influential processor, Amulet
1, was designed at University of Manchester, which is an asynchronous version of the ARM pro-
cessors [65]. Since then, there have been several processors that have advanced the field with new
pipeline optimizations, cache and memory design, exception handling, speculative operation [148]:
TITAC-1/2 [179], Amulet2e and Amulet3i [65], and MiniMIPS [125].
GALS systems. An alternative to fully-asynchronous systems are globally-asynchronous locally-
synchronous (GALS) systems. An example GALS system is shown in Figure 1.3, where syn-
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Figure 1.3: A GALS system
chronous computing elements, operating at different clock frequencies, are connected using an
asynchronous interconnection network. For correct synchronization between synchronous and asyn-
chronous components, mixed-timing wrappers are required at the sync-async boundaries. The
GALS approach eliminates the use of global clock for the entire chip [107], [147], [182].
Commercial applications. Asynchronous designs have been used in several industrial applica-
tions.
Philips Semiconductors (now NXP) developed an asynchronous 80C51 microcontroller in the
late 1990s to early 2000s [63]. This microcontroller showed 3-4× lower power as well as lower
electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise than its commercial synchronous version. This combined
advantage led to the use of these controllers in wide-range of consumer electronics, such as pagers,
cell phones, smart cards and digital IDs.
Asynchronous design has also made in-roads in FPGA development. Achronix Semiconductor
introduced the Speedster 22i family of FPGAs in the mid 2000s [183]. These high-performance
FPGAs used fine-grain bit-level pipelining, and could operate at 1.5 GHz in 22 nm technology.
Intel acquired the asynchronous startup Fulcrum Microsystems in 2011 to develop its industry-
leading FM5000/6000 series Ethernet switch chips [45]. This switch supports a 40 Gigabit Ethernet




Asynchronous design has also seen an increasing interest in brain-inspired neuromorphic com-
puters, from both IBM [2] and Intel [46], aiming to achieve the high efficiency of the biological
brain. These computers follow a non-Von-Neumann architecture, where neurons are the main com-
puting elements, with closely-coupled memories, and these neurons are connected to each other
using synapses, modeled as the interconnection framework of the computer. IBM’s TrueNorth is
5.4 billion transistor neuromorphic GALS chip, which connects 4096 synchronous cores, modeling
1 million neurons and 256 million synapses using a fully-asynchronous NoC. Intel’s Loihi is a fully-
asynchronous 2.1 billion transistors system, comprising 128 cores, each modeling 1024 neurons.
1.3 Networks-on-Chip: An Introduction
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) are becoming the de facto standard of communication for many-core
systems, and are the focus of this thesis. This section presents the motivation behind the rise of
NoCs, its basics and advantages, and recent advances in synchronous as well as asynchronous NoCs.
1.3.1 NoCs: Motivation, Basics, and Advantages
System performance and power depend not only on computing efficiency but are also governed by
the communication efficacy of the on-chip interconnects [122]. In particular, on-chip interconnects
have become the limiting factor to achieve high performance and low power for today’s many-core
systems due to two reasons: (i) cores for these systems operate on different clock frequencies, and a
reliable and efficient interconnect is required to manage interaction between these different timing
domains; and (ii) with technology scaling, computational elements and memories have become
faster and more energy-efficient but the performance and power of the interconnects has not scaled
down. Given these reasons, it is important to consider designing efficient on-chip communication
framework as a first-class research problem.
Traditional global buses are often not suitable for today’s large-scale many-core processors [122].
In bus-based interconnects, a single bus is shared between multiple processors, graphics cards, mem-
ory modules, and accelerators, which is not scalable as the number of units increase, both in terms of
performance and power. Due to the centralized architecture, buses have limited support for handling
multiple communication flows in parallel. To start a transmission, a sender first requests access to
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the bus. Since, there can be multiple senders active at one time, arbitration is performed and the bus
access is granted to the winner. The winner then broadcasts messages on the bus, which are received
by all ‘slave’ units but are accepted only by the intended receiver, and ignored by the others. Such
bus-wide broadcasts can have significant power overheads.
Another conventional interconnect is the point-to-point interconnect. These interconnects use
dedicated wires connecting each source-destination pair, e.g. a crossbar. This network can lead
to high performance but at a cost of significant power and area overheads, and may not scale well
with large networks. These interconnects also suffer from significant physical design issues, where
routing of these large number of dedicated wires is an arduous task.
As shown in Figure 1.4, NoC provides a distributed communication infrastructure, consisting of
switches and channels. Each processing element (PE) is connected to the switch through a network
interface (or NI), and the switches are in turn connected to each other using channels or links. The
switches and channels are organized in a fixed structure called a topology, which can be of different
types, e.g. mesh, torus, ring, etc. [122]. During a transmission, the PE sends a message to the NI,
which performs packetization, and converts the message into multiple packets, which are sent to the
attached switch. The switches use an underlying routing algorithm to determine the path for routing
the packets to the destination switch, traversing intermediate channels. The destination switch sends
the received packets to the NI, which converts them back to messages, compatible to the formats
used by the PEs, and sends them to the destination PE. In cases where the PEs are operating at
a different clock rate than the NoC, the NIs may also use mixed-timing interfaces to synchronize
between the NoC and the PEs.
NoCs have several advantages over the traditional interconnects:
• High performance and energy efficiency. NoCs provide a shared communication infrastruc-
ture, which can be utilized by many traffic flows at the same time. This parallel and distributed
operation leads to high performance, without utilizing extra dedicated wiring resources, hence
with minimum area and power overheads.
• Scalability and reliability. The aggregated bandwidth of the NoCs scales with the network
size. In contrast, bandwidth is limited in traditional global buses, which is shared by all the
attached units and suffers when the number of units increase. Further, NoCs have regular ar-
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Figure 1.4: Network-on-chip structure
chitectures, with short wires that have controlled and predictable electrical properties, leading
to a more reliable operation compared to global long wires.
• Modularity and ease of integration. NoCs support modularity by separating communication
from computation. They also facilitate design reuse where optimized standard IPs can be
simply plugged in, considerably decreasing the design efforts and allowing faster testing and
validation, hence improving the overall design cycle.
1.3.2 Advances in Synchronous NoCs
The synchronous design style is the most common approach used for NoCs. The earliest syn-
chronous NoCs were seen in the early 2000s [12], [40], [72], [76], [197]. Since then, there has been
much advancement in this field.
Topologies. Many different network topologies have been used, as well as new ones proposed
for NoCs. The most common topologies are: mesh [70], [132], torus [204], ring [93], and trees [72].




Routing Algorithms. There has been significant research on routing algorithms for NoCs.
There are two main categories: deterministic, where the path taken by a packet is fixed stati-
cally [79], [93], [177], [204], and adaptive routing, where a packet can dynamically select the
best path based on network state such as congestion [69], [72], [80], [132].
Guaranteed service. NoCs also play a critical role in systems with hard real time deadlines in
order to deliver packets on time. Such systems require NoCs to support guaranteed service (GS)
and multiple service levels [70], [93], [132].
Power and performance optimization. Several power and performance optimization tech-
niques have been introduced for NoCs. To minimize power, novel router architectures have been
proposed [192], and techniques such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) have been
used to select the best V,F settings depending on channel utilization [169]. To improve perfor-
mance, optimization techniques such as speculation [150], prediction [127] and bypassing or looka-
head [149] have been used within routers. Recently, SMART NoCs were introduced that use ex-
treme bypassing, where multiple routers on the correct path are bypassed by a packet in a single
clock cycle [104].
Support for new traffic patterns. There has also been significant recent research to support
communication patterns common in parallel computing application, such as cache coherency, and
emerging areas of deep neural network architectures. These patterns involve multicast (1-to-many)
and aggregation (many-to-1) traffic. Several approaches have been proposed to support these pat-
terns while simultaneously achieving high performance with low overheads [106], [81], [88], [106],
[193].
Reliability. Fault tolerance and reliability are major concerns for NoCs as feature sizes keep
scaling down [22]. Fault-tolerant routing algorithms that route around the faulty components have
been introduced [59], [156], [209], some of which can tolerate any number of faults as long as good
connections exist [156]. Defect-tolerant router architectures have also been proposed that use error
detection codes such as CRC and redundant hardware to improve reliability [36].
Real chips and prototypes. Synchronous NoCs have been used in several academic and indus-
trial chips, which are large-scale, involve many processors, and are used for different applications.
Some of the academic prototypes include: TRIPS [71], where a NoC replaced the traditional bus for
the applications of operand networks, and more recent 36-core SCORPIO [47] with a mesh-based
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NoC to support a scalable snoopy cache coherence protocol. Some of the industrial systems using
NoCs are from Tilera [10], Intel [189], and IBM [208].
Emerging technologies. Recently, several high-performance NoCs using emerging technolo-
gies such as 3D, wireless, and photonics have been proposed. A 3D chip stacks multiple device lay-
ers, connected using vertical interfaces such as Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs) [44]. New 3D NoCs
have been proposed to connect processing elements in these chips. These NoCs have many advan-
tages: lower network diameter leading to potentially high performance, reduction in total wiring
cost, and higher packing density [43], [92], [186]. In addition, wireless NoCs have been proposed
that add high-speed wireless links on top of a conventional wired NoC to create a small world effect
of bringing far nodes closer, significantly improving performance [49]. Such hybrid wireless/wired
NoCs use different wireless technologies, e.g., mm-wave or surface wave [49], [95]. Similarly,
photonics NoCs have been introduced that exploit wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) to send
multiple packet streams in parallel, using different wavelengths, on a single channel, at speed of
light, leading to very high performance [119], [168].
1.3.3 Advances in Asynchronous NoCs
Even though synchronous NoCs are mainstream, they can still incur significant power and perfor-
mance overheads, making asynchronous NoCs a promising alternative.
Asynchronous NoCs can be used to connect synchronous components, forming globally-asynchronous
locally-synchronous (GALS) systems, or can be used in fully-asynchronous systems. The use of
asynchronous NoCs eliminates global clock management, and the associated overheads of clock
skew, clock power or any clock-gating circuitry. Given the promise of asynchronous NoCs, there
has been much research in this area in the last decade, including industrial advancements and use of
these NoCs in emerging areas of neuromorphic computing, as described below.
General asynchronous NoC research. A number of research challenges for asynchronous
NoCs have been targeted. To achieve quality of service (QoS), asynchronous NoCs have been
proposed that provide guaranteed service and multiple levels of services, in addition to best effort
traffic [23], [51], [162]. There has been important research on improving fault-tolerance and relia-
bility of asynchronous NoCs [84], [176], [205] with some works focusing on developing efficient
asynchronous NoCs that also mitigate effects of process variation [56], [142]. Automated tool flows
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have also been proposed for asynchronous NoCs that guarantee not only correctness but also lead to
high-performance implementation [66], [134], [184]. Interestingly, a recent asynchronous NoC that
supports time division multiplexing (TDM) was proposed [96]; TDM is usually performed in a syn-
chronous setting, since the use of clock helps provide a time reference. In addition, space division
multiplexing (SDM) has also been used for asynchronous NoCs [206]. Further, virtual channels
(VCs) have been added to asynchronous NoCs without significant overheads in terms of area and
power [51], [136]. Multiple recent works target latency optimization of asynchronous NoCs us-
ing a low-overhead bypassing technique, where the routers on the path of a packet are informed
in advance of the arrival so they can pre-allocate the resources, and the packet is then simply fast
forwarded through the routers after arrival [57], [90]. Finally, there also has been recent interest in
using asynchronous NoCs for 3D technology [190], as well as for vision applications [163].
Industrial comparisons with synchronous NoCs. Recently, there have been asynchronous
and GALS NoCs developed at STMicroelectronics, Intel and AMD, which have been shown to be
more efficient than their synchronous counterparts.
A GALS system called P2012 from STMicroelectronics uses a fully-asynchronous NoC to con-
nect highly-customizable accelerators [11]. This system comprises 4 clusters, each consisting of 16
synchronous processors. The system delivers a performance of 80 GOPS but consuming only 2W
power. Compared to recent Quadro and Nvidia commercial GPUs, P2012 achieves significantly
better performance per unit area and performance per unit power.
Intel Labs proposed a hybrid packet/circuit-switched NoC, fabricated in advanced 22 nm tri-gate
CMOS technology [30]. This NoC supports two modes: normal synchronous packet-switched, and
a source-synchronous circuit-switched mode. The latter mode is actually an asynchronous circuit-
switched implementation, which was shown to achieve 2.7× better network throughput and a 93%
reduction in latency, compared to the synchronous packet-switched mode.
A recent asynchronous NoC router, developed jointly by AMD research and Asynchronous Cir-
cuits Lab of Columbia University, showed 55% less area and 28% reduction in latency in a head-to-
head comparison with a state-of-the-art synchronous router used in high-end AMD processors [89].
Both the routers were synthesized in advanced 14 nm FinFET technology, and used two virtual
channels. Similar improvements were also estimated for this asynchronous router with 8 VCs.
Neuromorphic computing. Neuromorphic computing is an emerging area of brain-inspired
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computers that target brain-like high performance and power efficiency. These systems have billions
of computing elements, each following a non-Von Neumann architecture with a closely-coupled
local memory. The neurons, in these systems, are implemented by computing elements, either
using digital design [2] or analog [13], while the communication between neurons (or synapses)
are implemented using an interconnect. Interestingly, asynchronous NoCs are often used as these
interconnection networks, connecting billions of synchronous neural cores, forming a substantial
GALS system. Neuromorphic computing fits the asynchronous paradigm because of the event-
driven communication between neurons, and can utilize the various benefits of asynchronous NoCs
in terms of scalability, low power, and ease-of-integration.
On of the first examples of a neuromorphic computer is SpiNNaker (Spiking Neural Network
Architecture), developed at University of Manchester [62]. Spinnaker is a massively-parallel sys-
tem, where 1 million neurons are modeled in software using synchronous ARM9 cores, which are
connected using an asynchronous communication infrastructure. This system achieves burns only
50 mJ of energy when processing a 1024 by 1024 image, compared to 1.5 J for a GPU-based system.
TrueNorth from IBM is a recent example, which is a 5.4-billion transistor neuromorphic chip [2].
TrueNorth is also a GALS system with 4096 synchronous neurosynaptic cores, modeling 1 million
neurons and 256 million synapses, connected using a fully-asynchronous NoC. This chip only con-
sumes 63 mW of power while processing a 400×240 video input. TrueNorth is also being used for
other applications such as face recognition.
Very recently, Intel announced the Loihi neuromorphic chip, which is a fully-asynchronous 2.1-
billion transistor system [46], [117]. This chip comprises of 128 neural cores, modeling 1024 neu-
rons each, and consuming only 25 pJ energy per operation at 1 V supply. These cores are connected
using a 8×4 asynchronous mesh NoC. Loihi is the first system to support on-chip learning.
1.4 Multicast Communication and its Applications
While NoCs have several benefits, they also face a key challenge of supporting new types of traffic
patterns. Modern NoCs must be able to support communication requirements of advanced parallel
architectures. One such important class of traffic is multicast, i.e. 1-to-many communication, which
has seen a growing interest recently [15]. Even though there has been significant research on sup-
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porting multicast in synchronous NoCs, this capability has been largely missing from asynchronous
NoCs, despite the numerous applications of multicast as described below. This thesis focuses on
supporting high-performance multicast in asynchronous NoCs while maintaining low overheads.
Multicast communication is defined as sending the same packet from one source to an arbitrary
number of destinations. There are three main domains where this traffic pattern is common: (i)
parallel computing applications, (ii) new interconnect technologies, and (iii) emerging NoC appli-
cations.
Multicast has been widely used in parallel computing domain for three main applications: cache
coherence protocols, shared operand networks, and barrier synchronization [88]. In cache coher-
ence, multicast can be used to send write invalidates to multiple processors in directory-based pro-
tocols. There are also multicast [21] and broadcast-based [126] snoopy cache coherence protocols.
In shared operand networks such as RAW [181], TRIPS [166], Wavescalar [178], multicast can be
used to deliver operands to multiple instructions. Also, barrier synchronization can be performed
using multicast, crucial for message passing based shared memory systems. This approach is useful
in bringing a set of processors to a known global phase before proceeding to a new phase of compu-
tation. In this case, a barrier-sync packet indicating thread synchronization is multicast/broadcast to
all the participating processors [175]. Therefore, given these important applications, the NoCs for
these advanced parallel architectures must support efficient multicast.
Multicast is also gaining importance with new technologies replacing the traditional electrical
wires in NoCs. Emerging interconnect paradigms such as nanophotonics, wireless, and 3D integra-
tion have seen recent interest [26], [49], [168], [202]. Multicast and broadcast are inherent forms
of communication used in radio frequency (RF) [28], [27], [94] wireless [49], [50], [111], photon-
ics [33], [133], [201], and CDMA technologies [112], [153], [195]. Supporting lightweight, and
power-performance efficient multicast in these emerging NoCs is an active area of research [94].
There is also interesting research in handling multicast in 3D NoCs [54].
Finally, 1-to-many (multicast) and 1-to-all (broadcast) communication patterns are also com-
mon in emerging areas of neuromorphic computing [2], [46] [130], [138], [144], and computational
genomics [24]. A significant portion (sometimes 100%) of spiking neural networks (SNNs) [188] or
deep neural networks (DNNs) [32], [109], traffic is multicast/broadcast, where a neuron communi-
cates with several other neurons. Similarly, broadcast patterns are common for genomic applications
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such as sequence analysis and parallel sequence alignment [24]. NoCs designed for these emerging
applications must be able to support multicast and broadcast efficiently. Recently, asynchronous
NoCs have also been used to handle communication requirements of hardware implementations of
SNNs [130]. However, an efficient multicast capability has been entirely missing from general-
purpose asynchronous NoCs.
1.5 FPGAs: Architecture, and Applications
In the last decade, research and development in the field of reconfigurable computing has led to
FPGAs becoming more mainstream and being deployed as SoCs for variety of applications. Modern
FPGAs not only consist of the standard programmable logic fabric but also a processing system
comprising multiple cores, GPUs, accelerators, and memories [151], [161]. The combination of
programmability with a high-performance processing unit enables efficient implementation of large-
scale systems, targeting different applications, at low cost, low power, and achieving fast time-to-
market.
FPGAs have come a long way from the production of the first Xilinx FPGA in 1985, which
could support 1000 ASIC gates to Xilinx’s latest Zynq Ultrascale+ FPGA, which supports up to
6.2 million ASIC gates. Since 1999, there has been a major push towards integrating processors
and memories with the programmable logic: from a single core to multi-core homogeneous and
heterogeneous systems with different processors targeting specialized tasks and supporting different
operating systems [151]. However, given the advancement in this field, there has been only limited
research on implementing asynchronous circuits on FPGAs. This thesis takes on this challenge of
safely and optimally implementing asynchronous NoCs on the modern FPGAs.
Before discussing the implementation of asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs, it is important to first
understand the basic architecture of an FPGA, and the recent trends of its different applications.
1.5.1 FPGA Architecture
Figure 1.5 shows the high-level architecture of a Xilinx 7 series FPGA, such as Zynq 7000, Kintex




Figure 1.5: Xilinx 7 Series FPGA block view [86]
The processing system consists of an advanced processor subsystemwith dual-core ARMCortex-
A9 CPUs, L1/L2 caches, on-chip memory, and other useful units such as DMA and interrupt con-
troller. Other important components of the processing system are the flash controller, multi-port
DRAM controller that supports DDR2 and DDR3, and a rich set of standard I/O peripherals. This
system connects to the programmable logic fabric using a high-performance low-latency AXI-based
interconnect that can enable 16 parallel DMA channels and a functional bandwidth of over 300
MB/s.
The structure of a programmable logic fabric is shown in Figure 1.6 [98]. It uses an island-
style architecture with two main components: configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and an underlying
programmable interconnect, connecting the CLBs. The CLBs consist of configurable one-to-five
input look-up tables (LUTs) that can implement different logic functions, and flip-flops for storage
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Figure 1.6: FPGA programmable logic fabric
purposes. The programmable interconnect consists of switch boxes, and horizontal and vertical
channels. The switch boxes mainly consist of multiplexers that can be configured, as well as buffers
to drive the wires of the channels.
1.5.2 FPGA Applications
Due to the advancement in FPGA technology, these devices are being deployed for several industrial
applications [151], [161]. Some of the important ones are [161]: to develop efficient digital signal
processing systems, implementing vision applications in FPGA for aerial vehicles such as UAVs,
and in automative systems for vehicle velocity estimation, etc. With the ever-increasing interest
in machine learning algorithms, FPGAs are also being used for hardware-assisted acceleration of
these algorithms: prominent examples are at Microsoft, where FPGAs are being used to accelerate
the Bing search engine [3], [25]. Additionally, other applications of FPGAs include: developing
security circuits such as PUFs [91], as well as for big-data analytics acceleration [191].
1.6 Research Focus
This thesis aims to significantly advance the field of asynchronous NoCs by introducing the first sys-
tematic and efficient approach to support multicast in these NoCs. While there has been significant
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work on handling multicast in synchronous NoCs, this capability has been entirely missing from
general-purpose asynchronous NoCs.
While the primary focus of this thesis is on supporting multicast in asynchronous NoCs, a sec-
ondary focus is on efficiently and safely synthesizing these NoCs on modern FPGAs. Synthesis and
evaluation of these NoCs on commercial FPGAs is required to not only perform a realistic analy-
sis of the actual physical design in terms of performance and energy, but also to advance the field
of asynchronous NoCs by introducing a systematic and efficient methodology to map these NoCs
on FPGAs, targeting both robustness and high performance. Such a methodology has been largely
missing from asynchronous NoCs research, even though there has been significant advancement in
FPGAs and their increased commercial uptake.
1.6.1 Challenges with Supporting Multicast in Asynchronous NoCs
To achieve high-performance and low-overhead multicast, there are multiple challenges that must
be addressed: (i) selecting a multicast addressing that can efficiently encode multiple destinations;
(ii) efficient multi-way forking of the flits of multicast packets; and (iii) avoiding any deadlocks that
can occur due to multicast.
There are trade-offs involved in selecting the best multicast addressing scheme. There can
be several possibilities: encoding addresses (x,y coordinates) of all destinations, using bit-string to
encode destinations, or encoding the paths taken at various intermediate switches to the destinations.
It is important that the selected addressing not only has a good coding efficiency but also leads to a
simpler decoding logic in the switches for low latency.
Replication of flits of multicast packets at switches is the core operation of parallel multicast,
and must be performed efficiently. In synchronous NoCs, this replication can either take multiple
clock cycles [81], [88], or can be performed in parallel in a single clock cycle [149], [164], [193].
For high-performance multicast in asynchronous NoCs, switches must support forking of the flits of
a multicast packet in parallel towards multiple output ports, and this replication must be performed
without adding significant area/energy overheads. In addition, due to the asynchronous operation,
this multi-way routing is performed in continuous time without waiting for discrete clock cycles,
which can also potentially lead to high performance.
Multicast operation is potentially prone to deadlocks. Deadlocks can occur within a switch,
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due to cyclic dependency between multiple multicast packets, where one packet acquires some
resources needed by the other packet, and vice versa, and both packets wait on each other to free
up these resources [164]. Such deadlocks must be avoided but without incurring significant costs in
terms of area, power, and performance.
1.6.2 Challenges with Implementing Asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs
There are three main challenges with implementing asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs: (i) mapping
of special asynchronous elements that are not used in traditional synchronous designs; (ii) in the
absence of clocks, asynchronous circuits rely on timing constraints that must be satisfied for correct
operation; and (iii) developing an automated CAD tool flow for implementation on FPGAs.
There are elements, which are not used in synchronous designs but widely-used in asynchronous
NoCs. These are: C-element, used for storage, and a mutual exclusion (mutex) element for arbitra-
tion. Mapping these elements on FPGAs, both safely and efficiently, is required.
The focus of this thesis is on single-rail bundled-data asynchronous NoCs, a design style which
has gained significant interest recently to achieve high performance at low overheads, but also rely
on moderate timing constraints for correctness [66], [83], [89], [163]. These NoCs use a single-
rail bundled data encoding, where synchronous-style datapath is strobed by a req wire. While the
use of single-rail data encoding leads to low overheads, two timing constraints are required for
correctness: in the datapath, req must arrive only after data is stable (i.e. a bundling constraint),
and in the control, relative timing constraints (RTCs) between any two paths must be satisfied. The
methodology to map these NoCs on FPGAs must guarantee that these constraints are satisfied.
Finally, developing an automated tool flow to map asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs is challeng-
ing. These flows must not only satisfy all timing constraints for correctness but also lead to a high-
performance mapping. In addition, these flows must use existing commercial tools for convenience
of the designers.
1.7 Contribution of Thesis
In this thesis, new multicast strategies are introduced for two different network topologies, first
starting with a simpler variant mesh-of-trees with low-radix routers, followed by the more common
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and complex 2D mesh with higher radix routers. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
general-purpose asynchronous NoCs to directly support parallel multicast.
Additionally, for a more realistic analysis and evaluation, and also to advance the general field of
asynchronous NoCs, a systematic CAD methodology is introduced to synthesize these NoCs on FP-
GAs. A challenging two-fold goal is targeted for the final implementation: it must be highly robust
and also achieve high performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic method-
ology to efficiently map asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed flow, two distinct 5-port asynchronous NoC switches are implemented using the proposed
tool flow: one highly-efficient switch that only handles unicast, and the other that also supports
multicast, proposed as part of this thesis. A head-to-head comparison was performed between these
switches and a state-of-the-art synchronous switch: the asynchronous switches significantly outper-
form the synchronous one in terms of energy and idle power, as well as in some critical performance
metrics.
Multicast in variant mesh-of-trees NoCs using local speculation. The first topology targeted
in this thesis for supporting multicast is variant mesh-of-trees (MoT). This topology is simple, in-
volves low-radix switches, and has been used for high-performance parallel computing to intercon-
nect processing cores with memory modules.
For variant MoT, a novel strategy, local speculation, is introduced for high-performance and
low-overhead multicast [18]. In this strategy, a packet (unicast or multicast) is always broadcast
at a fixed subset of speculative routers in the network. To restrict the distance traveled by any re-
dundant packets to small ‘local’ regions, these packets are throttled by neighboring non-speculative
routers, hence, limiting the penalties of speculation to minimal impact on congestion and power.
Speculative routers are very simple and fast as they do not perform route computation or channel
allocation. Non-speculative routers perform throttling with almost no hardware overhead. This mix
of speculative and non-speculative routers leads to a hybrid network architecture. For multicast
traffic, significant performance benefits with small power savings are obtained by the new hybrid
network over a fully non-speculative baseline. Interestingly, similar improvements are also shown
for unicast traffic.
Multicast in 2D-mesh NoCs using a continuous-time replication strategy. The second topol-
ogy used for handling multicast is 2D mesh, which is a more common topology. Multicast in 2D
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mesh is a more challenging problem, as it involves higher-radix routers, and exhibits significant
amount of parallelism with multiple packets routed through different input ports of a router at the
same time.
For 2D mesh, a new replication strategy is introduced to achieve high-performance multicast
but still maintaining low overheads [17], [19]. In this approach, the flits of a multicast packet are
routed through the distinct outputs of the router according to each output’s own rate, concurrently
and in continuous time. Unlike synchronous, this unique asynchronous approach, not discretized
to clock cycles can provide considerable performance benefits by accommodating subtle variations
in network congestion and exploiting ’sub-cycle’ differences in interface operating rates. Exhaus-
tive experiments on wide-ranging multicast benchmarks, created with traffic patterns common in
cache coherence protocols and neural networks, show significant latency and throughput gains,
with small-moderate energy improvements, over a baseline network that performs multicast using
several unicasts, injected and routed serially. Interestingly, moderate latency improvements were
also shown for unicast traffic.
A systematic methodology for synthesizing asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. Finally, a com-
prehensive CAD tool flow is proposed for mapping asynchronous NoCs on modern commercial
FPGAs. The target of this work is bundled-data asynchronous NoCs, which are shown to be highly-
efficient but also involve moderate timing constraints for correct operation. The proposed methodol-
ogy not only makes sure that all timing constraints are satisfied, but also achieves high performance
for these NoCs. For ease of implementation and convenience for the designs, only existing FPGA
synthesis tool is used. In addition, asynchronous NoCs also use some special asynchronous compo-
nents such as a C-element and a mutex; a systematic guide on how to map these components both
efficiently and safely is also proposed. Two distinct bundled-data 5-port switches are synthesized
using the proposed tool flow on Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm: one that only supports unicast [66], and the
other that also handles multicast (Chapter 5). Compared to a high-performance synchronous switch,
the unicast asynchronous switch achieved 30.7% lower latency and 44.4% lower energy. Interest-
ingly, the multicast asynchronous switch also achieved 11.5% lower latency with similar energy as
synchronous for a unicast transmission, despite the extra instrumentation for multicast support.
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1.8 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows.
Background of the thesis is provided in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Chapter 2 covers the basic
concepts of asynchronous design: different handshaking protocols, data encoding schemes, spe-
cial asynchronous components, overview of asynchronous pipelines with a particular focus on the
Mousetrap pipeline, and mixed-timing interfaces, which are used to design GALS systems. Chap-
ter 3 presents the background on networks-on-chip: different topologies that are used in this thesis,
routing algorithms, packet encoding schemes, basic synchronous router architecture and optimiza-
tion strategies, multicast techniques and related work on supporting multicast in synchronous NoCs,
followed by examples of state-of-the-art synchronous NoCs that support multicast.
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the new research, and form the core of the thesis. Chapters 4 and 5
introduce the new multicast strategies, targeting simpler mesh-of-trees topology and more complex
2D mesh, respectively. Chapter 6 introduces a new CAD methodology to implement asynchronous
NoCs on FPGAs, addressing various challenges, and using a unicast asynchronous NoC router, and
the multicast-aware asynchronous router from Chapter 5 as case studies.
Finally, concluding remarks and future research directions are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background: Asynchronous Design
Since the focus of this thesis is on asynchronous NoCs, a brief background on asynchronous design
style is presented in this chapter before getting to the new research. This background covers several
fundamentals for designing asynchronous NoCs: the types of handshaking protocols that can be
used and their trade-offs, different data encoding schemes, some special asynchronous components
that will be used in these NoCs, an overview of Mousetrap pipelines that form the basis of these
NoCs, and different types of mixed-timing interfaces that are required to build GALS systems.
2.1 Handshaking Protocols
Figure 2.1 shows a typical asynchronous communication between a sender and a receiver. The
communication channel involves a request (req) wire and an acknowledge (ack) wire. The req wire
indicates when the data sent by the sender is valid, and the ack wire indicates that the receiver
successfully received the data.
There are two most common handshaking protocols used for the communication channel. The
first is a four-phase (return-to-zero (RZ) protocol), and the second is a two-phase (non-return-to-
zero (NRZ) protocol) [147]. There are other non-standard communication protocols as well, such as
pulse mode [152], which combine the advantages of the RZ and NRZ protocols, but have complex
timing requirements and implementation. Hence, the focus of this thesis is only on two-phase and
four-phase protocols, and the trade-offs of selecting one over the other.
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Figure 2.1: A typical asynchronous communication
Figure 2.2: Two common handshaking protocols
2.1.1 Four-Phase Protocol
Figure 2.2(a) shows a single transaction using a four-phase protocol [45], [172], [183], [185], [198].
In this protocol, req and ack are initially low. The sender initiates a transaction by asserting req,
and the receiver responds by asserting ack. These events form the active phase. In the following
reset phase, these two wires are in turn deasserted low. Therefore, a single transaction requires two
roundtrip communications.
2.1.2 Two-Phase Protocol
Figure 2.2(b) shows two transactions using a two-phase protocol [85], [154], [171]. In this protocol,
a single transition on the req wire starts the transaction, which is terminated by a single transition
on the ack wire. Hence a transaction only involves one roundtrip communication.
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2.1.3 Trade-Offs
There are interesting cost trade-offs involved in selecting the right handshaking protocol. A four-
phase protocol may lead to simpler designs due to the return-to-zero phase. However, two roundtrip
communications per transaction can lead to performance overheads. A two-phase protocol, on the
other hand, may lead to complex designs but is a better choice for performance due to only a single
roundtrip communication per transaction. Moreover, recently, the two-phase protocol has been used
to design asynchronous NoCs which are not only high-performance but also very simple [66], [83],
[89], [96]. Therefore, a two-phase protocol is mainly used in this thesis.
2.2 Data Encoding Schemes
After deciding the handshaking protocol, the next major decision is which encoding scheme to use
for the data. There are two widely-used data encoding schemes: delay-insensitive (DI) codes, and
single-rail bundled-data [147].
2.2.1 Delay-Insensitive (DI) Codes
In DI encoding, the reqwire is typically replaced by the data bits, where a code is used that identifies
both the data value and its validity [45], [183], [185], [198]. The data bits in this encoding can be
sent to the receiver in any arbitrary order, and the arrival times of the bits can also be arbitrarily
skewed, but the receiver is still able to successfully identify when data is valid and to extract the data.
A completion detector is required at the receiver to detect the termination of a data transmission.
A common and simple instance of the DI codes is dual-rail encoding [45], [183], [198]. As
shown in the Figure 2.3, the dual-rail code encodes a data bit using two wires. The bit combination
‘01’ is used to encode 0 and ‘10’ represents 1. ‘00’ is called a spacer, used between two valid
transmissions, and ‘11’ is not used and is invalid in this scheme. Other popular approaches include
1-of-4, more generalized m-of-n codes, level-encoded dual-rail (LEDR) [48], and level-encoded
transition-signaling (LETS) codes [128].
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Figure 2.3: Two widely-used data encoding schemes
2.2.2 Single-Rail Bundled Data
An alternative is a single-rail bundled data encoding. As shown in the Figure 2.3, this scheme uses
a synchronous-style single-rail data channel with an extra req wire, called bundling signal that is
used as a local strobe [74], [89], [100], [171]. A simple single-sided timing constraint is required
for correctness: the req arrive after the data is stable, and therefore models a worst-case delay. This
matched bundling delay can be implemented as an inverter chain or a carefully replicated critical
path taken from the datapath [147]. Recently, a set of heuristics have been proposed to select the best
mix of gates, taken from the same standard-cell libraries used to synthesize the datapaths and wire
lengths to generate high-performance and dynamically reconfigurable bundling delay lines [140].
Moreover, these delays can be made fairly tight.
2.2.3 Trade-Offs
Like the handshaking protocols, there are interesting trade-offs involved with the encoding schemes.
DI encoding may have lower coding efficiency (2n wires for n bits in dual-rail), which can lead to
high dynamic power and area, but is also more timing-robust to static process variations or dynamic
timing deviations. Single-rail bundled data, on the other hand, can be less timing-robust but only
involves simple timing constraints, which, in practice, are easily satisfied, while also providing
higher coding efficiency with lower energy/area footprint. Given these advantages, the single-rail
bundled data encoding has been widely-used in recent asynchronous NoCs [66], [83], [89], [96],
and is therefore, also used in this thesis.
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Figure 2.4: The C-element: (a) symbol, (b) a transistor-level design, and (c) a
standard-cell based design
2.3 Special Asynchronous Components
There are some special asynchronous elements that are not typically used in synchronous designs.
These components are: the C-element and the mutual exclusion (mutex) element. Another critical
component is an n-way asynchronous arbiter, which mediates between multiple requests for a shared
resource. These arbiters, and in particular, the 4-way arbiters, are important parts of the proposed
asynchronous NoC routers.
2.3.1 The C-Element
The C-element is an asynchronous state-holding component [147]. As shown in Figure 2.4(a), it
has two inputs: A and B, and one output. The output is deasserted when both inputs are low, and
asserted when both inputs are high. For all other cases, the element holds its output.
Figure 2.4 shows two possible designs of the C-element. One possibility is at the transistor-
level, as shown in Figure 2.4(b), which has advantages of higher performance and lower power. The
other option is a standard-cell design, as shown in Figure 2.4(c), which can be easily integrated into
an automated design flow. The latter was also used in Tangram, an early design flow, developed at
Philips Semiconductors [14], and used in a number of products. Moreover, both the designs can be
simply extended to support higher number of inputs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Mutex: (a) block-level view, (b) design details [147]
2.3.2 The Mutex
The mutex is used for basic arbitration in asynchronous systems. Arbitration in an asynchronous
design is more challenging than in the synchronous designs. In synchronous, the result of the arbi-
tration between requests is decided based on the order of arrival of the requests during discrete clock
cycles. While in asynchronous, these requests arrive in continuous time, and can be only picosec-
onds apart. The mutex element is specially designed to handle this continuous-time arbitration.
There are two requests input to the mutex, with one grant output corresponding to each request,
as shown by a block-level view in Figure 2.5(a). The design of the mutex is shown in the Fig-
ure 2.5(b), introduced by Seitz [147]. This mutex contains two stages: a digital arbiter stage and an
analog filter stage. The arbiter stage performs arbitration between requests using a cross-coupled
NAND structure, similar to an SR latch. If the two requests arrive close to each other, the arbiter can
become metastable. The filter stage keeps the grant outputs of the mutex low while the arbitration
is being resolved, and once the arbitration is complete, it cleanly asserts exactly one grant high.
The mutex operates using a four-phase handshaking protocol. In a basic scenario with no con-
tention, an assertion on one request leads to an assertion on the corresponding grant, followed by
deassertion of both. In a scenario with contention, with one request arriving slightly before the
other, the arbiter stage performs arbitration, during which the filter stage keeps the outputs low.
Once the arbitration is resolved, the grant corresponding to the winning request is asserted. This set
phase is then followed by a reset phase, where both the request and the grant go back to low, in turn.
This deassertion is then followed by the other pending request being granted.
The resolution time for arbitration during contention depends on the difference in arrival times
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of the requests. When the requests are far apart, the resolution is quite fast, with the resolution time
degrading as the difference in arrival times gets smaller. When the requests arrive extremely close
to each other (nearly 1 ps apart) then the time to resolve arbitration can be relatively long. However,
in practice, ambient physical conditions, such as noise, can lead to fast resolution of arbitration.
2.3.3 The N-Way Arbiters
An n-way arbiter is an important component that mediates between n requests, which are trying to
gain access to a shared resource. This resource can be a shared bus in a multi-processor system or
an output channel of a NoC router node requested by multiple input ports. Designing these arbiters
efficiently and robustly is critical, especially for NoCs, where the current trend is towards the use of
topologies with high-radix (5-7) routers that will require n-way arbiters with n greater than 3.
Three cost metrics are considered when designing n-way arbiters: high performance, impartial-
ity, and scalability [135]. High performance not only includes the latency of the arbiter to access the
shared resource but also its throughput in processing the requests in various competing scenarios.
Impartiality involves two facets: (i) latency equalization, i.e., latency from each input request to the
corresponding grant output must be similar, and (ii) arbitration fairness, where every input request
should have similar probability of winning the arbitration. In addition, the arbiters must also be
scalable to larger sizes, and its performance and impartiality should not degrade as n increases.
A recent work introduced a novel tree-based architecture for n-way arbiters that mitigates vari-
ous forms of impartiality and also achieves high performance [135]. This tree architecture is highly
balanced and therefore has equalized latency response, as well as a higher degree of arbitration fair-
ness. This paper introduced a scalable family of n-way arbiters, with n ranging from 3 to 9, that
also achieved lower latency with higher throughput, compared to other arbiters.
A 4-way arbiter is an important case of n-way arbiters. An efficient and robust design of this
arbiter is required, as it not only forms a building block of bigger arbiters but is also crucial for
5-port asynchronous NoC routers, which are the focus of this thesis.
The design of a 4-way arbiter is shown in Figure 2.6 [135]. The arbiter takes four input re-
quests and has grant output corresponding to each request. This design achieves high performance
using three mutexes in parallel: left and right mutexes arbitrate between the requests req0/req1 and
req2/req3, respectively, while the middle mutex arbitrates between the two pairs. The final decision
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Figure 2.6: A 4-input arbiter [135]
on which request to grant access is made using a merge of the individual arbitration results of the
mutexes, performed using C-elements, which synchronize the result of the middle mutex with the
side ones.
The arbiter effectively implements a round robin arbitration policy, both between the left and
right side, and between the requests on the same side, in active scenarios. For example, in a con-
tention scenario, with three or four requests, whenever one of these requests is granted, any other
request from the the same side of the winner will be masked for the time being. The idea behind
this masking is to make sure that there is no other active request on the same side when the winning
request is deasserted so that the middle mutex can be released. This operation results in an advan-
tage for the requests from the other side to now acquire the middle mutex, hence leading to a fair
arbitration.
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Figure 2.7: A 3-stage Mousetrap pipeline [171]
2.4 Mousetrap Pipelines
Mousetrap is a high-performance pipeline that uses a two-phase handshaking protocol and single-
rail bundled data encoding [171]. This pipeline forms the basis of the proposed asynchronous
NoCs, and it is therefore important to understand its structure and operation. Also, since Mousetrap
is a bundled-data design, it relies on one-sided timing constraints for correct operation. These
constraints are also reviewed below.
2.4.1 Mousetrap Structure
Figure 2.7 shows a 3-stage Mousetrap pipeline. Each stage consists of a single bank of normally-
transparent D-latches with a simple local control: an XNOR gate. The interface between adjacent
stages has single-rail data and a bundling req going forward and an ack going backward. A delay
element is added on the req wire to match the worst-case logic block delay.
2.4.2 Mousetrap Operation
Mousetrap operation is based on a capture-pass protocol, where the latches are initially transparent
with all the req/ack wires at 0. At a stage i, as new data arrives with its bundling req, it is passed
through the latch and the corresponding reqi is toggled, causing the XNOR of that stage to close
the latch, storing the data. In parallel, acki is sent upstream to request new data. Finally, when
an acki+1 is received from right, the XNORi makes the register transparent, again completing the
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entire cycle.
2.4.3 Timing Constraints
To ensure correct operation of the bundled-data circuits, two types of timing constraints must be
satisfied. First, a bundling constraint in datapath: req must transition after data is stable. Second,
relative timing constraints (RTCs) in control: the delay across one path should be less or greater
than the other.
Mousetrap exhibits examples of these timing constraints. Bundling constraint: a delay element
must be added on the req wire to match the worst-case delay across the logic block between two
stages, as shown in Figure 2.7. Data protection RTC: once data enters a stage (e.g. stage 2), it
must be securely stored in the latch register before new data is produced by the previous stage. This
constraint involves two paths starting after req2 toggles: one path to close the latch2 through the
XNOR2, and the other path comprising of re-enabling latch1 through XNOR1, followed by the
delay of latch1 and logic1. Clearly the delay of first path must be less than the second.
2.5 Mixed-Timing Interfaces
Mixed-timing interfaces are crucial in building GALS systems [147]. In these systems, the mixed-
timing interfaces are required to connect processing cores, accelerators, memories, operating at
different clock frequencies with an asynchronous NoC. Although this thesis does not immediately
focus on GALS systems, an important future work is to implement such systems on FPGAs.
There are three kinds of mixed-timing interfaces. These are: (i) sync-sync that connects a syn-
chronous sender with another synchronous receiver that is operating at a different clock frequency,
(ii) sync-async that connect a synchronous sender to an asynchronous receiver, and (iii) async-sync,
which is a dual of sync-async.
Robust and high-performance FIFO-based mixed-timing interfaces have been introduced for
the above three cases [29]. Each FIFO has a put interface for the sender, and a get interface for
the receiver. These interfaces can be either synchronous or asynchronous, depending on the type of
FIFO: sync-sync, async-sync or sync-async. For example, for an async-sync FIFO, an asynchronous
put interface is combined with a synchronous get interface.
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Figure 2.8: Put/get interfaces for mixed-timing FIFOs: (a) synchronous interfaces, (b)
asynchronous interfaces [29]
The block-view of the synchronous put and get interfaces is shown in Figure 2.8(a). The syn-
chronous put interface has three inputs: a clock (CLKput), a control request to initiate put operation
(reqput), and a data bus (dataput). It has one status output, full, which indicates if the FIFO is full
or not. The synchronous get interface has two inputs: CLKget, and reqget. This interface has two
outputs: a data bus dataget, where the data is placed, and an empty status signal, which indicates if
the FIFO is empty or not.
The block view of the asynchronous put and get interfaces is shown in Figure 2.8(b). These
interfaces are more simplified compared to the synchronous ones. Each interface only contains a
data bus as input (for put) or output (for get), and handshaking controls req and ack. A req is used
to request a put or get operation, while an ack indicates completion of these operations. Note that
there are no full or empty status signals. In case of FIFO being full, the put interface will simply
hold the putack, and when empty, the get interface will hold the getack.
As an example, the basic architecture of a sync-sync FIFO is shown in Figure 2.9. Similar
architectures can be defined for other FIFOs: different synchronous and asynchronous put and get
interfaces can be freely combined to construct these FIFOs.
Each FIFO is a circular array of identical cells, comprising put and get interfaces, that com-
municate with the sender and receiver data buses. The input and output behaviors of the FIFO are
controlled by two tokens: a put token to insert data items, and a get token to remove data items. The
cell with the put token is the tail of the queue, while the cell with the get token is the head. After a
token has been used by the current cell for data operation, it is passed to the next cell. An interesting
feature of these circular FIFOs is that data remains immobile and is not moved between cells: data
is enqueued and dequeued in place.
There are several advantages of the above architecture, which are common to the all the FIFOs.
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Figure 2.9: Basic sync-sync FIFO architecture [29]
Since data is immobile, these FIFOs have a potential for low latency: as soon as a data item is
enqueued, it is also available for dequeuing. This immobility can also lead to potentially lower
power. Finally, the FIFOs are very scalable as the FIFO capacity can be changed with only small
design modifications.
Now that we have covered the relevant background on asynchronous design, in the next chapter
we go over the basics on networks-on-chip, which form the second thread of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Background: Networks-on-Chip
Since Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) are at the center of this thesis, it is important to understand their
basics before presenting the new research. This chapter covers several NoC fundamentals: net-
work topologies, routing algorithms, and packet encoding schemes. The different synchronous
NoC switch micro-architectures and optimizations to improve their performance are also presented.
In addition, the focus of the thesis is to support multicast in NoCs. Therefore, the main tech-
niques to perform multicast in synchronous NoCs and related work are also covered in this chapter.
As case studies, two leading synchronous NoCs with multicast capability are discussed in terms of
their structure and protocols.
3.1 Network Topologies
A network topology defines the structure in which the switches and the channels are arranged [41],
[22]. Selecting an appropriate topology is usually the first step in designing a NoC, and depends
on the applications and power/performance requirements of the NoC. This thesis focuses on two
topologies: a variant mesh-of-trees (MoT) and a 2D-mesh topology.
These topologies belong to two different classes: an indirect topology and a direct topology.
The variant MoT is an indirect topology, where the network consists of two different types of router
nodes: terminal and switching. The terminal node is a source or a sink for data transmission,
sending packets from or to an attached processing element. The switching node is not connected to
any processing elements and only forwards data to another node. The 2D mesh, on the other hand,
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2.1.1 Definition and Properties 281 
the Ν  χ  Ν  mesh of trees nodes and edges added 
to form column trees 
F i g u r e 2-1 The two-dimensional mesh of trees. Leaf nodes from the original 
grid are denoted with circles. Nodes added to form column trees are denoted with 
squares, and nodes added to form row trees are denoted with triangles. 
Ν  χ  Ν  grid of nodes nodes and edges added 
to form row trees 
Figur 3.1: Original 4× 4MoT topology [6]
is a direct topology, where the router nodes act as both terminal and switching nodes; each router is
connected to a processing or storage element and also forwards data to other nodes.
3.1.1 A Variant MoT Topology
Before discussing the variant MoT, it is important to first go over the original MoT. The structure of
the original 4× 4 MoT is shown in the Figure 3.1 [6]. A grid of terminal nodes, each attached to a
processing element, are connected using horizontal tree connections (row of trees) and vertical tree
connections (column of trees) to form this topology. The triangles and squares in the figure show
intermediate nodes, while the circles are the terminal nodes. The routing path between a source and
a destination, involves sending packets up or down the trees. These paths can also be shared by
different packets and therefore can cause congestion.
Figure 3.2 shows the structure of a 4 × 4 variant MoT [7]. It contains two binary trees: a
fanout tree composed of routing (i.e. fanout) nodes, and a fanin tree composed of arbitration (i.e.
fanin) nodes. The trees are mirror copies: the fanout network from a source root to leaves, and the
fanin network from leaves to a destination root. The fanout nodes route packets from a single input
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Figure 3.2: A variant mesh-of-trees (MoT) topology, connecting processors to memory
modules [7]
channel to the correct one of the two output channels. The fanin nodes arbitrate between two input
streams and routes the winner on the output channel.
Variant MoT is a high-performance topology [7]. It provides two key advantages: (a) the hop
count from source to destination is always a small constant, log(n), leading to low latency; and (b)
unlike the original MoT, each distinct source-destination pair has a unique path through the net-
work, which can minimize network contention significantly. However, the lack of path diversity
can be a potential performance bottleneck for some adversarial cases, where traffic is extremely un-
balanced. Overall, though, recent results demonstrate significant benefits for saturation throughput
in high-performance systems, where variant MoT has been used to connect processing cores with
memory [5], [78], [158].
3.1.2 A 2D-Mesh Topology
Figure 3.3 shows the architecture of a 4 × 4 2D-mesh topology connecting 16 tile nodes. The
structure of each tile is also shown in this figure, which consists of a router, connected to an IP core
through a network interface (NI). Unlike the variant MoT with only one-input fanout nodes and
two-input fanin nodes, 2D-mesh exhibits more parallel operations with generally 5-port routers that
handle both routing and arbitration functions. Therefore there are five input port modules (IPMs),
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Figure 3.3: A 2D-mesh topology and the details of its nodes
which perform the input buffering and route computation to select one of the other four outputs,
and five output port modules (OPMs), each of which arbitrates between four other inputs. These
IPMs and OPMs are connected using a shared crossbar. Compared to a variant MoT, another major
difference is the existence of multiple routing paths between a source and destination in 2D mesh.
This path diversity can be used for load balancing to minimize congestion, hence improving overall
network performance.
3.2 Routing Algorithms
After deciding the network topology, the next step is to select an appropriate routing algorithm that
determines a path between a source and a destination. These algorithms are important and have
impact on network performance and power consumption. While the usual approach is to select a
shortest routing path, it is sometimes beneficial to pick a longer path in order to avoid an already
congested minimal path.
The routing algorithms can be broadly divided into three categories: deterministic, oblivious,
and adaptive [22].
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3.2.1 Deterministic Routing
In deterministic routing, the route between a source and a destination is statically pre-determined
and fixed. This approach is the simplest way of routing. Dimension-ordered routing, such as XY is
an example of deterministic routing, where the packet first travels in the X direction until it reaches
the destination’s X dimension, after which it travels in the Y direction and reaches the destination.
XY routing, and its dual YX are very commonly used [47], [166]. Recently, other deterministic
routing approaches have also been introduced [58], [159].
Although deterministic routing is simple and easy to implement, it also has some limitations.
This routing approach does not provide any path diversity – always selecting the same path for
routing between a source and a destination, which can lead to congestion that can incur performance
overheads. Deterministic routing is also not fault-tolerant: if a links on the fixed path break due to
issues such as aging, the packets are unable to route around these faulty links and the network has
to stop operation. However, for uniformly distributed traffic scenarios, and non-faulty conditions,
this routing approach is often an excellent solution.
3.2.2 Oblivious Routing
Oblivious routing is more flexible than deterministic routing, where the routing paths are dynam-
ically determined and are not fixed [170], [101], [167]. Therefore, multiple routes exist between
the same source/destination pair in oblivious routing. An example is O1TURN model, where the
first dimension for routing a packet is selected randomly, and the packet is only allowed to turn
once [167]. Although more flexible and simple, this routing approach still does not consider network
state, such as congestion, when deciding routes, and therefore can incur performance bottlenecks
for non-uniform traffic.
3.2.3 Adaptive Routing
In adaptive routing, paths between sources and destinations are dynamically selected based on the
network state, such as congestion [53], [115], [120]. This approach is more advanced, and often
more effective for non-uniform traffic. Adaptive routing can also be used to route around the faults
in the network. However, this scheme usually results in more complex switch design that can have
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impact on its latency, area and power. Moreover, since the routes are selected on the fly, there is
no guarantee that these paths will not lead to deadlocks. Therefore, additional deadlock-avoidance
techniques are used with adaptive routing. A prominent work introducing adaptive deadlock-free
routing algorithms is from Glass and Ni [69]. Their proposal was to prohibit a small number of
turns such that packets do not form a cyclic dependency on each other, hence avoiding deadlocks.
3.3 Packet Encoding Schemes
The basic unit for data transmission between IP cores is a packet. The packet is further divided into
flits or flow control units. A packet typically contains a header flit, which carries the destination
address information and may contain some data, and body and tail flits, which usually contain
only data. There are two approaches to encode addressing in the header flits: source routing, and
destination-based routing [22].
In source routing, the address field of the header directly contains routes to take at each router
node on the path to destination. This encoding is performed at the source network interface during
the injection of the packet. Source routing can lead to very simple router node design, efficient in
terms of latency, area, and power. However, this approach can have lower coding efficiency with
long address fields. It also can not be used with adaptive routing, where the paths are determined
dynamically.
In destination-based routing, the address field of the header only contains the destination ad-
dress. This address can be in the form of X, Y coordinates of the destination, or a bit string that con-
tains a bit for each node of the network, which is 1 if the node is a destination, and 0 otherwise. The
destination-based routing generally have small address field but can lead to more complex switch
design as each switch must decode and select the correct path based on the destination address.
In this thesis, for multicast transmissions, both source routing and destination-based routing
have been used. Packet encoding for multicast is a challenging problem, where multiple destinations
must be encoded in the header but still maintaining a good trade-off between coding efficiency and
switch design complexity. For multicast in a variant MoT, source routing was used, which led to
very simple switch designs and had only small overheads in terms of coding efficiency. This is
because each switch has only two output ports so there are very small number of possible routes to
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select. On the other hand, for 2D mesh, source routing was infeasible for multicast as each switch
has five ports and therefore there are a large number of possible routes to encode, leading to a long
addressing field. Hence, destination-based routing with a simple bit string was used. Interestingly,
bit-string addressing still yielded simple switch designs.
3.4 Synchronous Unicast Router: Micro-Architectures and Perfor-
mance Optimizations
In the early 2000s, a synchronous NoC router typically consisted of 4-5 pipeline stages, each of
which performed a different functionality in series [41]. These functionalities include buffering
packets in one clock cycle, followed by route computation to select the correct path in the next cycle,
then arbitration to gain access to the shared resources such as an output channel, etc. Later, several
optimizations had been proposed to perform some or all of these operations in parallel, resulting in
a single-cycle router operation [102], [108], [149]. Recently, more extreme optimizations have been
proposed that can route a packet through multiple routers in a single cycle, which has resulted in
very high-performance SMART NoC designs [104].
3.4.1 A Traditional 5-Cycle Router
The early classic synchronous routers involved five stages as shown in Figure 3.4 [41]. These stages
perform the following functionalities serially, each taking one clock cycle: (i) buffer write: a flit
is written to a free input buffer space corresponding to a pre-determined virtual channel (VC) (ii)
route computation (RC): decode the addressing in the header and select the correct output port for
routing, (iii) virtual channel allocation (VA): assign a free VC of the downstream router to the flit
buffered at the current router, (iv) switch allocation (SA): for each output channel of the current
router, multiple input ports arbitrate to gain access, and (v) switch traversal (ST): route the flit from
the input to the output of the router through a crossbar. Finally, the flit then traverses the link in the
next clock cycle to reach the neighboring router, which is called link traversal (LT).
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Figure 3.4: A traditional 5-cycle router micro-architecture [103]
3.4.2 Recent Single-Cycle Routers
The above 5-cycle router can be radically transformed to perform all its operations in parallel in
a single cycle [102], [108], [149]. Such a transformation is possible using two pipeline optimiza-
tion techniques: lookahead and speculation. In lookahead, the results of a pipeline stage are fast
forwarded to a later stage, which is waiting on these results, so it can start early computation. In
speculation, two pipeline stages, which are normally performed in series, can be performed in paral-
lel, where the latter stage is completed assuming certain outcomes of the previous stage. Speculation
may require rollback of the latter stage, if it is found out that previous stage resulted in a different
outcome than the assumed one.
Figure 3.5 shows the pipeline operations of a single-cycle router. This router receives a route
information from an upstream router, along with the flit. This route information includes which
output port to select at the current router and the destination of the packet. The destination is used
to compute the output port to select, but for the downstream router (i.e. RC). In parallel, based on
the correct output port information for the current router, switch allocation and VC allocation are
performed speculatively, assuming that there is a free VC at the downstream router. The buffer write
is also bypassed speculatively, assuming that the switch allocation will be completed successfully
for the flit and there is a free VC at the next router. Under these assumptions, the flit directly goes
into switch traversal. By the end of the ST, SA and VA results are available, and it is checked if all
assumptions were correct or any rollbacks are required. Usually, no rollbacks are needed for uniform
uncongested traffic scenarios and the flit traverses the link (LT). However, under congestion, these
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Figure 3.5: Pipeline stages in single-cycle routers
rollbacks may be required, which can take additional cycles to re-do SA and/or VA.
3.4.3 Extreme Bypassing in Single Cycle Using SMART NoCs
While in the previous router, a flit traverses only a single switch in one clock cycle, a high-
performance SMART NoC has been introduced, where a flit can route through multiple routers
and links in a single cycle [104]. This NoC uses a high-speed monitoring network, that shadows
the regular datapath network, to dynamically pre-allocate the routers on the path to destination in
advance of the arrival of a flit. Before injecting the data flit at the source, a small ‘monitoring’
packet is injected, which rapidly traverses through the monitoring network to the destination, pre-
allocating the routers on the path, which will allow them to operate in a simple very low-latency
“bypass” mode. The data flit then simply follows the pre-allocated path to reach the destination in
a single cycle. For a SMART NoC, operating at 1 GHz in 45 nm, it is shown that 9-11 hops can be
bypassed in a single clock cycle.
Figure 3.6 briefly shows the structure and operation of a SMART NoC. For simplicity, only four
routers are assumed with the leftmost one as the source and the rightmost one as the destination.
These routers are connected using both the regular datapath network and a monitoring network with
dedicated links between the source router and each of the other routers. Assume that the injected
flit at the source gets stored in buffer 1 of the router. In the first cycle, local arbitration is performed
between the stored flits to gain access to the east output channel. Assuming that the flit in buffer 1
wins this arbitration, in the second cycle, a request is forwarded on the monitoring network to all
the routers on the path to destination. At each of these routers, pre-allocation is performed using the
monitoring request, i.e., the routers are configured into a bypass mode. In the third cycle, the data
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Figure 3.6: A SMART NoC structure and operation
flit simply traverses through all these routers in a single cycle to reach the destination.
Although SMART NoCs can achieve very high performance, they can also incur significant
power and area overheads. These overheads are due to the expensive monitoring network with
dedicated links (nearly 24) emanating from each router to all the other routers. Moreover, each such
link can be 2-4 bits wide. As a result, a number of these switches have several dozen extra wires
(e.g. 48-96) solely devoted to monitoring.
3.5 Multicast Techniques and Related Work
There are two main techniques to perform multicast in NoCs: one is serial and the other parallel.
There has been significant research on both of these approaches.
3.5.1 Techniques
Figure 3.7 illustrates the two main multicast techniques: serial path-based multicast and parallel
tree-based multicast. In path-based, a multicast packet is serially routed from the source to its
first destination, from there to the next, and so on. For example, in Figure 3.7(a), a packet is first
routed from source A to destination D, from there to E and C and finally to B. This technique is
simple but can incur significant latency overheads for large number of destinations. Tree-based
multicast is more widely-used, where a multicast packet is first routed on a common path from the
source towards all destinations. When this common path ends, the packet is replicated and the new
copies also follow a recursive tree approach, replicating multiple times to reach the destinations. In
Figure 3.7(b), the packet first gets replicated at the source and one copy is sent to D, E and the other
copy is sent to B, C. Each of these copies is replicated further at intermediate nodes to finally reach
the destinations.
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Figure 3.7: Multicast techniques: (a) path-based, (b) tree-based
3.5.2 Related Work
The path-based technique is far less attractive than the tree-based due to its serial operation, where
packet cycles through all destinations one by one, which can have serious latency overheads, spe-
cially for large number of destinations. However, there has been previous work that tries to improve
upon this issue by dividing the paths into smaller sub-paths using partitioning schemes and selecting
the best ordering of routing to the destinations such that the overall path is optimized [4], [42]. A
similar approach was also proposed for 3D NoCs recently [54].
Several recent synchronous NoCs use the tree approach for high-performance multicast, but
these can still incur significant cost overheads. Early tree approaches used multiple unicast pack-
ets, sent to each destination, to set up paths for a multicast packet. The output port taken by each
individual unicast packet at any router, is stored in a routing table inside that router, which is later
accessed by the multicast packet. This preconfiguration phase can be expensive in terms of net-
work latency, extra congestion and power [81], [88]. Recent approaches avoid setup entirely and
dynamically compute the multicast tree paths based on the destinations and an underlying routing
algorithm. However, these approaches lead to complex router designs due to highly-customized
route computation [193], [200], multiple virtual channels per port [149], and turn prohibitions and
other expensive methods to avoid deadlocks [106], [165], [193].
Finally, a recent NoC supports high-performance multicast [105], extending the unicast-only
state-of-the-art SMART NoC [104], to perform multicast. This NoC is discussed in more detail
later. The multicast SMART NoC achieves full broadcast in just 2 cycles for an 8x8 2D mesh using
an early arbitration and channel pre-allocation approach, facilitated by a high-speed monitoring
network that shadows the datapath. However, this NoC supports multicast either using a full-chip
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broadcast and then dropping packets at non-destinations or by routing several unicasts serially to
each destination. Both of these approaches can have serious energy overheads. Moreover, the
SMART monitoring network, as highlighted earlier, also adds significant area and power costs.
3.6 Leading Synchronous Multicast NoCs
Two state-of-the-art synchronous multicast NoCs are discussed: one that uses single-cycle routers to
support tree-based multicast [149], and the other is a multicast SMART NoC that uses the SMART
framework to optimize the performance of multicast packets [104].
3.6.1 Multicast Using Single-Cycle Routers
The architecture of a single-cycle multicast router is shown in Figure 3.8 [149]. This router performs
lookahead route computation (RC), switch allocation (SA), virtual channel allocation (VA), switch
traversal (ST), as well as link traversal (LT) in a single clock cycle. There are five basic differences
from a single-cycle unicast router in order to support multicast: (i) multicast addressing is used
in the packet header that encodes multiple destinations; (ii) a new lookahead route computation is
able to decode the new multicast addressing and select multiple output ports, instead of just one, in
the downstream router; (iii) switch allocation and virtual channel allocation are now performed for
multiple output ports based on the paths taken by a multicast packet; (iv) a new crossbar design is
used to support multi-way forking of a multicast flit in parallel; and (v) a low-swing crossbar and
links are used, that have low latency, allowing the switch and link traversals to be performed within
a single clock cycle.
In Chapter 5, this leading synchronous multicast NoC is analytically compared with the pro-
posed 2D-mesh asynchronous multicast NoC. The proposed asynchronous NoC is shown to achieve
better network latency for a multicast scenario as well as lower switch-level area than this syn-
chronous NoC.
3.6.2 Multicast Using SMART NoCs
The basic idea is to use the original unicast-only SMART framework [104] for multicast also without
major modifications [105]. To this end, the multicast SMARTNoC uses almost the same monitoring
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Figure 3.8: A single-cycle multicast router architecture [149]
network as the unicast SMART NoC with small changes in the switch design. The monitoring
network is now used to pre-allocate routers on different paths to all destinations of a multicast
packet, instead of just a single path as in the original SMART NoC. The multicast packet then
simply follows these pre-allocated paths, bypassing multiple routers in a single clock cycle to reach
its destinations. The new router designs are now able to support multicast addressing and efficient
multi-way forking of multicast flits.
The multicast SMART NoC, however, is optimized only for broadcast, and uses inefficient ways
to handle multicasts. To support multicast, there are two techniques: 1) if a multicast is to large
number of destinations (dense multicast), then it is performed by broadcasting the packet to all
nodes, using the SMART framework, followed by dropping copies at the non-destinations, and 2) if
multicast is to only small number of destinations (sparse multicast), then it is performed by breaking
the multicast packet into several unicasts and sending each unicast serially to each destination using
the SMART technique. Both of these methods can have severe power/energy overheads due to
significantly extra network utilization compared to a standard tree-based parallel multicast.
This multicast SMART NoC is also later analytically compared with the proposed 2D-mesh
asynchronous multicast NoC. Although the SMART NoC achieves better latency than the proposed
asynchronous NoC, it can incur significant power and area overheads. Higher power dissipation
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can result for multicast transmissions in the SMART NoC due to the use of an expensive protocol
as highlighted above. In contrast, the proposed asynchronous NoC only uses parallel tree-based
transmission to handle multicast and does not involve any wasted energy. Moreover, the multicast
SMART NoC can still incur both area and power overheads due to the extra substantial monitoring
network, while no such network is used in the proposed asynchronous NoC.
Now that we have covered the background on the three main threads of this thesis: asynchronous
design, networks-on-chip, and multicast, the remaining chapters will cover the new research contri-
butions.
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Chapter 4
A Local Speculation Approach for
Multicast in Mesh-of-Trees NoCs
4.1 Introduction
The first research contribution of this thesis is an efficient asynchronous multicast solution for a
variant mesh-of-trees (MoT) topology. Variant MoT is an indirect topology, combining a binary fan-
out network (i.e. routing network), and a binary fan-in network (i.e. arbitration network) consisting
of low-radix fan-out and fan-in nodes, respectively, as discussed in Section 3.1.1. This simple
topology is targeted first, before moving on to the more complex 2D-mesh topology.
In this chapter, multiple routing strategies and network architectures are proposed and evaluated
to support efficient parallel multicast in asynchronous NoCs [18], which are now presented briefly.
As a first solution, the standard tree-based multicast approach is performed in an asynchronous
NoC with variant MoT topology. In this approach, a multicast packet follows a tree path from
source, replicating at intermediate routing nodes if needed, to reach all its destinations. This solu-
tion, although simple, is not very efficient in terms of performance. Therefore, further enhancements
are proposed.
A novel strategy, local speculation, is next introduced for high-performance parallel multicast.
Local speculation is a new paradigm, where some routing nodes of a network always locally broad-
cast every packet (unicast or multicast), i.e. send a packet received on its input through all its output
ports. Since some redundant copies might be created due to this ’always broadcast’ approach, these
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copies are throttled by the neighboring routing nodes, which always route based on the packet’s ac-
tual destination. Therefore, the redundant copies are restricted to small ’local’ regions, not allowing
them to travel long distances. The former nodes are called speculative nodes, which have highly
simplified designs as they do not perform any route computation or channel allocation, thereby im-
proving network performance. The latter nodes are called non-speculative nodes, which perform
the usual route computation and channel allocation as well as have a new capability of throttling re-
dundant packets. Local speculation, therefore, leads to a hybrid network architecture that provides
interesting opportunities to mix these two types of nodes.
Local speculation is a unique asynchronous paradigm. This strategy leads to very simple spec-
ulative routers, operating much faster than a clock cycle, surrounded by slower non-speculative
routers with ’sub-cycle’ low-overhead throttling capability, while still maintaining a pipelined op-
eration. This level of simplicity and lightweight designs may not be possible with synchronous
techniques.
For an exhaustive design space exploration, two more architectures are introduced besides hy-
brid, with extreme degrees of speculation. The first does not use any speculation, which is the same
as our tree-based solution, while the other is almost fully speculative.
Although the new speculative and non-speculative fanout nodes are very efficient, further power
and performance improvements are achieved using novel protocol optimizations. These optimiza-
tions are performed for multi-flit packets and are triggered by the header. Speculative routers are
very fast but can dissipate extra power due to redundant packets. These extra copies can be min-
imized by switching to non-speculative mode for body/tail flits after the header is broadcast. In
contrast, in case of non-speculative, routing of the header is used to pre-allocate correct outputs for
the trailing flits, which are then fast forwarded, optimizing performance.
4.2 Baseline Asynchronous NoC
The new multicast research builds on a previous recent asynchronous NoC, targeting a variant MoT
topology, but which only supports unicast communication [78]. This NoC was developed as part
of the C-MAIN (Columbia University/University of Maryland Asynchronous Interconnection Net-
work) Project: an effort to develop low-cost and flexible NoCs for high-performance shared memory
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Figure 4.1: Variant mesh-of-trees (MoT): connecting processors to memory modules
architectures. This earlier NoC will be significantly enhanced for multicast and will also form the
baseline for the new work.
This baseline NoC uses the variant MoT topology, as shown in Figure 4.1, which consists of
very simple routing and arbitration nodes. These nodes are designed using a 2-phase communication
protocol with only one roundtrip communication per transaction, resulting in higher performance,
compared to 4-phase protocol with two roundtrip communications. Single-rail bundled data encod-
ing is used, which exhibits higher coding efficiency and lower area and energy overheads than the
delay-insensitive encoding [147].
The fanout network of the variant MoT, consisting of the fanout nodes, route packets from
a source towards the fanin network. A fanout node receives packets on one input channel and
forwards them to one of the two output channels, based on the source routing addressing. Source
routing leads to simpler fanout node designs, where each packet header only contains the address
fields of every fanout node on its path, which is only 1-bit wide, identifying the output port for
routing: top or bottom.
The fanin network, on the other hand, consists of the fanin nodes that arbitrate between multiple
packets and send the winner to the attached destination. A fanin node receives packets on two input
channels, performs arbitration in continuous time, and forwards the winning packet on the single
output channel.
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Figure 4.2: Baseline fanout node
4.2.1 Fanout Node
The micro-architecture of a baseline fanout node is shown in Figure 4.2. There are 5 main compo-
nents: Input Channel Monitor, Address Storage Unit, two Output Port Modules, and Ack Module.
The Input Channel Monitor detects the arrival of each flit of a packet. The Address Storage Unit
stores the address of the header flit, which it holds until after the arrival of the tail flit. The two
Output Port modules, which are normally opaque, manage routing and flow control of each output
channel. Finally, the Ack Module observes when either output channel transmits a flit, in unicast
traffic, then completes handshaking on the input channel.
The fanout node has relatively simple operation [[78]]. When a packet arrives on the input
channel, the header is directed to inputs of both Output Port Modules. The Input Channel Moni-
tor detects the arrival of the flit, enabling storing of its address in the Address Storage Unit. The
monitoring flit-detect also partially-enables both Output Modules; the one receiving the correct ad-
dress is then activated, and the flit is sent out on that output channel along with a toggled Reqout.
This signal enables two concurrent operations: closing of the Output Port Module (for data protec-
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Figure 4.3: Baseline fanin node
tion) and enabling of the Ack Module to generate the acknowledge on the input channel. Finally,
the downstream node acknowledges (toggles the Ackin signal), completing the handshaking on the
output channel. Similar operation occurs for the remaining body and tail flits.
4.2.2 Fanin Node
The micro-architecture of a baseline fanin node is shown in Figure 4.3. There are six main compo-
nents: a 2-way arbiter, two on-demand (i.e. normally-closed) input registers corresponding to each
input stream, a 2:1 data mux, a capture-pass (i.e. normally-transparent) output register, and an ack
generator consisting of two on-demand latches.
The functionality of these components is first presented before describing the operation of the
fanin node. The arbiter must operate in continuous time (in contrast to synchronous arbiters), where
inputs arrive at arbitrary temporal intervals not discretized to clock cycle. Therefore, the arbiter
is implemented as an analog mutual-exclusion (mutex) element, and is the only except to use of
standard-cell components in the fanin node (see [147] and Section 2.3.2 for more details). Based
on the arbitration, the correct input channel of the fanin node is allocated: enable the selected input
register and select the winning packet’s data stream of the data mux. The output register performs
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flow control on the output channel to the downstream fanin node. The ack generator is used to
complete handshaking on the winning input channel after routing each flit of the packet.
In a basic scenario with no contention, a header flit of a packet arrives on one of the input
channels, accompanied with its bundling request. This request is used by the mutex to perform
arbitration for every flit. In the absence of competition, the mutex grants access to this header. This
acquisition is followed by three operations in parallel: (i) the correct L1-L2 input request register
is allocated i.e., made transparent, (ii) the appropriate data stream in the data mux is selected, (iii)
the corresponding latch of the ack generator is also enabled, and (iv) disable any competing request
(pending or future) to the arbiter to enforce wormhole routing: this ’kill your rival’ approach biases
the mutex towards the winning packet so that the next flits of this packet are prioritized for routing
through the fanin node instead of any competing packet. Next the header is sent out on the output
channel through the capture-pass register; the toggling of the output request closes the normally-
transparent output register transiently for protection and flow control. In parallel, the mutex is
released, and the ack is sent on the input channel through the already enabled latch of the ack
generator.
Similar operations happen for body and tail flits. In addition, once the tail flit arrives and is
being sent out, the blocking of any competing request to the arbiter is also released so as to enable
routing of the other packet through the fanin node.
4.2.3 Results
This baseline NoC has been shown to handle unicast traffic very efficiently. At the node-level,
the asynchronous fanout and fanin nodes showed 5.6-10.7x lower energy per packet and 2.8-6.4x
lower area than similar synchronous nodes in post-layout comparisons. At the network-level, an
8x8 MoT asynchronous NoC, built using the above nodes, showed 1.7x lower network latency with
comparable throughput than a 800 MHz synchronous NoC.
4.2.4 Baseline for the New Multicast Research
This baseline NoC cannot directly handle parallel multicast, and only supports unicast. The only
way to route multicast packets in this NoC is using a serial unicast-based approach, where for each
multicast packet, the source NI creates multiple unicast copies destined to different destinations,
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which are then injected and routed serially. However, as shown in Section 4.5, performing multicast
using the serial unicast approach can have severe performance and power overheads.
In this chapter, the above network will be significantly enhanced to support multicast operation.
Only fanout nodes will be modified; existing fanin nodes are directly reused. In particular, fanout
nodes are responsible for all routing, so must support distribution of multiple packet copies; hence
they must be instrumented with new addressing and replication capability. In contrast, even with
multicast, the existing fanin network will still arbitrate between multiple packets, and direct all
packets to their destinations without making any routing decisions.
4.3 Proposed Multicast Approaches
Complete new asynchronous solutions to support multicast in a variant MoT topology are presented
in this section. Building loosely on the previous unicast solution, the new work starts with a basic
tree-based parallel multicast approach, and then enhances it with novel “local speculation” tech-
nique. Moreover, additional optimizations are also applied to the new routers to further improve
their power and performance.
4.3.1 Simple Tree-Based Multicast
The first contribution is a simple tree-based parallel multicast, applied for the first time to a general-
purpose asynchronous NoC. A multicast packet follows a common path towards its destinations and
replicates when this common path ends, then copies are routed in parallel towards the destinations.
Routing of a unicast packet is the same as in the baseline network. The fanout network architecture,
in Figure 4.4(a), has all non-speculative nodes. New fanout nodes are designed to handle parallel
replication, as described in Section 4.4(b).
Source routing is used to encode the address for every fanout node on each path to the destina-
tion(s). The address at each fanout node must encode 3 symbols: top route, bottom route or both.
Therefore, 2-bit encoding is used for the address field of each fanout node.
This basic parallel tree-based multicast is simple, but not efficient in terms of latency and
throughput. The new fanout nodes are relatively slow due to expensive route computation and
channel allocation protocols, required to handle a more complex set of transmission modes. An-
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Figure 4.4: New fanout network architectures: (a)-(c) full range for 8x8 MoT, (d) One
possible hybrid network for 16x16 MoT
other limitation is that the source routing, as described above, leads to low packet coding efficiency,
which does not scale with larger network sizes.
4.3.2 Local Speculation-Based Multicast
A new strategy, local speculation, is introduced for high-performance parallel multicast. In local
speculation, a subset of fanout nodes is speculative and always locally broadcasts a multicast (or
unicast) packet. These nodes are surrounded by non-speculative nodes that always send packets on
the right path(s) and throttle any received redundant packets from the speculative nodes, restricting
these packets to small “local” regions. A hybrid network architecture is introduced to mix these two
types of fanout nodes. Figure 4.4(b) shows one possible hybrid fanout network for an 8x8 MoT.
The detailed design of a speculative node is presented in Section 4.4(a).
Interestingly, the use of this new hybrid network also improves packet coding efficiency using a
simplified source routing, which is not required to encode the addressing for the speculative nodes
on the path to the destination(s). This simplification is a direct consequence of the simplicity of
speculative nodes that always broadcast and therefore do not require any addressing. As a result,
only a subset of fanout nodes (i.e. non-speculative ones) requires address fields in the packet header.
The operation of the hybrid fanout network is illustrated using two simulations: for unicast and
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Figure 4.5: Hybrid network: unicast/multicast simulations
multicast.
Figure 4.5(a) shows the routing of a unicast packet in an 8x8 MoT network. The packet is first
broadcast by the speculative root node, sending one copy on the right path and the other on the
wrong path. The copy on the wrong path is throttled in the top sub-tree by non-speculative node
2. The copy on the right path is forwarded by non-speculative nodes 3 and 7 through their bottom
output ports, based on actual addressing, towards D8.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the routing of a multicast packet. Similar to unicast, the speculative root
node broadcasts, sending copies on the right and wrong paths. The latter is throttled in the bottom
sub-tree by non-speculative node 3. As non-speculative nodes can also broadcast, the copy on the
right path is broadcast by node 2 on both output channels. One copy is correctly routed to D1 by
node 4 through its top output port, while the other is correctly routed to D2 and D3 by another
broadcast at node 5.
So far, two architectural design points have been covered, non-speculative and hybrid, as shown
in Figures 4.4(a) and (b). To complete the design space, a third extreme point is introduced, an
almost fully-speculative architecture. As shown in Figure 4.4(c), only the last level must be non-
speculative, since the fanin network cannot throttle any misrouted packets. Such global speculation
can achieve high performance, but suffers from major power overheads due to the large distances
traveled by misrouted packets. Overall, this hybrid architecture approach provides an interesting
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design space, allowing different mixes of speculative and non-speculative nodes, resulting in various
cost trade-offs.
While the focus of the discussion of the above contributions and the evaluations in this chapter
is on 8x8 MoT, it is interesting to consider future directions of larger-sized networks. The hybrid
architecture for the larger networks has more degrees of freedom to mix the speculative and non-
speculative nodes and therefore a wider design space. Figure 4.4(d) shows one possible hybrid
fanout network for a 16x16 MoT, out of a family of many possibilities.
4.3.3 Protocol Optimizations
The above speculative and non-speculative nodes are efficient, but may incur some overheads,
which can be minimized for multi-flit packets using protocol optimizations triggered by the header.
Speculative nodes can create redundant copies and therefore lead to extra switching power. Non-
speculative nodes have complex route computation and channel allocation steps, which are per-
formed for every flit, and therefore, can lead to performance bottlenecks.
Extra power due to speculative nodes is minimized by reverting immediately to the non-speculative
mode for body flits of packets. Therefore, no redundant copies are created for the body flits. Routing
of the header is used by the node to identify and close the output port on the incorrect path before
the trailing body flits arrive. The body flits are then routed through only the correct output port(s),
effectively reverting to non-speculative mode and thus saving power. Arrival of tail flit is used by
the node to return to always broadcast state. These optimized nodes are called as power-optimized
speculative nodes, and are described in Section 4.4(c).
Latency and throughput of the non-speculative nodes is optimized by performing route compu-
tation and channel allocation only for the header and not for the other flits. Routing of the header
is used to reserve the correct output channel(s) for the remainder of the packet (body/tail flits), i.e.
the correct path through the node is pre-allocated for these flits. The body/tail flits are then fast
forwarded through the allocated output channel(s) after their arrival, optimizing latency of these
flits and improving overall network latency and throughput. These optimized nodes are called as
performance-optimized non-speculative nodes, and are described in Section 4.4(d).
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4.3.4 Target Parallel Multicast Networks
The above parallel multicast approaches are incorporated into five network configurations, repre-
senting three distinct points in the design space of speculative architectures: (i) non-speculative,
(ii) hybrid, and (iii) almost fully speculative. The goal is to explore the tradeoffs associated with
varying degrees of speculation and protocol optimizations.
In particular, the chapter targets two non-speculative networks (BasicNonSpeculative, Opt-
NonSpeculative), two hybrid networks (BasicHybridSpeculative, OptHybridSpeculative), and
one extreme case of a nearly fully speculative network, with non-speculative nodes only at its
leaves (OptAllSpeculative). To support the design of these networks, four distinct fanout nodes
are introduced.
4.4 Proposed Fanout Node Designs
This section presents the design and operation of the new fanout nodes, which are the main build-
ing blocks of the new parallel multicast networks. The basic new networks are composed of the
unoptimized fanout nodes, and the more advanced new networks are composed of the power- and
performance-optimized fanout nodes, discussed in turn.
4.4.1 Unoptimized Speculative Fanout Node
The structure and operation of the simple unoptimized speculative fanout node are first presented.
4.4.1.1 Structure
The micro-architecture of the simple speculative node is shown in Figure 4.6. There are three main
differences from the baseline fanout:
(i) Drastically simplified design: due to elimination of the Input Channel Monitor and Address
Storage Unit, which are not needed as the new node always broadcasts every packet and does not
perform any route computation.
(ii) New Output Port Modules with normally-transparent registers: these registers can now
be used in the new node as it always sends both ways, unlike the baseline node that used opaque
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Figure 4.6: Unoptimized speculative fanout node
registers since it needs to select the single correct path before sending the packet forward. Normally-
transparent registers in the node have a very simple flow control, implemented by a single XNOR
gate, and also provide very low forward latency.
(iii) a new Ack Module: this Ack Module now synchronizes both output channels before com-
pleting the handshaking on the input channel, i.e. ack to left is sent only after a flit is sent on both the
output channels. In contrast, no such synchronization is required for the ack module of the baseline
as it sends ack after a flit is sent out on one of the two output channels. Hence a C-element is used
to implement the new ack module, as opposed to an XOR gate in the baseline.
4.4.1.2 Operation
This node has a very simple operation, which is the same for any type of packet and its flits: always
broadcast. A packet on the input channel can be a correctly routed unicast, or multicast going to
either or both outputs, or any misrouted packet from previous node. When a flit arrives on the input
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channel, it is directed to both output channels, along with the generation of Reqouts. These Reqouts
perform two concurrent operations: close the Output Port Modules for data protection, and enable
Ack Module to generate Ack. Finally, when the downstream nodes toggle Ackin(s), handshaking is
complete on the output channel(s).
4.4.2 Unoptimized Non-Speculative Fanout Node
The structure, operation and design details of the non-speculative fanout node are now presented,
but without considering any protocol optimizations.
4.4.2.1 Structure
The micro-architecture of the new node is shown in Figure 4.7. Overall, the structure is similar to
the baseline fanout with identical key components: Address Storage Unit, Input Channel Monitor,
two Output Port Modules with their Control Units, and an Ack Module. However, all these units
are now more complex, to support parallel replication for multicast and throttling of any misrouted
received packets.
The Address Storage Unit now stores a 2-bit source routing multicast addressing than 1-bit as
in the baseline.
Similar to the baseline fanout node, the Input Channel Monitor detects arrival of the flits. Ad-
ditionally, this unit now decodes the address bits and generates the correct routing information, and
also checks if the packet is misrouted from the upstream node.
Each Output Port Module still consists of a normally-opaque register with a Control Unit. How-
ever, both Control Units can now enable their corresponding registers for a packet going both ways,
or keep the registers disabled for a misrouted packet.
Finally, the Ack Module now completes handshaking on the input channel for three cases: if a
flit is sent out on exactly one of the output channels, or both output channels, or if it is a misrouted
flit. The Ack Module also notifies the Output Port Module(s) control unit, when a flit has been sent
on the corresponding output channel(s).
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Figure 4.7: Unoptimized non-speculative fanout node
4.4.2.2 Operation
Three packet types can arrive on a node’s input channel: unicast, multicast (going to one or two
output ports), and a misrouted packet from the previous node.
In case of a correct unicast packet, the header is first directed to both the Output Port Mod-
ules. The Input Channel Monitor detects the flit arrival, enables storing of the address and also
partly enables both Output Port Modules. Depending on the address, the monitor generates the
top-route/bot-route routing signals to enable the correct Output Port Module, which then sends out
the flit along with its bundling request if there is no congestion on the output channel. The gen-
eration of Reqout leads to two concurrent operations: closing the Output Port Module transiently
for data protection, and enabling the Ack Module to generate the correct Req0/1 sent status signal.
Req0/1 sent signals perform two operations: (i) identify to the Output Port Modules if the flit on the
input channel is new or stale; they disable the Output Port Module, right after a flit is sent out on the
output channel, hence avoiding any potential resampling, and (ii) these signals, together with the
top route and bot route, are used in the Ack Module to generate ack on the input channel. Similar
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operations occur for body and tail flits.
In the case of a correct multicast packet, if intended for exactly one direction, a similar protocol
to the unicast packet is followed. For multicast packets going to both outputs, the Input Channel
Monitor enables both output ports for routing. After Reqouts are generated on both output chan-
nels, the Ack Module completes handshaking on the input channel. All internal operations (data
protection, no resampling) are similar to unicast, but now done for both Output Port Modules.
Finally, for a misrouted packet on the input channel, the Input Channel Monitor detects this
packet, and keeps the Output Port Modules closed while enabling the Ack Module to complete
handshaking on the input channel so that the next packet can arrive and throttle the earlier misrouted
one.
4.4.2.3 Design details of sub-modules
The design details of three important components of the unoptimized non-speculative node are
described below: Input Channel Monitor, Control Units, and Ack Module.
As shown in the Figure 4.8(a), in addition to generating the Flit detect, the new Input Channel
Monitor decodes a 2-bit source routing address to determine whether the packet is intended for one
of the four options: top output port, bottom output port, both output ports or is misrouted from
the upstream node. In particular, the Input Channel Monitor uses the stored address bits from the
Address Register to compute top route, bot route, andMis detect status signals. If both address bits
are ’0’ then it is misrouted packet, otherwise appropriate routing signals are generated.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the details of the Control Unit of an Output Port Module. This unit produces
the enable for normally-opaque data register of the Output Port Module, and also generates the
output request. To generate both the enable signal for the data register as well as the output request,
all of the following four conditions, corresponding to the four different inputs to this unit, must be
satisfied: (i) a flit has arrived on the input channel (flit detect), (ii) the flit is intended for this output
port (top route or bot route), (iii) the flit is not stale, i.e. the output request for this flit has not been
generated yet (Req sent from Ack Module), and (iv) the output channel is not congested, i.e. Ackin
has been received from the downstream node for the previous flit.
Figure 4.9 shows the design details of the Ack Module. The Ack Module generates the ack on
the input channel, and also produces two status signals (Req0 sent or Req1 sent), showing which
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Figure 4.8: Unoptimized non-speculative fanout node: Input Channel Monitor and
Control Unit details
Figure 4.9: Unoptimized non-speculative fanout node: Ack Module details
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output channels have generated the output requests. The Ack Module takes the two output re-
quests as inputs, and the routing information from the Input Channel Monitor (top route, bot route,
Mis detect). The toggling of each two-phase Reqout leads to the generation of the corresponding
level signal (Req sent), through a protocol converter. If a flit was intended for only one output chan-
nel, then the one-way detector detects this case using the appropriate Req sent, otherwise if the flit
has been routed through both output channels then this case is detected by the two-way detector.
Based on the routing information, the output of the correct detector is selected, which is then used
to generate the ack on the input channel. If the flit was misrouted from the upstream node, then
no output requests will be generated, in which case, Mis detect will be simply used to generate the
ack. After generation of the ack, the Input Channel Monitor resets the Flit detect and Mis detect;
the former resets the Ack Module and the Req sents in the case of the correctly routed flit, and the
latter resets the Ack Module for the misrouted flit.
4.4.3 Optimized Speculative Fanout Node
The idea of this optimization is to speculatively route only the header flit through both output ports,
while in parallel storing its address information, which can then be used for body flits to switch to
non-speculative mode. Therefore, the body flits are not misrouted, and are only routed through the
correct output ports, thereby potentially saving significant power. Finally, the arrival of the tail flit
is used to return the node to speculative mode, and the tail is also routed through both the output
ports.
4.4.3.1 Structure
Figure 4.10 shows the micro-architecture of the optimized speculative nodes. There are four main
differences from the basic speculative nodes: (i) the new Input Channel Monitor is instrumented
to detect the arrival of flits on the input channel, and in particular, to detect the tail flit; (ii) more
complex Output Port Modules, which can now store address information while routing the header
flit, and can switch between different operating modes: speculative to non-speculative after routing
of the header flit, and non-speculative to speculative after routing of the tail flit; (iii) a new Ack
Module that generates Ack for two different cases: those body flits that are routed correctly but only
through one output channel in non-speculative, and all other flits in the speculative mode. For the
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former, Ack is sent after the flit is routed on exactly one output channel; for the latter, the protocol
is same as the basic speculative nodes; and (iv) a new Phase Corrector Unit is added, which is used
to generate the output request with the correct phase, corresponding to each output port.
4.4.3.2 Operation
The operation of the optimized speculative fanout node is the same for all types of packet: unicast
or multicast or a misrouted packet from the previous node.
To demonstrate how the optimization works, a multiflit unicast packet intended for only one
output port is assumed. Once the header of this packet arrives, it is speculatively routed in parallel
through both the output channels. Its address is then used by the Output Port Modules to identify the
correct route (top or bottom), and to block the incorrect route for all the subsequent body flits: the
control unit of the incorrect Output Port Module will close the output register for the trailing body
flits. This control unit also generates a power-save status signal to inform the Ack Module about
which output port will be disabled for the body flits. After the ack is sent on the input channel,
corresponding to the header, the Ack Module switches its mode to one of the power-save modes, so
it now only needs to check for the routing of the body flits through one of the output ports before
generating an ack.
After a body flit arrives, it is simply routed through the correct output channel, while the other
channel remains blocked. The Ack Module completes handshaking on the input channel after the
body flit is routed through a single output port.
The arrival of the tail flit leads to two operations in parallel: (i) the tail is detected by the Input
Channel Monitor, which generates a tail-detect status signal, and (ii) the Ack Module switches back
to the normally-transparent mode, where it now checks for routing of a flit through both outputs
before generating an ack on the input channel. The tail-detect status signal is further used by the
control unit of the blocked Output Port Module to re-enable its data register, switching it back to
normally-transparent. Hence, the node returns to speculative mode and the tail flit is routed through
both the output ports. After the tail’s routing, the Ack Module completes handshaking on the input
channel.
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Figure 4.10: Optimized speculative fanout node
4.4.3.3 Design details of sub-modules
The designs details of three main components of the optimized speculative node are presented next:
the control unit, the ack module, and the phase corrector.
Figure 4.11 shows the design details of the control unit for an Output Port Module. The request
latch and the data register of the module are initially transparent, i.e. the output of the control unit
is initially asserted. There are two main sub-units of this control unit: power save/normal mode
selector and the flow control unit. In the beginning, the mode selector is in the normal speculative
mode with power save de-asserted low. After the header flit is sent out (identified by tail and
Req sent, and this is not the correct path (determined using p0, p1), then the mode selector switches
to non-speculative power-save mode, asserting power save high, which disables the register in the
Output Port Module for the body flits. After the tail flit arrives, the mode selector switches back to
the speculative normal mode, and the register is back to normally transparent. The flow control unit
simply checks if the output channel is available or congested.
As shown in the Figure 4.12, the Ack Module has a similar structure as the Ack Module of the
unoptimized non-speculative node but now operates in three different modes: (i) normal speculative
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mode, where the ack is generated after a flit is routed through both output ports, (ii) power-save0
mode, where Output Port Module 0 is operating in power-save mode, and ack is generated after a
body flit is routed through port 1, and (iii) power-save1 mode, where the Output Port Module 1 is
operating in power-save mode, and the ack is generated after a body flit is sent out through port 0. A
mode selector unit determines the mode of operation of the AckModule using the power save status
signals from the control units: initially for the header, the Ack Module is in the normal speculative
mode, after the header is routed, the module switches to one of the two power-save modes for the
body flits, and stays in that mode until the tail flit arrives when it returns to the normal mode. In
addition, these three modes are also used by the Phase Corrector Unit to perform the appropriate
phase correction (using Phase active status signals). For the normal speculative mode, the ack is
generated using both the Req0 sent and Req1 sent, which are asserted high after requests are sent out
on both output channels. For the other power-save modes, the ack is generated using the Req sent,
corresponding to the Output Port Module, which is not closed. Generation of the ack resets the
Flit detect in the Input Channel Monitor, which then resets the Ack Module.
The Figure 4.13 shows the design details of the Phase Corrector Unit, corresponding to Output
Port Module 1. Phase correction may be required for an input request to an Output Port Module, if
the flit is not intended for this output port. In particular, phase correction will be needed if the Output
Port Module is in power-save mode and closed for the body flits. For each flit, initially, Reqin is
toggled, which leads to a transition on Reqin1, which is input to the Output Port Module. But, if the
output port is closed, then Reqin1 is blocked from going out and its phase must be corrected. After
the Phase Selector Unit has determined that the corresponding output port is in power-save mode
using Phase active1 then phase is toggled so that Reqin1 returns to its initial state.
4.4.4 Optimized Non-Speculative Fanout Node
The basic idea of optimization is to use the address of the header to pre-allocate the correct output
channel(s) for remaining body and tail flits, thereby avoiding the overhead of flit-level allocation.
These flits are then fast forwarded on their arrival, without route computation and output channel
allocation, thereby improving network throughput as well as overall latency.
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Figure 4.11: Optimized speculative fanout node: control unit details
Figure 4.12: Optimized speculative fanout node: Ack Module details
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Figure 4.13: Optimized speculative fanout node: Input Channel Monitor and Phase
Corrector details
4.4.4.1 Structure
As shown in the Figure 4.14, the high-level structure of the optimized non-speculative fanout node is
almost similar to the unoptimized version, with two key differences: (i) new control units of Output
Port Modules, which are able to pre-allocate the correct output channel(s), i.e. keep the correct
output register(s) open after routing the header flit, and to also release the pre-allocated channel
after the tail flit is routed. These control units are now also simplified as they do not generate the
output requests, which are now generated as part of the datapath, similar to Mousetrap; and (ii) a
new Phase Corrector Unit is added, which is used to generate the output request with the correct
phase, corresponding to each output port. All the other units are the same as in the unoptimized
node.
4.4.4.2 Operation
The optimization only affects the unicast and multicast packets that are correctly routed from the
upstream fanout node. The operation for the incorrectly routed packets is the same as for the un-
optimized nodes: these packets are simply throttled. Only correct packets are considered in the
discussion below.
After the header flit of a correct packet arrives on the input channel, its address is stored in
the Address Storage Unit, which is then used by the Input Channel Monitor to generate the top-
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Figure 4.14: Optimized non-speculative fanout node
route and/or bot-route status signals. These signals are used by the control units of the Output
Port Modules to enable the correct output register(s). Next, the header flit is sent out along with
its bundling request. Sending of the output request(s) is used by the Ack Module to generate the
Req0/1 sent status signals, which are then used by the control units of the correct Output Port
Module(s) to trigger channel pre-allocation for the trailing body and tail flits: the output register(s)
now switch to transparent mode for the body/tail flits. The AckModule then completes handshaking
on the input channel so the next body flits can arrive.
For each body flit, it is simply fast forwarded through the already pre-allocated output chan-
nel(s), followed by sending ack to the upstream node.
Finally, after the tail flit is fast forwarded through the pre-allocated output port(s), the corre-
sponding control units release the output channel(s) by disabling the register(s), which return to
their default opaque state.
4.4.4.3 Design details of sub-modules
The design details of the new control unit and the phase corrector are presented.
Figure 4.15 shows the design details of the new control unit of the Output Port Modules. The
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Figure 4.15: Optimized non-speculative fanout node: Control Unit details
data register and the request latch of the Output Port Module are initially normally-opaque as the
outputs of the control units are initially de-asserted. The control unit consists of three sub-units:
path selector, channel pre-allocator, and flow control unit. The path selector partially enables the
Output Port Module based on the address decoding from Input Channel Monitor. The channel pre-
allocator asserts its output (pre-allocate), if the header has been sent out of this output port, i.e.
pre-allocates this output port for the trailing body/tail flits, and releases the output port after the tail
has been routed. The flow control unit simply checks if there is congestion on the output channel
or if the channel is available for routing. The output of the control unit is asserted for two cases:
(i) for the header if the header is on the correct path (determined by the path selector) and the flow
control unit sees the output channel as available, and (ii) for the body/tail flits, if the output channel
was pre-allocated by the header and the channel is not congested as determined by the flow control
unit.
Figure 4.16 shows the details of the new Phase Corrector Unit corresponding to the output port
0. Phase correction may be required for an input request to an Output Port Module if the flit is not
intended for this output port. In particular, this correction is performed for two cases: (i) if the flit is
sent out only through the other output port, or (ii) if the flit is misrouted from the upstream router.
For each flit, initially, Reqin is toggled, which leads to a transition on Reqin0, which is input to the
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Figure 4.16: Optimized non-speculative fanout node: Phase Corrector details
Output Port Module. However, if the output port is not on the correct path, Reqin0 is blocked from
going out and its phase should be corrected. After the phase selector unit has determined if either
of the above two cases applies, then phase is toggled so that Reqin0 returns to its initial state.
4.5 Experimental Results
The experimental framework for evaluation of the new parallel multicast solutions, along with node
and network-level results on area, performance, and power, are now presented.
4.5.1 Experimental Framework
Some interesting experimental case studies are presented to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed new multicast approaches. In particular, the new tree-based multicast capability, local spec-
ulation approach, different protocol optimizations, and the novel network architectures. The setup
and the benchmarks used are also presented before presenting the node- and network-level results
in the next section.
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Experimental case studies. Two distinct case studies are used to evaluate the proposed paral-
lel multicast solutions: (a) contribution trajectory, and (b) architectural design space exploration.
The contribution trajectory incrementally evaluates the effectiveness of each contribution, in order,
against a serial baseline: use of parallel multicast; local speculation and a hybrid network; and
protocol optimizations. Architectural design space exploration, on the other hand, only evaluates
the effects of varying the degrees of speculation on the new parallel multicast networks. To iso-
late the focus, only optimized networks are targeted, thereby eliminating any interference from the
optimization strategies.
In particular, the contribution trajectory compares 4 networks: (i) Baseline [78], only supporting
serial multicast; (ii) BasicNonSpeculative, using simple tree-based parallel multicast; (iii) BasicHy-
bridSpeculative, using local speculation in a hybrid network; and (iv)OptHybridSpeculative, similar
to the previous one, but including protocol optimizations.
The architecture design space exploration compares 3 optimized new networks, each with vary-
ing degrees of speculation: (i) OptNonSpeculative, with no speculation; (ii) OptHybridSpeculative,
with local speculation; and (iii) OptAllSpeculative, with almost full speculation.
Experimental setup. Six different 8x8 MoT networks are implemented using FreePDK Nan-
gate 45 nm technology. Designs are technology-mapped and pre-layout. Six types of nodes are
implemented, as building blocks: five fanout and one fanin. Nodes are mapped to the Nangate stan-
dard cell library in the Cadence Virtuoso tool. Accurate gate-level models are extracted using the
Spectre simulator (typical process corner), to determine rise/fall times for every I/O path of each
gate. Channel lengths and delays are borrowed from a synchronous MoT chip [78] and scaled to 45
nm technology. These extracted models of nodes and channels are used to implement the networks
in structural Verilog.
An asynchronous NoC simulator is used for both unicast and multicast traffic. It includes a
Programming Language Interface (PLI) to connect a C-based traffic generator and test environment
to the technology-mapped network. This simulator extends a previous one that only supports uni-
cast [67]. For multicast, the latter’s traffic generator is modified to inject multicast packets with
new source routing addressing, and also to include a new validation module that can now verify the
routing of multicast packets to multiple destinations. A fixed packet size of 5 flits is used. Injection
of headers of different packets follows an exponential distribution. A procedure similar to [41] is
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followed to ensure long warmup and measurement phases. Two steps are used to measure power:
(i) record and annotate precise switching activity of every wire in the network over a benchmark
run, and (ii) compute total power using the Synopsys PrimeTime tool.
Benchmarks. Experiments are conducted on six synthetic benchmarks. There are 3 unicast
benchmarks [41]: 1) Uniform random, 2) Bit permutation:shuffle, and 3) Hotspot. There are 3
multicast benchmarks: 4) Multicast5 and 5) Multicast10, where all sources inject multicast traffic
at rates of 5% and 10%, respectively, to random subsets of destinations, and otherwise do uniform
random unicast, and 6) Multicast static, where 3 sources perform only random multicast, and the
others do only uniform random unicast.
4.5.2 Node- and Network-Level Results
Node-level results. Area and latency of the four new fanout nodes (Section 4.4) and Baseline fanout
are shown in Table 4.1.
In terms of area, the unoptimized speculative fanout node has the smallest area due to its very
simple design. This node achieves 27.7% lower area than the Baseline node. Due to the added
multicast capability in the unoptimized non-speculative fanout node, it incurs a moderate overhead
of 18.7% over Baseline. The optimized speculative node includes extra logic to perform power-
aware optimization, and therefore has significant (51%) overhead over the unoptimized version, but
it still has almost the same area as the Baseline. Interestingly, the optimized non-speculative nodes
not only improve performance but also have slightly lower area than the unoptimized ones.
In terms of latency, the unoptimized speculative fanout node has the lowest latency, which is
only 52 ps, due to just the normally-transparent latch register on the forward critical path. Inter-
estingly, even after adding the new replication capability and ability to decode multicast addressing
in the unoptimized non-speculative node, it still has almost the same latency as unicast-only Base-
line node. The optimized speculative node achieves 2× lower latency than the Baseline although
incurs significant overhead over the unoptimized speculative node due to the added power-aware
optimization. However, the optimization in the non-speculative node, interestingly, led to slightly
better latency than both the Baseline node and the unoptimized non-speculative node.
Network-level results: contribution trajectory. This first experimental case study explores
the incremental impact of each key contribution: parallel multicast, local speculation, and optimiza-
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Metrics Baseline Unoptimized Unoptimized Optimized Optimized
Speculative Non-speculative Speculative Non-speculative
Node area 342 µm2 247 µm2 406 µm2 373 µm2 366 µm2
Node latency 263 ps 52 ps 299 ps 120 ps 279 ps

































































































Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
Baseline BasicNonSpeculative 
BasicHybridSpeculative OptHybridSpeculative 
Figure 4.17: Contribution trajectory: network latency at 25% saturation load of respective
networks
tions.
Network latency. Figure 4.17 shows the average network latency results. We measure latency of
each network at 25% of the saturation throughput of that network, up to the arrival of all headers at
destinations. This load is high enough to show the impact of different benchmarks, while keeping
the network largely uncongested. Moreover, long warmup and measurement times are used, for
example, for Uniform Random/Multicast static benchmarks, warmup is 320 ns/640 ns, and mea-
surement is 3200 ns/6400 ns with injection of 2100/4000 flits at each active source.
For multicast benchmarks, the simple tree-based parallel multicast network, BasicNonSpecula-
tive, obtained significant benefits over the serial Baseline, from 39.1% (Multicast5) to 74.1% (Mul-
ticast static), highlighting the severe overheads of the serial multicast approach. The BasicHybrid-
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Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
Baseline BasicNonSpeculative 
BasicHybridSpeculative OptHybridSpeculative 
Figure 4.18: Contribution trajectory: saturated throughput
Speculative and OptHybridSpeculative show further improvements of 10.5-14.9% and 17.8-21.4%,
respectively, over the BasicNonSpeculative, illustrating the individual benefits of hybrid design and
optimizations.
For unicast benchmarks, BasicNonSpeculative incurs a small latency overhead over Baseline:
since unicast is serial, the added node complexity to support parallel multicast becomes an overhead.
However, the two hybrid networks provide noticeable benefits over BasicNonSpeculative, following
similar trends as observed with multicast benchmarks. Interestingly, these latter results show that
local speculation can significantly accelerate unicast traffic due to very fast speculative nodes.
Saturation throughput. Figure 4.18 shows saturation throughput results. For multicast bench-
marks, the new simple parallel network, BasicNonSpeculative, shows considerable benefits over
the serial Baseline, ranging from 14.8% (Multicast5) to 39.5% (Multicast static). The two hybrid
networks exhibit additional improvements up to 9.5% and 19.7%, respectively, over BasicNon-
Speculative, demonstrating that local speculation, with accelerated packet transmission, provides a
higher threshold for saturation.
For unicast benchmarks, results are more complex. Hotspot is highly-adversarial, with identical
throughput for every network. For Uniform random, the OptHybridSpeculative network showed
substantial improvements (28.0%) over BasicNonSpeculative due to the use of both fast and simple
speculative nodes as well as the use of optimized non-speculative nodes with throughput-oriented
protocol optimizations. For Shuffle, two new networks show moderate throughput degradation (Ba-
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sicNonSpeculative, BasicHybridSpeculative) over the Baseline, while OptHybridSpeculative ob-
tains 32.8% higher throughput than BasicNonSpeculative and 9.5% higher than Baseline.
The creation of redundant copies by the speculative nodes, in case of local speculation, may
result in saturation throughput overheads, as shown for the Shuffle benchmark. The speculation
nodes, although very simple, employ a conservative protocol to send ack upstream: this ack is only
sent after a flit has been routed on both the output channels. While in the Baseline, the ack is sent
after routing the flit through either of the outputs. The speculative node can become a performance
bottleneck if the downstream path taken by the redundant copy gets blocked due to congestion. In
this case, the new flit on the input channel is only routed through the ‘correct’ free output port, but
not routed through the blocked channel, and therefore no ack can be sent upstream for this flit, and no
new flits can arrive on the input channel. Hence, the redundant copy ripples the congestion upstream
affecting the overall network throughput. However, as shown in Figure 4.18, such overheads can
only occur for non-uniform traffic and at injection rates close to saturation.
Total network power. Figure 4.19 shows power results for 4 benchmarks. An injection rate that
is 25% saturation load measured in Baseline, for a normalized comparison of energy per packet.
Overall, as expected, Baseline has the lowest power due to its low complexity and serial multicast
approach. BasicNonSpeculative has moderate overhead over Baseline (5.8-11.9%), due to more
complex nodes. The overhead increases significantly for BasicHybridSpeculative (13.4-23.8% over
Baseline), due to creation of redundant speculative copies. However, using OptHybridSpeculative,
most of this overhead is removed (only 2.9-10.3% over Baseline): due to elimination of all redun-
dant body flits (speculative nodes), and reduced switching activity because of channel pre-allocation
(non-speculative nodes).
Network-level results: architectural design space exploration. This second experimental
case study only includes evaluations of the optimized designs, while varying the degree of specula-
tion.
Network latency. As shown in Figure 4.20, the hybrid network with local speculation (OptHy-
bridSpeculative) achieves 9.7-11.9% latency improvements (unicast and multicast) over OptNon-
Speculative, showing the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. The extreme case, OptAllSpecu-
lative, exhibits 8.7-12.0% additional latency improvements overOptHybridSpeculative (18.5-21.7%
over OptNonSpeculative), due to its almost fully speculative architecture (but will have significant
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Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
Baseline BasicNonSpeculative 
BasicHybridSpeculative OptHybridSpeculative 
Figure 4.19: Contribution trajectory: total network power
power overheads).
Saturation throughput. For all benchmarks, in Figure 4.21, the hybrid approach (OptHybrid-
Speculative) and extreme speculation (OptAllSpeculative) have nearly identical throughput to the
non-speculative (OptNonSpeculative).
Total network power. Figure 4.22 shows the power results for the three optimized networks. In-
terestingly, even with its significant performance benefits, the optimized hybrid approach incurs only
minor power overheads of 3.5-6.1% over the non-speculative approach, since redundant copies are
restricted to small local regions, and a power-oriented optimization is applied to disable speculation
for body flits. In contrast, the fully-speculative approach (OptAllSpeculative) incurs considerable
power overheads (10.8-15.8% over OptHybridSpeculative, 14.7-22.9% over OptNonSpeculative)
due to larger regions of speculation in OptAllSpeculative. It is expected that with larger MoT net-
works, these overheads will only increase, due to wider speculative regions.
Network-level results: addressing scheme comparisons. As highlighted earlier, an additional
benefit of local speculation is to reduce the address field size. The serial Baseline has the shortest
address field, using source routing, with a 1-bit address per fanout node on a unicast path: 3 bits for
8x8 MoT, and 4 bits for 16x16 MoT (not evaluated in this chapter). However, the large performance
overheads of these designs make them impractical for multicast.
Of the three proposed parallel architectures, each using source routing, address field sizes for
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Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
OptNonSpeculative OptHybridSpeculative OptAllSpeculative 
Figure 4.20: Architectural design space exploration: network latency at 25% saturation











































































Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
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Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
OptNonSpeculative OptHybridSpeculative OptAllSpeculative 
Figure 4.22: Architectural design space exploration: total network power
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an 8x8 MoT are: 14 bits in non-speculative, 12 bits in hybrid, and 8 bits in almost fully-speculative.
For a 16x16 MoT, the benefits of speculation are even greater: 30, 20 and 16 bits, respectively. Ef-
fectively, the speculative architectures reduce the total number of address fields, by only addressing
non-speculative nodes.
Overall, the optimized network with local speculation is the best design point considering mul-
tiple cost objectives. This network shows significant latency and throughput improvements with
almost the same power as the non-speculative baseline and tree-based solutions, not just for the
multicast traffic, but also for unicast traffic. The fully-speculative network can achieve better per-
formance than local speculation, but it is not a practical solution given its major power overheads.
4.6 Conclusions
The chapter presents a new lightweight multicast using Mesh-of-Trees based asynchronous NoCs.
A new strategy, local speculation, is introduced, where fixed speculative switches always broadcast,
but redundant packets are restricted to small regions. A hybrid network architecture is proposed,
mixing speculative and non-speculative switches. The approach is the first general-purpose mul-
ticast for asynchronous NoCs. For multicast, the network achieves 17.8-21.4% improvements in
network latency with small power reductions over a tree-based non-speculative approach. Interest-
ingly, similar performance benefits are also observed for unicast traffic. Therefore, local speculation
can also be used for applications involving only unicast, with fast and simple speculative switches,
surrounded by non-speculative switches that will only support one-way transmission, stripping off
any logic for multi-way routing, which can result in even higher performance. For future work, we
plan to extend the approach to larger MoT networks, alternative topologies (e.g. 2D-mesh), as well
as synchronous NoCs.
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Chapter 5
A Continuous-Time Replication Strategy
for Multicast in 2D-Mesh NoCs
5.1 Introduction
In contrast to the previous chapter, where the target topology was a variant mesh-of-trees (MoT), this
chapter focuses on the more challenging problem of handling multicast in a 2D-mesh topology [17],
[19]. 2D mesh is more commonly used, contains higher radix routers with greater parallelism, and
employs more complex routing than the variant MoT. Therefore, it is critical to find a simple yet
high-performance multicast solution for this topology.
Achieving high-performance multicast in 2D-mesh topology is a difficult problem. Switches
in 2D mesh exhibit high levels of concurrency, where multiple input ports of a switch can receive
packets in parallel, which need to be routed through different output ports. In addition, some of these
packets are usually intended for the same output ports, leading to contention at these ports. Multicast
transmissions can manifest more contention than unicast, which can impact system performance: a
multicast packet at an input port needs to be routed through multiple output ports, and there can be
multiple such packets routed in parallel. For high performance, there is a need for a routing strategy,
that can route copies of a multicast packet in parallel through different output ports, and eagerly,
where as soon as an output port becomes available, a packet copy is sent through this output even if
other outputs are still blocked. Of course, such a strategy must also be implemented with low area
and energy overheads.
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To this end, a novel continuous-time replication strategy is introduced in this chapter to achieve
high-performance parallel multicast in an asynchronous NoC with low overheads. In particular,
the flits of a multicast packet are first stored in a single buffer at an input port, from where these
flits are then routed through multiple distinct output ports of the router according to each output’s
own rate, concurrently, and in continuous time. Unlike synchronous, this unique asynchronous
approach, not discretized to clock cycles, can provide significant performance benefits by handling
subtle variations in network congestion and operating speeds.
To enable the above replication strategy with low area and energy costs, a new continuous-time
multi-way read (CMR) buffer is also introduced. The CMR buffer is a low-latency asynchronous
FIFO with a single write port and multiple decoupled read controls. The write port is used to store
the flits of each individual multicast packet, which can then be accessed by multiple output ports
of the router in parallel using the independent read pointers of this buffer. Only one CMR buffer
is used per input port, leading to minimum power/area overheads, compared to multiple buffers in
recent synchronous multicast routers [193], [81]. In addition, this buffer is a standalone unit, which
can be useful for a wide variety of asynchronous applications.
The new continuous-time replication strategy along with the CMR buffer form a unique asyn-
chronous paradigm that leads to low-overhead ’sub-cycle’ forking of flits, which is critical for high-
performance multicast. This continuous-time yet simple multi-way routing may not be possible
using synchronous techniques, which rely on discretization.
Finally, for further latency optimization in the new switch, the expensive input buffering opera-
tion is eliminated from the forward critical path by performing it in parallel with route computation
for the packet header. In contrast, asynchronous routers generally perform buffering of the header
and route computation serially [185], [66], [89], resulting in a latency bottleneck. To ensure energy
efficiency, this route computation unit is deactivated for the remaining flits of the packet.
5.2 Baseline Asynchronous NoC
The new multicast NoC builds on a previous highly-efficient 2D-mesh asynchronous NoC, which
only supports unicast [66]. This NoC was developed as part of a joint collaboration between Asyn-
chronous Circuits and Systems Lab at Columbia University and the University of Ferrara, Italy. This
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early work is significantly enhanced to support parallel multicast, and will also be used as a baseline
for the new work.
In addition, this baseline NoC was also extended to include VCs in a collaborative work between
our group at Columbia University and AMD Research [89]. This section first briefly presents the
design of the original NoC without VCs, followed by discussion on the extended design with VCs.
5.2.1 The Baseline NoC Without VCs
This baseline NoC uses 5-port routers, which are designed to be simple, high-performance with low
energy and area costs. Most of the existing asynchronous routers use 4-phase protocol with delay-
insensitive encoding on channels, which can have significant overheads [52], [23], [185]: 4-phase
can be expensive for throughput due to two roundtrip communications per transaction compared
to one roundtrip in 2-phase. DI encoding, on the other hand, leads to significant increase in area
and energy-per-flit. Therefore, the less common but efficient 2-phase communication protocol with
single-rail bundled data is utilized to achieve a cost-effective router design.
Each router of this baseline NoC has two main components: input port modules (IPMs) and
output port modules (OPMs), connected using a shared crossbar. Each IPM has one input channel
and four output channels connected through a crossbar to the OPMs. The IPM performs route
computation on an incoming packet and selects the correct OPM for routing. Each OPM has four
input channels and a single output channel. The OPM arbitrates between packets from the four
IPMs and the winner is forwarded on the output channel. Both the IPMs and the OPMs are based on
Mousetrap pipelines: for high performance, capture-pass registers, i.e. normally-transparent single-
latch registers, are used throughout the router, which provide very low latency as no synchronization
to a latch enable is required to open these registers [147].
5.2.1.1 Input port module
The micro-architecture of the baseline IPM is shown in Figure 5.1. There are four components:
Circular FIFO Buffer, Route Computation Unit, four Request Generators, and Internal Ack Gener-
ator. The Circular Buffer stores the incoming flits. This buffer was proposed as an auxiliary unit
in [66] but was not directly used in its IPM. However, the baseline in this chapter uses this buffer.
The Route Computation Unit uses XY routing to select the correct Request Generator based on the
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Figure 5.1: Baseline IPM micro-architecture
destination address in the packet header, which activates the correct OPM for the packet and gener-
ates an output request for each flit. The Internal Ack Generator observes completion of handshaking
between the IPM and the OPM for each flit, and advances the read pointer in the Circular Buffer.
The baseline IPM has a simple operation. A header flit first arrives on the input channel and is
immediately stored in the Circular Buffer. Next, three operations are performed in parallel: (a) the
flit from the buffer is speculatively broadcast to all OPMs, (b) the bundled request is also broadcast
to all the Request Generators, which then toggles the corresponding output requests, and (c) the
Route Computation Unit receives the address field (X/Y coordinates of destination) and selects the
one correct Request Generator. This Request Generator activates the correct OPM by asserting Pa-
thEnabled, which persists for the packet lifetime. Once the flit has been routed and an ack received
from the OPM, the next flit is read from the buffer. Similar operations are performed for body and
tail flits. Finally, the routing of the tail by the OPM deasserts PathEnabled, releasing the OPM’s
arbiter, and completing the packet’s routing.
Circular FIFO structure and operation. The Circular FIFO is a low-latency, area- and energy-
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Figure 5.2: Baseline circular FIFO
efficient buffer. This buffer uses single latch-based registers, where each latch register can hold a
distinct item. In contrast, synchronous designs typically use D flipflop-based registers with signifi-
cant overheads, or pulse-mode single-latch designs with challenging two-sided timing constraints.1
Interestingly, the use of capture-pass registers in this FIFO also improves forward latency. As shown
in Figure 5.2 the buffer has one write interface and one read interface. After a flit is written in the
tail cell, the write interface for the cell generates a Full request to the the read interface, followed
by completing the handshaking on the input channel, and incrementing the write pointer. The read
interface, after receiving the Full request, then reads the selected flit, which is forwarded to all the
OPMs along with its req. After AckX is received from the OPM, the read interface advances its read
pointer.
1A synchronous 2D circular FIFO has been proposed for low-voltage operation which, similar to us, uses single-latch
registers; however, it can incur considerable overheads [39]. This FIFO comprises many buffer lanes, where each lane is
a latch-based shift register. Due to the two dimensions, this FIFO can have significant area and power overheads. It is also
expensive in terms of latency due to multiple latches in the shift registers. A 1D version of this FIFO, which is not shown
in this chapter, will be a circular FIFO with each lane consisting of only one latch register. However, the operation of
this 1D FIFO is still aligned to clock cycles and requires complex two-sided timing constraints for pulse-mode operation,
unlike the proposed approach.
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Figure 5.3: Baseline OPM micro-architecture
5.2.1.2 Output port module
The baseline OPM micro-architecture is shown in Figure 5.3. There are six main components: a
4-Way Arbiter, four on-demand (i.e. normally-closed) Input Registers corresponding to each IPM,
a 4:1 Data Mux, a capture-pass (i.e. normally-transparent) Output Register, an Ack Generator, and
a Tail Detector.
The low-latency arbiter mediates between packets from four distinct IPMs, and selects a winner.
Since it must operate in continuous time (in contrast to synchronous arbiters), where inputs arrive
at arbitrary temporal intervals not discretized to a clock cycle, it is built using an analog mutual-
exclusion element, and is the only except to use of standard-cell components in the router (see [147],
[66] and Section 2.3.2 for more details). Based on the arbitration, the correct input channel of the
OPM is allocated i.e. enabling the selected input register. The data mux selects the data stream
corresponding to the winning packet. The output register is used to perform flow control on the
output channel to the downstream router. Two types of acks are sent to the winning IPM: one sent
at a flit granularity by the ack generator after routing each flit on the output channel, and the other
sent for the entire packet by the tail detector after routing the tail flit on the output channel.
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In a basic scenario with no contention, a header flit of a packet, intended for the OPM, arrives
from one of the IPMs through the crossbar. The flit is accompanied with its bundling request and
address information in the form of PktPathEnable, which is input to the arbiter. In the absence of
competition, the arbiter rapidly grants access to this header for the packet’s lifetime. This acquisition
is followed by two operations in parallel: (i) the correct L1-L4 input request register is allocated
(i.e. held transparent) for entire processing of the packet, and (ii) the appropriate stream in the data
mux is selected. Next, the header is sent out on the output channel through the capture-pass register.
After the toggling of the output request, two operations occur in parallel: the normally-transparent
output register is closed transiently for protection and flow control, and the ack generator sends the
corresponding ack to the correct IPM.
Similar operations happen for body and tail flits. Since the correct path through the OPM is
already allocated by the header, the new body/tail flits are simply fast forwarded through the OPM
after their arrival. Once the tail flit arrives and is sent out, the tail detector asserts the appropriate
Tail-passed, which then shuts the winning input register for safety. Finally, following a 4-phase
handshaking with the IPM, assertion on the Tail-passed de-asserts PktPathEnable (in IPM), which
then releases the arbiter in the OPM, leading to a complete resetting of the OPM’s input registers,
data mux, and the tail detector in parallel.
In summary, the entire path through the OPM remains flow-through and transparent, after the
header wins the arbitration for all the body and tail flits. The only exception, is transient closing and
opening of the output data register for flow control. If traffic is light or moderate, each body/tail flit
effectively passes directly through the OPM.
5.2.1.3 Results
The baseline NoC router has been shown to handle unicast very efficiently. In a head-to-head post-
layout comparison with a state-of-the-art synchronous router, this baseline asynchronous router
significantly outperformed the latter, achieving 71% lower area, 44% lower energy-per-flit with
39% reduction in latency and comparable throughput [66]. Moreover, an exhaustive analysis was
performed to measure the impact of increasing link lengths on latency: the asynchronous design
showed significantly better latency than the synchronous one as link lengths were increased. In
terms of power analysis, the asynchronous router achieved 90% lower idle power, and 73% and
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45% dynamic power savings in case of hotspot and uniform traffic patterns, respectively.
5.2.1.4 Baseline for the new multicast research
The baseline network does not directly support parallel multicast, but can support serial multicast
using a unicast-based approach. In this approach, for each multicast packet, the source NI creates
multiple unicast copies destined for different destinations, which are then injected and routed seri-
ally. However, as shown in Section 5.5, performing multicast using the serial unicast approach can
have severe performance and power overheads.
In this chapter, the baseline network will be significantly enhanced to support tree-based parallel
multicast. Only the IPM module of the baseline is modified: since it performs route computation
and selects the required output ports, it must be extended to support replication capability, which is
essential for parallel multicast. In contrast, the OPM module remains the same as in the baseline as
it still arbitrates between multiple packets and does not make any routing decisions.
5.2.2 Industrial Extension of the Baseline NoC to VCs
Recently, the above router was fully migrated to a leading commercial technology in an industrial
setting [89]. This work was performed in collaboration between our group and AMD research.
A head-to-head comparison was performed between the asynchronous router and AMD’s leading
synchronous router, where the asynchronous one outperformed the synchronous design. The asyn-
chronous router also supports VCs in a high-performance and low-overhead manner.
This work made important significant advances to the field of asynchronous NoCs. First, it
was the first published comparison between a high-performance asynchronous NoC router vs. an
industrial synchronous NoC router using an advanced 14 nm technology. This synchronous router
is used in high-end AMD processors and graphic products to handle a variety of configuration
and control traffic. The comparison results are therefore more close to reality than the most other
research works in this area. Second, a new end-to-end credit-based VC flow control was proposed,
which leads to a lower number of backward credit synchronizations needed to the upstream router.
Finally, the asynchronous router with 2 VCs significantly outperformed the synchronous AMD
router, showing 55% lower area and 28% reduction in latency in a head-to-head comparison.
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Figure 5.4: Node structure for double-plane baseline asynchronous router
5.2.2.1 Overall router structure
Similar to the synchronous AMD router, the baseline router with VCs was designed for a double-
plane NoC. The router for each plane contains uncorrelated and identical sub-routers, as shown in
Figure 5.4. The two planes are: a request plane that routes read and write request packets, and a
response plane that routes read and write response packets. Such request/response traffic is common
for cache coherence protocols.
The router uses a multi-switch architecture to support VCs, which has been shown to be more
effective than a shared-crossbar architecture for the asynchronous routers [136], although the latter
is more common for synchronous routers. As shown in the Figure 5.4, in a multi-switch architecture,
the number of switches are replicated as many times as the number of VCs, for each plane.
For each plane, in addition to the replicated switches, which are the same as in Section 5.2,
interfaces are added for each of the five directions. These interfaces, on the input side, demux
the arriving packet and route them to the switch according to the pre-assigned VC, and on the
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Figure 5.5: VC control for an output channel interface
output side, perform a merge operation of the traffic from all VCs on to the shared output channel.
Therefore, the VCs separate the different traffic classes inside the router, but these classes are mixed
on the inter-router channel.
5.2.2.2 VC flow control
A credit-based VC flow control is used, which forms the output interface for each direction. In
this approach, the credit count is decreased when the flit is sent out, and increased when a free
slot becomes available in the upstream router’s input buffer. A ’lazy’ approach is used for high-
performance operation, where the non-critical credit increment requests are queued, and are updated
only when performing the next and more critical credit decrement. This approach can lead to po-
tentially better throughput than the other approaches, where the two credit updates are considered
of the same priority, and the non-critical credit increment can block the critical credit decrement
operation and sending out of a flit [136].
Figure 5.5 shows the VC flow control unit of the output interface. This module performs flit-
level arbitration between the two data streams from the two VCs, and merges them on to the single
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output channel. There are two main components of this unit: the full detector and the timer. The
full detector updates the credits every time a flit is sent out, considering both the queued credit-
increment requests and the current credit decrement. This component also blocks further arbitration
requests for a VC in the absence of credit availability. The timer is activated when credit is not
available, and it periodically checks if any credits are released so that the blocking of arbitration can
be removed.
5.2.2.3 Results
Experimental setup and some important results are summarized next.
The asynchronous router and the synchronous AMD router were compared at the pre-layout
level. The synchronous router is a 3-cycle router with fine-grain clock gating, running at 1 GHz
clock rate, based on the performance requirements of several high-end AMD products. The syn-
chronous router was synthesized using the standard automated flow, while the asynchronous router
was synthesized manually to achieve both high performance as well as robust operation. This router
was also laid out using the standard P&R tools, however, the results presented here are only at
pre-layout level, but similar trends are also expected at the post-layout level. Both the routers are
configured to have 2 VCs, each with a 7-slot buffer. The technology used is low-power industrial
14 nm.
The results in terms of the area, latency, idle and active power are shown in Figure 5.6. The
asynchronous router significantly outperforms the synchronous one: 55% lower area, 28% better
latency, with 88% and 58% lower idle and active power.
Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the projected results for two alternative designs: (a) a 7-port router
with 2VCs, which is important for 3D stacking and (b) a 5-port router with 8 VCs, which is a
more realistic VC configuration. For both these cases as well, the asynchronous router dominates
the synchronous router considerably. For the 7-port routers with 2 VCs, the asynchronous design
showed 75% lower area and 25% lower latency. In terms of power, the synchronous design had
85% higher idle power and 50% higher active power than the asynchronous design. Similarly, for
the 5-port routers with 8 VCs, the asynchronous one showed 38.4% lower area with almost the same
latency. In terms of power, the synchronous design had 84.6% higher idle power and 46.1% higher
active power than the asynchronous design.
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Figure 5.7: Asynchronous vs. synchronous router: projected results
5.3 New Multicast Approach
The new multicast asynchronous NoC is now introduced for 2D-mesh topology, that loosely builds
on the previous unicast solution. The new approach enhances the widely-used tree multicast method
using a novel replication strategy and router architecture. This section presents an overview of this
approach, including its protocol and ability to avoid deadlocks.
5.3.1 Tree-Based Parallel Multicast
Figure 5.8 shows a simple view of the new router micro-architecture and illustrates how it supports
tree-based multicast. The figure only shows one IPM in detail with new enhancements for parallel
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Figure 5.8: New router architecture and tree-based multicast operation
multicast, connected to all four OPMs using a partial crossbar. The IPM consists of a single CMR
buffer, which connects both to the input channel and to four OPMs through the crossbar; and a par-
allel Route Compute Unit that also connects to the input channel and identifies the correct OPMs for
routing. As shown in the given example, the flits of a multicast packet are replicated and forwarded
to two output channels in parallel based on the route computation. These new copies will again
follow a tree-based path through the network, performing multiple replications until they reach the
destinations.
5.3.2 Continuous-Time Replication Strategy
The new replication strategy routes the set of flits in a multicast packet through the distinct out-
put ports in parallel, and at each output’s own rate. Unlike synchronous schemes, this replication
and forwarding is performed in continuous time, accommodating the individual read rates of the
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different OPMs, and not discretized to clock cycles.
In more detail, the flits of a multicast packet stored in sequence in a single shared input buffer
are read by multiple OPMs. The OPMs read these flits independently and at their own rates using
decoupled read pointers, not bound to any discrete clock cycle. If an output port gets congested,
others can continue reading the flits of the stored packet. Due to the continuous-time read operation,
the congested output can resume reading the next flits as soon as it becomes available rather than
waiting for the next clock cycle. Hence, unlike synchronous, this design can handle subtle variations
in network congestion. Each OPM stalls once it has read all the currently stored flits. A stored packet
becomes stale after all the required outputs have read all its flits, including the tail.
Figure 5.8 shows the top-level view of the continuous-time multi-way read (CMR) buffer used
to implement the new replication strategy. The buffer has a single write port to store new incoming
flits, and four read ports, which can be accessed by multiple OPMs in parallel using decoupled read
pointers. The CMR buffer is an extension of the baseline single read-ported buffer [66], but with
the new multiple read capability and distributed read control.
5.3.3 Route Computation and Buffering Policy
To remove the overhead of buffering a new header flit, route computation on the header is performed
in parallel, using a separate small dedicated Route Compute Unit. When a header flit arrives, it is
rapidly forked on two paths: to Route Compute and to the CMR Buffer. The former stores the
header only, in a one-place buffer, and holds it for the packet lifetime. The latter is written into the
circular FIFO, as part of the datapath, where it can be read by the different OPM units. Bit string
addressing is used, which is a common efficient multicast encoding [88], [193], [105]. The address
field has a single bit for each node in the network. The bit is 1 if the node is a destination, otherwise
it is 0. Route computation is performed only on the packet header; after address decode, for energy
efficiency, the unit is disabled. XY routing is used, to forward the multicast flit on the appropriate
output ports, which ensures a deadlock-free protocol.
The IPM’s buffering policy is specifically designed for the continuous-time replication strategy.
A new packet can only be buffered when the entire previously-stored packet has been completely
routed. The advantage of this packet-based buffering policy is to allow each OPM to freely read
stored flits, without complex checks and any safety violations. In particular, the Route Compute
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Unit only opens after a complete packet has been processed. If multiple flits of the next packet
have already arrived, the unit will not sample its header address. A special synchronization is
enforced, to ensure all OPM’s have read the tail flit before sending the final packet-based upstream
acknowledgment. The buffer size is therefore set equal to the worst-case packet size handled by
the NoC. While the buffer can be under-utilized for shorter packets, an extra regular circular FIFO
can also be added on the input channel to increase capacity. This approach also simplifies the flow
control, since the buffer will never risk overflow.
5.3.4 Simulation of Multicast Routing
The basic operation of the new router is now presented, highlighting the interesting aspects of the
continuous-time replication strategy, route computation, and packet-based buffering. Without loss
of generality, a simple multicast scenario is considered: a 3-flit multicast packet is routed through
two output channels of the new router.
As shown in Figure 5.9(a), first, the header flit of the packet arrives on the input channel. In step
2, two operations occur concurrently: the complete header flit is stored inside the CMR buffer, and
the addressing of the header gets stored in a small buffer inside the route computation unit, where
it is used for rapid address decoding. In step 3, an ack is sent upstream so the body flit can arrive.
This ack also disables the route computation unit for the rest of the packet i.e. holds the head flit
and blocks the remaining flits, improving energy efficiency. Concurrent to the ack, the two selected
OPMs (0 and 1) start reading the header flit from the buffer using their individual read pointers in
continuous time, handling any sub-cycle timing differential between the two read operations. The
header is finally sent out in parallel through the two OPMs at their own rates.
As shown in the Figure 5.9(b), next, the body flit arrives on the input channel. In step 2, different
from the header, the body flit is only stored in the CMR buffer, while the route computation unit
remains deactivated. In step 3, two operations happen concurrently: an ack is sent upstream so the
final tail flit can arrive, and the correct OPMs can now read the stored body flit. To demonstrate the
independent read operation feature of the continuous-time replication strategy, assume that OPM
1 is congested and gets stalled, while OPM 0 is still available. As the OPMs can read the CMR
buffer independently using individual read pointers, OPM 0 reads the body flit and sends it out on
its output channel, while OPM 1 remains stalled.
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Figure 5.9: Continuous-time replication strategy operation for a 3-flit packet: highlighting
interesting aspects of parallel route computation, independent read operations, and
packet-based buffering
In Figure 5.9(c), the final tail flit arrives on the input channel and gets stored only in the CMR
buffer (steps 1 and 2), while the route computation unit remains deactivated. Interestingly, no ack
is sent upstream yet after storing of the tail flit as a different ack protocol is followed for the tail to
enable packet-based buffering (Section 5.3.3): ack is sent for tail only after it has been read by all
the required OPMs. This conservative protocol makes the final ack as the acknowledgment of the
completion of routing of a multicast packet through all the required outputs, enabling safe process-
ing of the packet without interference from another packet. In step 3, showing the independent read
operation, the available OPM 0 reads the tail flit from the CMR buffer using its read pointer, while
OPM 1 is still stalled. Since, the tail flit has not been read completely yet, no ack is sent upstream.
Figure 5.9(d) shows the final steps in the tail flit’s processing, after OPM 1 becomes available.
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In step 4, as soon as the congestion clears at OPM 1, without waiting for a clock cycle, OPM 1
reads the stored body and tail flits, using its read pointer, and sends them out on its output channel.
Since the tail flit has now been read by both outputs, the final ack is sent upstream in step 5, which
completes the processing of the current packet, and also re-enables the route computation unit for
the next packet header.
5.3.5 Resource-Dependent Deadlock Avoidance
The new replication strategy not only has a simple operation but also entirely avoids resource-
dependent deadlocks within a router. This section presents the deadlock scenario that can occur
for multicast transmission, and how the new strategy avoids this issue. For further exploration,
two alternative approaches are also presented to avoid multicast deadlocks, but are shown to be
infeasible due to major limitations, which, however, are not seen in the proposed strategy.
Deadlocks using multicast protocols. A potential deadlock may occur due to a cyclic depen-
dency between multi-flit multicast packets arriving at different inputs. This dependency arises when
these multicast packets arrive almost simultaneously and are intended for the same output ports but
acquire different subsets of these outputs. A deadlock can occur if a conservative multicast routing
protocol is followed, where no body flits can be routed until the header has been routed through all
required outputs.1 The new replication strategy eliminates this deadlock, since it allows a packet to
be routed through any OPM, and the OPM is released, regardless of the status of other OPMs.
Figure 5.10 shows a simple example of a resource-dependent deadlock in a conservative mul-
ticast routing protocol. Without loss of generality, a four-port router is considered. The router
receives two multi-flit multicast packets: A and B almost simultaneously on east and west IPMs.
Both these packets are intended for north and south OPMs. Assuming packet A header occupies
the north OPM, while the packet B header occupies the south OPM. A circular dependency has
occurred: packet A requires access to south for its complete routing, but is occupied by B, similarly,
B requires access to north, which is occupied by A. Since, a conservative protocol is followed and
none of the headers have been completely routed, the remaining flits are stuck and a deadlock has
occurred.
1Deadlock will even occur in a more relaxed protocol, where body and tail flits can be sent freely on each OPM, but
no OPM can be released until full multicast is complete.
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Figure 5.10: Cyclic dependency between multicast packets
Deadlock avoidance in proposed approach. The new replication strategy breaks this cycle.
The packets can be completely routed through each acquired OPM, releasing these outputs for the
other packet to acquire. In the scenario of Figure 5.10, packet A will be completely routed through
north, releasing this OPM for B to acquire. Similarly, Bwill release south for A. Hence, both packets
are completely routed through the required outputs.
Alternative approaches for deadlock avoidance. There can be two other ways to avoid
resource-dependent deadlocks that can occur for multi-flit multicast packets: a centralized arbitra-
tion approach, and a flit-level distributed arbitration approach which was used in [164]. However,
both these approaches suffer from major performance and correctness issues and are therefore not
viable solutions.
Centralized arbitration approach. As shown in the Figure 5.11, in this scheme, multiple packets,
arriving at different input ports, compete for the complete control of the router using a centralized
arbiter. The winning packet is then routed through its required output ports, which do not per-
form any further arbitration. After the packet has been completely routed through all the necessary
outputs, the central arbiter is released so that one of the other packets can now acquire the router.
Since, only a single packet can be routed through the router at a time, resource-dependent dead-
lock is avoided in this approach as there can be no dependency between multiple packets. For
example, in Figure 5.11, the headers of the competing packets A and B arrive almost simultaneously
at the input ports east and west, respectively, both intended for north and south, and compete with
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Figure 5.11: Centralized arbitration: an alternative approach to avoid resource-dependent
deadlocks for multicast
each other to gain control of the router through the central arbiter. The central arbiter first grants
access to the header A, which is then routed through both the outputs north and south. Similarly,
the remaining flits of A are also routed through these outputs. After routing of the tail, the central
arbiter is released and can now be acquired by B, hence, no cyclic dependency.
This approach is simple, however, it can incur serious performance overheads. In this case, a
normally parallel 5-port router is effectively transformed into a serial router, which can degrade the
system-level throughput considerably and is therefore not a viable solution to avoiding deadlocks.
Flit-level distributed arbitration approach. This scheme uses the similar distributed arbitration
at each output port as shown in Figure 5.10, however, the arbitration is now performed for every
flit, and not just the header. After the winning flit is routed through an output port, the port is
released and can now be acquired by the flit of another competing packet (assuming fair arbitration).
Therefore, an output port is not held for the lifetime of a packet.
This scheme can avoid resource-dependent deadlocks [164]. Releasing the output port after
routing each flit breaks the cyclic dependency between multiple packets. For example, in Fig-
ure 5.10, after the header for packet A acquires the north port, and B header acquires the south
port, each of these output ports are released after the respective headers are routed and can now
be acquired by the other packet’s header. Hence, breaking the cyclic dependency and allowing for
complete routing of the two packets without deadlock.
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This approach, however, suffers from two major limitations concerning performance and cor-
rectness. In terms of performance, arbitrating and releasing an output port for every flit can have
significant impact on throughput, compared to the standard wormhole routing employed in the pro-
posed strategy, where the arbitration is only performed for the header and the output port is allocated
for the entire packet so that the body/tail flits are simply fast forwarded after arrival. In terms of
correctness, this scheme can result in an out-of-order delivery of flits to the local cores, which is
erroneous. Ordering of flits can be guaranteed by tagging each flit with an ID and then performing
a correct re-ordering at the local NI before delivering to the cores. However, this technique can
have extra hardware overhead, such as a re-order buffer, as well as lower coding efficiency due to
added ID bits in each flit. Given the associated prohibitive performance and correctness issues, this
deadlock-avoidance approach is impractical.
5.4 Design Details: New Input Port Module (IPM)
The detailed design of the new IPM is now presented, which supports the continuous-time replica-
tion strategy, along with the details on its route computation unit and the CMR buffer.
5.4.1 IPM Structure and Operation
The structure and operation of the IPM is first described, before going into the design details of its
units.
5.4.1.1 Structure
As shown in the Figure 5.12, the IPM has one input channel that connects to the upstream router and
four output channels towards the OPMs through a crossbar. There are three components in the new
IPM: a Route Computation Unit (RCU), the CMR buffer and four Address Modifier Units (AMUs)
on each output direction. The RCU stores only the header addressing and selects the correct OPMs
for routing. The CMR buffer, however, stores all the flits, which can be accessed by the OPMs
concurrently using its four decoupled read ports. Finally, an AMU is present at each output of
the CMR buffer, which modifies the header address such that there is always a unique path for the
multicast packet to reach each destination, preventing sending multiple copies of the packet to the
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Figure 5.12: New IPM micro-architecture with CMR buffer
same destination through different paths.
5.4.1.2 Operation
When a new packet header arrives, it is stored in the CMR buffer and in parallel its address is stored
in a small buffer in the RCU to start route computation. After the header is stored in the CMR buffer,
it is speculatively broadcast to all read interfaces. The write interface, next, generates an Ackout on
the input channel, which is used to (a) advance the buffer’s write pointer, and (b) close the buffer
in the RCU, disabling it for the remainder of the packet to save energy. A similar write protocol is
followed for the body flits until the tail arrives and is stored. The Ackout for the tail is sent only after
the tail has been read by all the correct OPMs of the buffer. This Ackout also re-activates the RCU.
Read operations on the buffer are performed in parallel to the write. The header is first spec-
ulatively read out of all the read interfaces, with AMU address modifications, and sent to all the
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Figure 5.13: New route computation unit architecture
OPMs along with Reqouts. After the RCU finishes the route computation, the correct OPMs are
selected using PathEnabled, which are also used by the read interfaces to throttle the copies on the
wrong paths. Each read interface on the correct paths receives an Ackin from its OPM after the
header has been routed through the OPM, and advances its individual read pointer. Similar read
operations are performed for the body and tail flits, where each OPM on the correct path reads these
flits independently.
5.4.2 Route Computation Unit (RCU)
5.4.2.1 Structure of RCU
The RCU has one input channel and four output channels connected to the OPMs through the
crossbar (Figure 5.13). It has three main components: an address register to store the addressing of
the header, a route computation logic to decode the addressing, and an OPM selector that selects the
correct output ports for the lifetime of the packet.
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5.4.2.2 Operation of RCU
The RCU operates only on the arrival of a header flit. When a packet header arrives on the input
channel, its address field is stored in a normally-transparent latch register with the correct phase
of its bundling request. The head predictor controls this register: it is closed immediately after an
Ackout is sent on the input channel for the header and reopens after the Ackout for tail, anticipating
the next header. The stored header address is then used to compute the correct routes for the packet
by the route computation logic.
Route computation algorithm: The correct routes are selected by the route computation logic
based on a network partitioning approach. Four 64-bit partition bit-strings are used corresponding
to each output direction, which have a bit for every node: 1 if the node is reachable through this
direction using XY routing, 0 otherwise. A bit-wise AND is then performed between the destination
bit-string and each of these partition strings: if the result is non-zero then that direction is selected
for routing as there is at least one destination reachable through this direction.
Finally, based on the computed routes from the route computation logic, the OPM selector then
generates the correct PathEnabled signals for the packet lifetime, which are deasserted only after
the appropriate Tailpasseds are received.
5.4.3 CMR Buffer
The micro-architecture and operation of the new CMR buffer is presented, followed by the detailed
designs and functionality of its write and read control interfaces.
5.4.3.1 Structure of the CMR buffer
As shown in Figure 5.12, the CMR buffer consists of one write interface and four decoupled read
interfaces. The buffer can handle up to 5-flit packets.
The write interface has one input channel and 5 output channels, corresponding to each cell
of its storage unit. The input Datain is broadcast to all the storage cells with its handshaking
signals connected to the write interface control. Each cell has an output datapath and a bundling
CellFull broadcast to all the read interfaces. The write interface control selects the correct storage
cell using a 1-hot write pointer. This control also gets 2-phase CellEmpty signals from each read
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interface, which provide the status of the read operations on individual cells, and the Tail flags from
its datapath to determine which cell has the tail flit.
Each read interface is connected to the write interface and to an OPM through the AMU on
datapath. This interface receives the data along with the bundled CellFull requests from each cell
of the write interface and sends back 2-phase CellEmpty status signals. Each read interface has its
own control and a 1-hot read pointer, which selects the correct cell to read using a MUX. The read
interface also gets PathEnabled signals from the RCU to determine if the interface is on the correct
path or not. The read interface control generates Reqouts to the OPM and receives Ackin.
5.4.3.2 Operation of the CMR buffer
A packet header first arrives on the input channel and is written to a cell pointed by the write
interface. Next, the bundling CellFull request for this cell along with the data are speculatively
broadcast to all the read interfaces. This broadcast is followed by an Ackout on the input channel,
which then increments the write pointer. A similar write protocol is followed for the body and
tail flits. However, the Ackout for the tail is generated only after it has been read by all the read
interfaces (i.e. toggle on all the CellEmpty signals), both speculatively and non-speculatively.
The read interfaces of the buffer have a uniform operation for every flit. A cell is read if the
read pointer is pointing to it, and its CellFull signal is toggled. In this case, the cell data is read
out along with its Reqout. There are two types of reads: correct if the interface is on the right path,
or incorrect. With a correct read, an Ackin is received from the OPM, which then increments the
read pointer and toggles the corresponding CellEmpty. However, with an incorrect read, no Ackin
is received. This case is detected using the PathEnabled signals from the RCU, and the speculative
Reqout is canceled by toggling it again. This second toggle on Reqout also increments the read
pointer and toggles the corresponding CellEmpty signal. Due to this uniform operation for both
speculative and non-speculative reads, all the read pointers point to exactly the same location after
all the flits of a packet are read, leading to an overall simple operation.
5.4.3.3 Write interface control structure and operation
Figure 5.14 shows the design of the write interface control, which connects to the input channel on
the left and to all four read interfaces on the right.
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Figure 5.14: CMR buffer: write interface control
Structure. There are three main components of this interface: one write counter, five write
control units corresponding to each buffer cell, and an ack generator. The write counter controls
the write pointer, which selects the correct cell for storing the incoming flit. The write control
unit detects writing of a new flit and generates a CellFull bundling request, which is speculatively
broadcast to all the read interfaces. This unit also generates an internal ack following the storage of
a flit. The ack generator merges internal acks from write control units to generate the final Ackout
on the input channel, completing the handshaking.
Operation. A new header flit first arrives on the input channel, and its Reqin is broadcast to
all the write control units. The write control unit, selected by the write pointer (a 1-hot code),
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generates a CellFull signal that signifies completion of the storing of the new flit. Next, an internal
ack is generated by the control unit right after the CellFull. Finally, an Ackout is generated on the
input channel by the ack generator after merging the internal ack outputs of the write control units.
Toggling of the Ackout also increments the write counter, which advances the write pointer to point
to the next cell of the storage unit. Similar operations happen for body/tail flits with one important
distinction for the tail flit: the write control unit generates the internal ack only after the tail flit
has been read by all the OPMs, i.e., all the CellEmpty signals have been received from the read
interfaces, following a packet-based buffering protocol.
5.4.3.4 Read interface control structure and operation
Figure 5.15 shows the design details of a read interface control that connects to the CMR buffer’s
write interface on the left and to the north OPM on the right.
Structure. There are four main components of this interface: one read counter, five read control
units corresponding to each buffer cell, a request generator, and an internal ack generator. The read
counter controls the read pointer, which selects the correct cell for reading. The read control unit
forwards the bundling request of the stored flit to the request generator, and also acknowledges
the write interface by toggling its CellEmpty signal after a completed read operation. The request
generator sends the final request to the OPM, derived from the request outputs of the read control
units. The internal ack generator generates an ack for both speculative read, if the interface is on an
incorrect path of a flit, or a non-speculative read if it is on the correct path. This internal ack is used
to advance the read pointer and generate CellEmpty status signals.
Operation. The read control interface has a uniform operation for all flits of a packet. Initially,
the read pointer, which uses a 1-hot code, selects the tail cell of the buffer. When a CellFull request,
corresponding to any stored flit, arrives for this cell from the write interface, the selected read
control unit will generate an internal request. This request will also be generated in another case,
where CellFull has already arrived to a read control unit, and this unit gets newly selected by the
read counter. After an internal request is generated, the req generator merges this request with the
others and generates a ReqX, which is sent to the OPM. Before the ReqX is forwarded, a phase
correction might be required if the read interface is on the incorrect path (speculative read case),
as determined by the routing information from the RCU. In this case, a toggle is first generated
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Figure 5.15: CMR buffer: read interface control
on the Reqout, but it is quickly canceled by the phase selector by toggling the Reqout again. This
cancellation operation does not lead to any malfunctions as the small pulse on the Reqout is blocked
by the normally-opaque input D-latches in the corresponding OPM, which has not been activated
for this packet.
Finally, the ack generator generates an internal ack for both speculative and non-speculative read
cases. In case of a speculative read, the second toggle on Reqout generates the AckX. However, for
a non-speculative read, Ackin received from the correct OPM, showing that the flit has been routed
through the OPM, generates the AckX. AckX is then used to perform two operations concurrently:
(i) send a CellEmpty to the write interface through the selected read control unit, and (ii) increment
the read counter i.e., the read pointer.
5.4.4 Address Modifier Unit (AMU)
Before sending the header to each OPM, a small adjustment is required to its addressing. The
header address must be modified to guarantee that a unique path exists for the multicast packet to
each destination, preventing sending multiple copies of the packet to the same destination through
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Figure 5.16: Address modifier unit (AMU)
different paths. The AMU performs this perturbation only on the header address, keeping the data
bits of the header, and the complete body and tail flits unchanged.
As shown in Figure 5.16, the address modification is implemented using a network partitioning
approach. In this approach, four 64-bit partition bit-strings are used, corresponding to each output
direction, which have a bit for every node: 1 if the node is reachable through this direction using XY
routing, 0 otherwise. At each AMU, a bit-wise AND is then performed between the header address
bit-string and the corresponding partition bit-string; the result is a new address bit-string with some
destinations masked that are not reachable by XY routing through this direction.
5.5 Experimental Setup and Node-level Results
The new parallel multicast and the baseline serial multicast networks are implemented and evalu-
ated at post-mapped, pre-layout level. The experimental framework and node-level evaluations in




Two 8x8 2D-mesh networks, new and baseline, are implemented in Nangate 45 nm technology. One
five-slot buffer is used per input port of the routers: the baseline uses a single read-ported circular
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buffer, while the new network uses a CMR buffer. The datapath width used is 128 bits. Router
nodes are first technology mapped to the Nangate standard cell library using the Cadence Virtuoso
tool. Next, the Spectre simulator is used to extract gate-level models, i.e. determine rise/fall delays
for every I/O path of each gate, at a typical process corner. The channel length and delay are
borrowed from the Freescale PowerPC e200z7 floorplan: 1 mm and 100 ps [105]. The networks are
implemented in Structural Verilog using the extracted models.
An asynchronous NoC simulator, previously developed for unicast [90], was extended to sup-
port multicast. The simulator uses a Programming Language Interface (PLI) to connect a technol-
ogy mapped network to a C-based test environment. This environment was significantly enhanced
to support injection and validation of routing of multicast packets. Packet headers are injected fol-
lowing an exponential distribution. Long warmup and measurement phases are also used based on
a procedure similar to [41]. In addition, asynchronous network energy is measured using two steps:
(a) annotate the precise switching activity of every wire during a benchmark run, (b) run Synopsys
PrimeTime using the recorded activity to compute energy.
5.5.1.2 Benchmarks
Most of the experiments are conducted on 8 synthetic benchmarks, comprising both unicast and
multicast benchmarks.
The unicast benchmarks contain the widely-used communication patterns, common in real ap-
plications, resembling both uniform and congestion traffic scenarios [41].
The multicast benchmarks strongly align with real applications such as cache coherency and
neural networks, which have been shown to exhibit multicast traffic. Cache coherence traffic, e.g.,
due to protocols such as token coherence and region-based coherence, can contain 5-10% of total
injected traffic as multicast [88]. On the other hand, spiking neural networks can contain only
multicast or broadcast traffic; the former is seen in random neural network (RNDC), and the latter
in a Hopfield network [188]. The synthetic multicast benchmarks, created in this chapter, contain
such real multicast patterns, and also provide an opportunity for a thorough evaluation by having
more control on parameters, such as injection rate.
There are 3 unicast benchmarks and 5 multicast benchmarks. The unicast benchmarks are: (1)
uniform random; (2) bit complement; and (3) hotspot10, which is similar to uniform random but
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the middle four routers have 10% higher probability of receiving packets than others. The multicast
benchmarks are: (4) multicast5 and (5) multicast10, where 5% and 10%, respectively, of total in-
jected packets are multicast to random destinations and rest of the traffic is uniform random unicast,
(6) multicast-static, where 16 sources are statically fixed to do random multicast, while remaining
perform uniform random unicast; (7) all-multicast and (8) all-broadcast, where all sources only
perform random multicast or only broadcast.
5.5.2 Node-Level Results
Before presenting the network-level results, node-level comparisons are first performed between
the baseline and the new router in terms of three important cost metrics: area, latency, and energy.
These node-level results are important as they form the basis for the later network-level performance
and energy.
5.5.2.1 Node-Level Area
As shown in Table 5.1, the new router has almost 2× more area than the baseline router. This
overhead is expected and primarily due to the new parallel multicast capability. However, this area
overhead will be amortized when considering the total network-level area, including link area. 1 As
shown later, the simpler baseline incurs significant performance and energy overheads for multicast
traffic, justifying the need for this parallel multicast capability.
It it also useful to get a rough area comparison of the new asynchronous router with a state-of-
the-art single-cycle synchronous multicast router. The latter has an area of 227 230 µm2, using 6
VCs per port and 10 total buffer slots, each with a 64-bit datapath [149]. The total buffering of this
router is similar to our new router (one 5-slot buffer per port with a 128-bit datapath). Therefore,
the two routers are estimated to have similar buffer area, which typically dominates the router area.
1It would be interesting to also analyze how this area overhead will scale with adding VCs. The area overhead of the
new router with VCs over the baseline with VCs will be similar to the current 2× overhead, which does not include VCs in
both the designs. This outcome is due to the use of multi-switch architecture with replicated crossbars for these projected
VC-based routers, rather than the multi-stage architecture with shared crossbar, which is less efficient for asynchronous
designs [89]. Since the switch area is the dominating factor in multi-switch architectures, the areas of the two routers will
scale linearly w.r.t. the switch area as the numbers of VCs are increased.
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Metrics Baseline Node New Node
Node area 24 962 µm2 54 083 µm2
Node latency (header) 833 ps 693 ps
Node latency (body) 602 ps 636 ps
Table 5.1: Node-level area and latency comparisons
Both the routers use 45 nm technology, but the synchronous one is laid out in a different process
and also uses lookahead optimization, which should not have considerable impact on area. Overall,
the new asynchronous router is estimated to have roughly 4× lower area than the synchronous one.
5.5.2.2 Node-level latency
As shown in Table 5.1, node latency is measured for both header and body flits. Header latency is
critical, since these flits incur the most overhead setting up the path, and they typically define the
packet latency. Interestingly, unlike synchronous, header and body latency can be different in an
asynchronous NoC as the header takes longer time due to address decoding and arbitration/channel
acquisition, while the body/tail flits can propagate faster after this pre-allocation.
In case of the header, latency of new router is 16% lower than the baseline. The baseline
router performs buffering and route computation serially, while the new router performs buffering in
parallel with route computation. This parallelism significantly improves header latency for the new
router, recouping any overheads due to a more complex route computation that handles multicast
addressing.
For body flits, however, both have almost the same latency as they have similar forward critical
paths.
5.5.2.3 Node-level energy
Figure 5.17 presents the node energy results for the baseline and the new routers considering all
possible transmission scenarios.
Four simple benchmarks were created for this experiment that capture all possible unicast and
multicast transmissions across a node, and their impact on energy as the degree of multicast in-
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Unicast and Multicast Benchmarks 
Baseline Node New Node 
Figure 5.17: Node-level energy results for different unicast and multicast transmission
scenarios
creases. All of these benchmarks comprise of 5-flit packet transmissions: (i) one-way unicast:
single unicast packet is sent from an input port of a router to an output port, (ii) two-way multicast:
in case of the new router, single multicast packet is injected at an input port, however, since the
baseline performs unicast-based serial multicast, this multicast packet is divided into two unicast
packets and injected serially, (iii) three-way multicast: for the new router, single multicast packet is
injected at an input port, but for the baseline, this packet is divided into three unicasts and injected
serially, and (iv) four-way broadcast: in this final transmission, single broadcast packet is injected
at an input port of the new router, while the same packet is divided into four unicasts and injected
serially in case of the baseline.
As shown in the Figure 5.17, there are two important observations for the four different trans-
mission benchmarks:
• Individual node trends: energy vs. multicast degree. Considering the energy trends of a single
node as the number of outputs in the multicast transmissions increase, the new router shows
significantly lower energy overheads than the baseline. The baseline shows 69.04% higher
energy for two-way multicast over one-way unicast, 38.02% higher energy for three-way
multicast over two-way, and 30.61% more energy for four-way than three-way. In contrast,
these overheads for the new router are significantly lower: 13.51%, 13.09%, and 11.57%
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respectively. The benefits seen by the new router are due to the use of parallel multi-way
replication of a single packet, which is much more energy-efficient than serial routing of
multiple packet copies for each multicast transmission, as employed by the baseline. The
latter approach leads to extra switching activity in the IPM due to buffering of each additional
packet copy and performing route computation for this copy.
• Pairwise node trends: baseline vs. new approach. Comparing the two nodes for each trans-
mission scenario, the baseline shows moderate to significant (18.30-76.19%) energy improve-
ments for one-way and two-way scenarios, but the new router demonstrates 3.06-17.18% bet-
ter energy for three-way and broadcast. Energy overhead for the new node in case of one-way
and two-way multicasts is due to its higher complexity than the baseline, but which is required
for parallel multicast support. In contrast, for multicasts intended for more number of outputs,
the baseline’s routing of multiple packet copies for a single multicast leads to significantly
higher switching activity than new, recouping any overheads due to the new router’s higher
complexity.
5.6 Network-level results
Network latency, throughput and energy results are now presented for the new and the baseline
networks, considering both multi-flit and single-flit packets. In addition, a new metric, multicast
delivery time, is also introduced and evaluated for multi-flit packets. Furthermore, an interesting
case study is performed to measure the critical latency and energy of an isolated multi-flit multicast
packet. Finally, careful analytical comparisons are made to three different synchronous NoCs.
In the above experiments, a multi-flit packet consist of 5 flits, which is a general size for various
parallel computing applications. Single-flit is also common for multicast control packets in cache
coherency, e.g. write-invalidates [1], and in neural network applications, where the packet size can
be as small as 8 bits [196].
Benchmarks are considered in three distinct categories: unicast, a mix of unicast and multicast,
and only multicast/broadcast. Unicast benchmarks show the impact of the new parallel multicast
capability on basic unicast performance and energy. The mix of two types of traffic is common
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in cache coherence1 and therefore is also evaluated. Finally, all multicast/broadcast represents an
extreme scenario, common in emerging applications like neuromorphic computing.
5.6.1 Multi-Flit Network-Level Results
This section presents the network-level results for multi-flit packets, in terms of latency, multicast
delivery time, throughput and energy. An interesting evaluation of an isolated single multicast
packet for latency and energy is also performed.
5.6.1.1 Network latency
For multi-flit packets, network latency is measured for all unicast and multicast benchmarks. For
unicast and mix of multicast/unicast benchmarks, latency is measured both at a fixed rate as well as
at varying injection rates. For extreme multicast benchmarks, latency is only measured at a fixed
injection point.
Unicast latency. Figure 5.18 shows the average latency results for all three unicast benchmarks:
Uniform Random, Bit Complement, and Hotspot10. Latency is measured for header at 25% of
saturation load of baseline. This injection rate is high enough to show interesting benchmark char-
acteristics with network largely uncongested. The new network shows moderate latency reductions
from 6.1% (uniform random) to 14% (hotspot10). This important result shows that the new network
not only supports parallel multicast but also improves unicast latency.
Figure 5.19 shows the average latency results for the same three unicast benchmarks but now at
a varying injection rate, covering a complete range from zero-load to saturation. For all three bench-
marks, the new network achieves significantly lower latency than the baseline for low to moderate
injection rates, while incurring overheads close to the saturation. The latency improvements seen
1Cache coherence traffic may also include aggregation patterns (many-to-1 or many-to-few), where multiple process-
ing nodes send back individual ACKs to a single node or a small number of nodes. The proposed network can handle
this traffic as these ACKs are sent using unicast packets, which can then be aggregated at the network interface attached
to the receiving router, followed by delivering the combined packet to the processor. This approach, although simple,
can have energy overheads due to increased network utilization. These overheads can be minimized using an interme-
diate ACK aggregation protocol: instead of aggregating at the destination, ACKs can be coalesced at the intermediate
routers, and then the combined ACK forwarded to the next router, followed by further aggregation, until the destination
is reached [118].
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Unicast and Mixed Unicast/Multicast Benchmarks 
Baseline New Network 
Figure 5.18: Network latency for unicast and mixed unicast/multicast benchmarks at 25%
saturation load of baseline
by the new network for low to moderate injection rates are due to the critical path optimization in its
router node that performs buffering of the header in parallel with the route computation rather than
serially as in the baseline. However, the new network saturates earlier than the baseline and incurs
latency overheads at high-traffic load as the new network uses packet-based buffering policy. In this
policy, ack to upstream for the tail flit of a packet has a conservative synchronization, which can
be sent only after the tail has been routed on the output channel. This protocol incurs significantly
longer delay than the flit-based buffering in the baseline, where ack can be sent right after the tail is
buffered. At high-traffic load, for the new network, this long wait for ack to upstream can become a
bottleneck for routing of the next packet, hence, degrading network latency.
Mixed unicast/multicast latency. Figure 5.18 also shows the average network latency results
for the three mixed unicast/multicast benchmarks: Multicast5, Multicast10, and Multicast-Static.
Latency is measured at 25% saturation load of the baseline. The latency for a multicast packet is
measured from the time of injection of header (or first header for serial baseline) to the arrival of
the last header at any destination. As shown, the new network achieves significantly lower latency
(56.13-62.65%) than the baseline. These results show that parallel replication strategy of the new
network considerably outperforms the serial unicast-based multicast approach of the baseline. In
case of the baseline, the time from injection of the first header to the arrival of the last header at any
destination can be very long due to the serial injection and routing of each unicast copy.
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Figure 5.19: Unicast network latency at varying injection loads
Baseline New Network
all-multicast 60842 ps 7872 ps
all-broadcast 307108 ps 9744 ps
Table 5.2: Zero-load latency for all-multicast and all-broadcast
Figure 5.20 shows the average latency results for the same mixed unicast/multicast benchmarks
at a varying injection rate, covering a complete range from zero-load until saturation. There are
three important trends visible from these results: (i) latency magnitudes, (ii) shape of curves, and
(iii) points of saturation. The baseline incurs significant latency overheads: for each benchmark, the
gap between the curves increases significantly as injection rate increases. Also, note the steep rise
in latency for baseline as the number of multicast packets injected increase. The baseline curves
are steeper for a higher degree of multicast (multicast10 and multicast-static). Finally, the baseline
saturates very early compared to the new network, showing the effectiveness of parallel multicast.
Extreme multicast latency. Finally, zero-load latency is measured for two extreme cases, as
shown in Table 5.2: all-multicast and all-broadcast. Even at zero-load, with a single packet injected
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Figure 5.20: Mixed unicast/multicast latency at varying injection loads
from each source, the latency for serial baseline is severely degraded for both benchmarks, showing
that the baseline is not a practical solution to support traffic comprising only multicast and broad-
cast. In contrast, the new network handles this traffic well and achieves 87.0% and 96.8% latency
improvements for all-multicast and all-broadcast, respectively.
5.6.1.2 Multicast delivery time
While the previous sub-section evaluates latency, which is the time to deliver the last header flit of
a multicast packet, this section measures delivery time of complete multicast packet copies, i.e. tail
flits. This metric is important as it shows how fast entire multicast packet copies can be delivered to
the destination computing nodes, which can then start processing the packets. Such delivery time
has a direct impact on the overall application execution time. This metric is also critical to evaluate
the effectiveness of the continuous-time replication strategy, which allows the copies of a multicast
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Multicast5 Multicast10 Multicast-Static All-Multicast All-Broadcast
Min. Multicast Delivery Time (ps)
Baseline
11485.75 11890.53 14989.86 9927.83 7618.36
New
5117.31 5105.14 5354.43 5094.67 4801.10
Avg. Multicast Delivery Time (ps)
Baseline
43672.76 37179.04 30492.23 36481.54 188076.02
New
9036.59 9099.94 8498.87 8160.25 8575.39
Max. Multicast Delivery Time (ps)
Baseline
73665.08 63090.93 51697.08 63694.01 309975.88
New
13773.72 14043.22 12595.75 11241.57 13109.37
Table 5.3: Minimum, average, and maximum multicast delivery time for different
benchmarks, averaged over the total number of multicast packets injected for each
benchmark.
packet to be routed to different destinations at varying speeds.
Table 5.3 compares the baseline and new network for three different multicast delivery times:
minimum, average, and maximum. These metrics are measured for both mixed unicast/multicast
benchmarks, and the extreme all-multicast and all-broadcast. For the mixed unicast/multicast bench-
marks, these metrics are measured at 25% of the saturated load of baseline, while for the extreme
cases, zero load is used.
For a multicast packet, three different delivery metrics are explored. The first is the minimum
multicast delivery time, defined as time from injection of the header (or first header for the baseline)
to the delivery of the first tail to any destination. Average multicast delivery time is the average of
the delivery times of all the multicast copies to their respective destinations. Maximum delivery time
is a dual of the minimum delivery time, and is defined as the time from injection of the header to
the last tail delivery to any destination. While the min time reflects the fastest a multicast packet
can be delivered to any destination, the max time shows the slowest delivery time, perhaps due to
network congestion. The average case is also important to get an overall sense of the multicast
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packet delivery and its impact on application performance.
As shown in the table, the new network consistently outperforms the serial baseline, for all three
metrics, with improvements ranging from 36.9% to 95.7%. These three metrics truly capture the
effect of the new continuous-time replication strategy, which allows copies of a multicast packet to
be routed to different destinations, in parallel, and at varying speeds, where some copies traversing
less congested regions are delivered very fast (e.g. min time of 5105 ps for Multicast10), while
others can take longer time (max time of 14043 ps forMulticast10). The baseline, however, suffers
major overheads due to the serial injection/routing of each unicast copy of a multicast packet, lead-
ing to severe congestion, which degrades not only the avg/max multicast delivery times but also the
minimum (11890 ps forMulticast10).
5.6.1.3 Output throughput at saturation load
Figure 5.21 shows the output throughput results for all benchmarks at each network’s saturation
load.
For unicast, the new network incurs an overhead of 13.3% (hotspot10) to 30.9% (uniform ran-
dom). This overhead is the result of packet-based buffering in the new network, which leads to
longer delay in acknowledging to the upstream router after the tail flit is stored in the current router,
compared to the flit-based buffering used in baseline.
However, for multicast, the new network shows significant improvements: 25.6% (multicast5)
to 88.2% (multicast-static) and 170.2% (all-broadcast) higher throughput. In summary, more gains
are seen for benchmarks with a higher multicast amount as the parallel multicast capability provides
a higher threshold for saturation than serial.
5.6.1.4 Total network energy
Figure 5.22 shows total network energy results for all benchmarks.
For unicast, the new network incurs 2× overhead over the serial baseline due to the extra in-
strumentation for parallel multicast.
However, for multicast benchmarks, the routing of several unicasts for each multicast in serial
baseline leads to higher resource utilization than the new network. Interestingly, this low utilization
in the new network overcomes the complexity overhead as multicast amount increases, showing a
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Figure 5.21: Output throughput at saturation load
28.7% degradation for multicast5 to 2.7-57.2% lower energy than baseline for benchmarks with
higher multicast portion.
Overall, in terms of multi-objective design space exploration for multicast traffic, the new net-
work has a clear advantage over baseline. As one important example, for mixed traffic like multi-
cast10, the new network shows significant improvements in latency and throughput, with slightly
lower energy, but with an expected area overhead.
5.6.1.5 Isolated multicast case study
Finally, limited experiments are conducted to measure latency and energy of a single isolated mul-
ticast packet. These results are critical to give insight into the actual delivery time and energy of a
single multicast packet, not averaged with other traffic.
A head-to-head comparison is performed, while varying the number of destinations and the lo-
cation of the packet source. Four multicast benchmarks are created with a single 5-flit packet: (i)
short-multicast: to 2 immediate neighboring destinations, (ii) typical-multicast: to 30 destinations
uniformly distributed across network, (iii) extreme-multicast: to 62 destinations, and (iv) broad-
cast. Two different source locations are considered: corner and center, covering a range of possible
multicasts.
As shown in Figure 5.23, new network achieves 72.9% (short-multicast) to 95.2% (broadcast)
lower latency for a corner source. The absolute latency for both networks increases with the longest
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Figure 5.23: Isolated multicast case study: network latency for corner source
path length: 2 hops in short-multicast, 13 hops in typical/extreme multicast and 14 hops in broad-
cast. The poor baseline results (and up to 37× worse than new for center source as shown in
Figure 5.24) are due to the long delay from injection of first header to the arrival of last header.
For energy comparison, as shown in Figure 5.25 and Figure 5.26, for both sources, the new
network incurs 59.8% overhead over baseline for short-multicast. In contrast, in case of the corner
source, for typical-multicast and broadcast, with more destinations, the new network achieves 29.6%
to 58% lower energy, respectively, due to the lighter traffic in parallel multicast. Similar results are
shown for the center source.
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Figure 5.26: Isolated multicast case study: network energy for center source
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5.6.2 Single-Flit Network-Level Results
While the network-level evaluation of the routers on steady-state traffic of multi-flit packets is quite
useful, it is also interesting to compare the operation of the routers on single-flit packets, which are
often part of typical applications; and can dominate traffic in control-oriented transmissions. A lim-
ited set of experiments measures performance and energy of single-flit packets for two benchmarks:
uniform random and multicast10.
5.6.2.1 Network latency
Figure 5.27 shows the network latency results for both benchmarks, measured at 25% of the satu-
ration load of the baseline. For the unicast uniform random, as expected, the new network achieves
11.6% lower latency than baseline. This result is due to the critical path optimization in the new
router that performs buffering of the header in parallel to the route computation. For multicast10,
the new network achieves 33.6% lower latency than the baseline due to its efficient parallel multicast
capability.
5.6.2.2 Output throughput at saturation load
In terms of saturation throughput (Figure 5.28), the new network incurs a 57% degradation over
the baseline due to its conservative write protocol performed at a packet granularity. However, for
multicast10, the new network achieves almost the same throughput as the serial baseline, where the
new network’s parallel multicast capability recoups some of the overheads due to its packet-based
buffering protocol.
5.6.2.3 Total network energy
Figure 5.29 shows the total network energy results for the two benchmarks in case of single-flit
packets. The trends are similar to the multi-flit packets: (i) for unicast uniform random, the new
network incurs almost 2X overhead due to the more complex router design, but which is required
for parallel multicast capability, and (ii) for multicast10, the new network achieves a 2.52% lower
energy than the baseline as the latter leads to extra network utilization due to routing of multiple
unicast packets for each multicast packet. For single-flit traffic also, like multi-flit packets, this
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Figure 5.28: Saturation throughput for single-flit traffic
improvement is expected to increase for benchmarks with higher amount of multicast
5.6.3 Analytical comparison with state-of-the-art synchronous multicast NoCs
While the previous comparisons only use an asynchronous NoC baseline, it is also important to
compare the the proposed asynchronous NoC with state-of-the-art synchronous multicast NoCs.
Three synchronous multicast NoCs are considered: (i) a high-performance tree-based multi-
cast [149], (ii) multicast SMART NoC [105], and (iii) a hypothetical ”reduced-overhead” multicast
SMART NoC. The first NoC supports highly-efficient multicast using single-cycle routers, where
a flit traverses both router and link in a single clock cycle. The second NoC extends the original
unicast-only SMART NoC [104] to perform multicast. This multicast SMART NoC is aggressive
and achieves full-chip broadcast in just 2 cycles for an 8x8 2D mesh, where multiple routers can
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Figure 5.29: Total network energy for single-flit traffic at 25% saturation load of baseline
be bypassed in a single cycle, using an early arbitration and channel pre-allocation approach. The
third NoC does not exist, and is a hypothetical potential future version of a recent unicast-only
low-overhead SMART NoC [31], which currently only supports unicast, but now imagined to be
extended to support multicast for the purpose of comparisons.
The aim of this analysis is to provide relatively normalized comparison of these three syn-
chronous NoCs with the proposed asynchronous NoC.While the focus is mainly on network latency,
switch-level area, channel overhead, and protocol operation are also compared when possible. To
compare latency, the benchmark considered is all-broadcast, where each source sends every packet
to all destinations, and single-flit packets are used. This benchmark was used as its latency can be
easily extracted for the synchronous NoCs from the corresponding papers, while new experiments
were performed for the proposed asynchronous NoC. All three NoCs are at the same pre-layout level
of implementation, target 8x8 2Dmesh, and use similar 45 nm technology, although in different pro-
cesses, which, however, should not have considerable impact on latency comparison. Furthermore,
these synchronous NoCs also use VCs, where tree-based multicast [149] uses 6 VCs per port but
with almost the same total amount of buffering as the proposed asynchronous NoC, while the mul-
ticast SMART NoC [105] uses 12 VCs per port but the amount of buffering is different. Although
the proposed asynchronous NoC does not use VCs, it can be extended to include VCs with minimal
latency overhead, as discussed later.
(i) High-performance tree-based multicast [149]. For zero-load network latency, for all-broadcast,
the synchronous NoC reported 11500 ps, while the asynchronous NoC achieved 9102.9 ps, i.e.
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20.8% lower latency. Additionally, at a switch-level comparison, the router of this synchronous
NoC was shown to have a 4× area overhead over the new asynchronous router (see Section 5.5.2),
which can potentially also lead to lower total power for the asynchronous NoC.
(ii) Multicast SMART NoC [105]. The multicast SMART NoC is compared in terms of network
latency as well as area and energy costs. This design showed a zero-load network latency of 5600 ps
for all-broadcast traffic, which is significantly better than the asynchronous NoC latency of 9102.9
ps. This result is expected due to the aggressive optimization of bypassing multiple routers in a
single cycle in the SMART NoC, while the proposed NoC is the first basic solution to support
multicast in asynchronous NoCs, and does not include such optimizations.
Moreover, in terms of other costs such as area, energy and power, the SMART NoC is expected
to have substantial overheads compared to the proposed NoC. There are two primary reasons: use
of an expensive multicast protocol, and hardware overheads due to the extra monitoring network.
In terms of protocol, the SMART NoC performs multicast using either a full-chip broadcast and
then dropping packets at non-destinations or using a serial unicast-based approach, both of which
are very power-hungry operations. In terms of hardware overhead, switch-level area is not explic-
itly provided by the paper, however, this multicast SMART NoC uses almost the same monitoring
network as the original unicast SMART NoC [104], where each monitoring link is wide (2-4 bits)
and a large number of such links (24) emanating from each router (see Section 5.1). As a result, the
monitoring network requires dozens of extra wires. In contrast, the proposed asynchronous NoC
targets the precise destinations in parallel, without packet dropping or unicast, and entirely avoids
the use of an extra monitoring network. Therefore, while the SMART NoC achieves better latency
than the proposed NoC, it is expected to incur significant overheads for other costs.
(iii) Reduced-overhead SMART multicast NoC. As a final analytical comparison, we hypothe-
size potential future research from the synchronous NoC community, where the multicast SMART
NoC [105] is combined with the reduced-overhead techniques proposed for SMART NoCs [31].
The design for this hypothetical NoC does not exist, but an extrapolated comparison is being per-
formed in terms of network latency. This NoC can be imagined as an extension of a recent unicast-
only SMART NoC but with an optimized low-overhead monitoring network [31], to perform mul-
ticast using the above SMART multicast approach. Such an extension, however, is non-trivial.
Although the unicast reduced-overhead SMART NoC achieved 8× reduction in the monitoring
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network wiring overhead of the original unicast SMART NoC [104], it still leaves extra wiring
compared to the proposed asynchronous NoC that does not use monitoring network. Since the uni-
cast reduced-overhead SMART NoC had similar latency as the original unicast SMART NoC, we
extrapolate that a future solution of the multicast reduced-overhead SMART NoC will also have
a similar latency as the multicast SMART NoC. Therefore, such an extrapolated multicast NoC
might achieve better network latency than the proposed asynchronous NoC, but is still expected to
incur significant energy/power overheads due to the limitations of the SMART multicast protocol
as highlighted in the above paragraph.
Finally, although the synchronous routers for the above NoCs use VCs, while the asynchronous
router does not, the latter can be extended to include VCs without much latency overhead. An exist-
ing work added VCs to a unicast-only asynchronous router using a simple approach with minimal
overheads [89], as also described in Section 5.2.2. A similar approach can be used to extend the pro-
posed multicast-enabled asynchronous router to include VCs as well. These projected asynchronous
routers will use a multi-switch architecture with replicated crossbars, which has been shown to be
more efficient than the shared crossbar architecture for asynchronous designs [135]. An advantage
of the multi-switch architecture is minimal latency overhead for VC management (simple addition
of a demux and an arbiter on the forward datapath of the non-VC design) [89]. In particular, a head-
to-head comparison of the baseline asynchronous router with a leading synchronous router from
AMD, both with 2 VCs, implemented in 14 nm technology, showed that the asynchronous router
achieved 55% lower latency and 28% smaller area. Similar improvements were also estimated for
this asynchronous router with 8 VCs. Therefore, overall, the new asynchronous NoC also, after
addition of VCs, is expected to have minimal overheads in terms of latency.
5.7 Conclusions
This chapter proposes a new parallel multicast asynchronous NoC with 2D-mesh topology. A novel
continuous-time replication strategy is proposed, where the flits of a multicast packet are routed
through the distinct outputs of the router according to each output’s own rate, in parallel and in
continuous time. A new continuous-time multi-way read (CMR) buffer is also proposed to enable
this strategy. For multicast benchmarks, the new parallel multicast network achieved significantly
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better network latency and saturation throughput over a serial baseline, with reductions in energy
for benchmarks with a high multicast portion. In addition, in an analytical comparison with three
synchronous multicast NoCs, the proposed asynchronous NoC is expected to show some estimated
cost benefits. While a thorough evaluation has been performed using synthetic benchmarks, that
contain common traffic patterns from cache coherence and neural networks, this work will be ex-
tended to target real applications. Moreover, future work also includes using the proposed NoC
to build a GALS system and performing system-level evaluation, and supporting many-to-1 traffic
more efficiently.
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Chapter 6
Synthesizing Asynchronous NoCs on
FPGAs: a Systematic Methodology
6.1 Introduction
While the previous chapters focused on only pre-layout implementation of asynchronous NoCs,
this chapter targets a complete physical design on FPGAs for a more realistic evaluation. Recent
advancements in FPGA technology have led to a wide-ranging use of these devices for not only
rapid prototyping but also being deployed for applications such as hardware-assisted acceleration
of machine learning algorithms. However, there has been only very limited research on how to
implement asynchronous NoCs on modern commercial FPGAs. This chapter takes on this challenge
and makes an important advancement in the field of asynchronous NoCs.
A systematic CAD methodology is proposed for mapping asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. The
target asynchronous NoCs use bundled-data design style instead of quasi-delay-insensitive style,
where the former may lead to more efficient design but involves modest timing constraints for
correct operation [147]. For bundled-data NoCs, the proposed methodology targets a two-fold chal-
lenging goal: the final implementation on FPGA should achieve both high performance, and must
also satisfy all timing constraints, which includes bundling constraints in the datapath as well as
any relative timing constraints in the control path. This approach uses a semi-automated tool flow,
where automation is used to achieve high-performance mapping, while checking that all timing
constraints are satisfied, is performed manually. The latter manual operations can also be easily
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automated. In addition, the tool flow only uses the existing Xilinx Vivado tool set, leading to ease
of implementation and convenience for the designers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
systematic methodology for efficiently mapping asynchronous NoCs on commercial FPGAs.
Asynchronous NoCs also use some special asynchronous components, which are not used in
synchronous designs, and must be correctly mapped on FPGAs. These components are: the C-
element, used for storage, and the mutex for arbitration. This work introduces a comprehensive
guide on how to efficiently and safely map these elements on FPGAs. Only the standard Xilinx
Vivado tool is used for mapping, combined with some small manual interventions, which may be
needed to meet the timing requirements for some of these components. Moreover, the latter can be
easily automated using simple scripts.
There are unique challenges with mapping these special components on FPGAs, which are
addressed. The C-element is an asynchronous state machine, which must be implemented in a
glitch-free manner. To this end, not just a robust but also a highly-efficient implementation of
the C-element was achieved. On the other hand, the mutex is a continuous-time arbiter, which is
implemented using analog circuits. However, since no such implementation is possible for FPGAs,
an efficient digital standard-cell mutex is used for synthesis on FPGAs, and its final implementation
was stress tested to ensure its reliable operation. Finally, a high-performance 4-input arbiter, which
is a critical component of asynchronous NoCs and built using the mutex and the C-element, was
also synthesized and validated on FPGAs.
Two bundled-data asynchronous NoC switches were synthesized using the proposed tool flow
on a commercial FPGA, to demonstrate not only the effectiveness of the flow, but also significantly
advancing the field of asynchronous NoCs. Both asynchronous switches are highly-efficient: one
performs only unicast [66] and has been used as an effective baseline throughout this thesis, while
the other also supports lightweight multicast [17], which was proposed in Chapter 5. The implemen-
tations of these switches were compared to a high-performance single-cycle synchronous switch that
only supports unicast, and has been used in accelerator-based systems for image processing appli-
cations [121]. The target FPGA is Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm, which has been commercially deployed
in line cards as well as in portable RADAR systems.
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6.2 Implementing Asynchronous Circuits on FPGAs: Related Work
As an alternative to commercial synchronous FPGAs, custom asynchronous FPGAs have been de-
veloped to implement asynchronous circuits, which, however, are not mainstream and therefore not
the focus of this work. One of the earliest works, from 1992, is theMONTAGE asynchronous FPGA,
which had custom functional units and routing structures that could handle both bundled-data and
QDI circuits [75]. The early 2000s also saw some interesting asynchronous FPGAs, that had ’island-
style’ architectures [199], [183], [82], which is commonly used in the commercial synchronous FP-
GAs. While some of these works could support both bundled-data and QDI circuits [82], others
were only able to handle QDI circuits [199], [183]. Although there has been considerable research
on developing asynchronous FPGAs, these devices are not mainstream like the commercial syn-
chronous FPGAs from Xilinx and Altera, which are seeing a major interest for several applications
from Microsoft, Amazon, etc. (see Section 1.5.2). Given the increasing importance of the syn-
chronous FPGAs, there is a need for a systematic tool flow to map asynchronous NOCs on these
devices. Therefore, this work targets these commercial FPGAs only.
Early works have a narrow focus and only target synthesizing small asynchronous components
and designs on FPGAs. Some works focus on special components, such as a C-element [77], or a
mutual exclusion element [137]. The former only presents one possible implementation of the C-
element, which uses 4 gates. In contrast, the current work performs thorough exploration of various
implementations and selects the most efficient and robust one. The latter mutex implementation is
very complex, consisting of 4 FFs and 2 gates, as opposed to a much more efficient mutex imple-
mentation in the current work. Other works have targeted small designs, such as a simple pausable
clock generator [64].
There has been only limited research on synthesizing asynchronous/GALS NoCs on commercial
FPGAs. Earlier works target a quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) design style with one simple timing
assumption that all wire forks must be isochronic [194], [157], while recent ones use bundled-
data [110], [97]. The former NoCs use delay-insensitive data encoding [147], and therefore do
not have any timing constraints but can incur large area/power overheads. These NoCs also use
expensive FF- or latch-based mutex implementations. The latter bundled-data NoCs rely on non-
trivial timing constraints, but an implementation methodology is largely missing.
Recently, two CAD flows have been proposed to map bundled-data circuits on FPGAs [180],
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[207], which, however, do not target NoCs. Both flows have several limitations: (i) they do not
address how to handle the special asynchronous components of NoCs; (ii) they focus only on cor-
rectness, while performance optimization, which is critical, is not targeted, in contrast, to the pro-
posed approach; (iii) one approach requires a set of six specialized and custom tools, which are used
in addition to the standard FPGA synthesis tool [180]. A preferable alternative is to only use the
FPGA synthesis tool, as in the proposed work, exploiting the recent advances; and (iv) the second
approach focuses only on click-based asynchronous pipelines, that employ high-overhead FF-based
datapaths and control to simplify automation [207]. However, this flow may not be used for the
majority of more efficient bundled-data NoCs based on lightweight Mousetrap pipelines and use
normally-transparent single-latch registers with different timing constraints [83], [89].
Given the limitations of the above approaches, there is a need for a comprehensive as well as a
systematic CADmethodology to map bundled-data asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. This methodol-
ogy should not only target correctness but also achieve a high-performance implementation. More-
over, the special asynchronous elements, which form the critical components of these NoCs, must
also be mapped in an efficient and safe manner.
6.3 Mousetrap Pipeline and Timing Requirements of Bundled-Data
Circuits: A Brief Background
A brief recap on Mousetrap pipelines is presented, as these pipelines are the simplest, yet an impor-
tant example of bundled-data circuits, and they also form the basis of the asynchronous NoC routers
in this chapter. The Mousetrap pipeline will be used in the next section to demonstrate the proposed
CAD methodology for FPGAs. In addition, the timing requirements associated with bundled-data
circuits, and in particular, the Mousetrap pipelines are also revisited, which must be satisfied when
mapping these circuits on FPGAs.
6.3.1 Mousetrap Pipeline
As discussed in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, Mousetrap is a high-performance pipeline that uses a
two-phase handshaking protocol and single-rail bundled data encoding. Figure 6.1 shows a 3-stage
Mousetrap pipeline. Its operation is based on a capture-pass protocol, using normally-transparent
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Figure 6.1: A 3-stage Mousetrap pipeline
latches, as covered in more details in Section 2.4.
6.3.2 Timing Requirements of Bundled-Data Circuits
Satisfying all timing constraints is an important step for mapping bundled-data circuits correctly
on FPGAs. As discussed before in Section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2, to ensure correct operation of the
bundled-data circuits, two types of timing constraints must be satisfied: (i) bundling constraint in
datapath: req must transition after data is stable, and (ii) relative timing constraints (or RTCs) in
control: delay across one path should be less or greater than the other. Mousetrap exhibits both
bundling constraints as well as relative timing constraints such as data protection.
6.4 A CAD Methodology for Bundled-Data Asynchronous Circuits
A systematic methodology is proposed to synthesize bundled-data asynchronous circuits on com-
mercial FPGAs. This approach largely uses the standard synthesis tool flow for both mapping as
well as validation of the final implementation. The tool flow for implementation and validation is
presented, followed by illustrating the methodology using an example of a Mousetrap pipeline.
6.4.1 Tool Flow
The basic strategy of the tool flow is first presented, followed by the detailed steps involved in the
flow.
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6.4.1.1 Basic strategy of the tool flow
The tool flow not only targets a high-performance mapping of a bundled-data circuit but also makes
sure that it is robust. As a result, there are two phases in the flow: one that achieves high perfor-
mance, and the other that makes sure all timing constraints are satisfied. In this flow, a design is first
mapped focusing only on maximizing the performance, entirely ignoring the robustness aspect, in
a performance-oriented mapping stage. Next, the flow enters a robustness-oriented mapping stage,
which takes a set of bundling and relative timing constraints, supplied by the user for the input de-
sign, and checks to make sure these constraints are satisfied. If a subset of these constraints are not
satisfied, then small incremental delay insertions are performed in the initial design on the offending
paths of each of these constraints, thereby concluding this stage.
The updated design is then re-synthesized using the performance-oriented stage, followed by
re-checking the implementation for timing constraints. The two stages are iterated until all timing
constraints are satisfied, and the result is an efficient and safe mapping on the FPGA. More details
are presented below.
Performance-oriented mapping stage. In the performance-oriented mapping stage, the syn-
thesis tool tries to find the implementation with the best performance by executing the standard
synthesis steps under some performance constraints.
This stage takes the gate-level RTL of a design as input. In this design, first, all the critical
control and datapaths that govern latency are determined, in a critical path determination step. For
example, in Mousetrap, such paths include the forward request paths and the forward datapaths.
Next, performance constraints are imposed on these critical paths in the form of max delay
constraints - this step is referred to as performance constraints application step. The max delay
values for these paths are intuitively decided based on the gates involved: these values are picked to
be somewhat relaxed for these paths, and not overly aggressive.
However, a problem arises, as max delay constraints can only be applied in a synchronous set-
ting, i.e. between clocked registers. For asynchronous designs, this limitation is overcome by using
hypothetical clock boundaries. In particular, enable signals of the registers in the asynchronous de-
sign can declared as ’fake’ clocks. Such declarations are performed only for the registers that are
on the critical paths, in a step called fake clock declarations.
The gate-level RTL, the set of max delay constraints, and the fake clock declarations are then
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used in the implementation step. This step only uses the FPGA synthesis tool to perform the fol-
lowing automated steps: logic synthesis, placement and routing.
The resulting implementation is then checked to see if all the max delay constraints are satisfied
in the performance constraints checking step. There can be two outcomes: (i) all performance
constraints are satisfied or (ii) some performance constraints are not satisfied. In the former case,
the tool flow tries to find a better mapping with a higher performance: if possible, the performance
constraints are tightened using smaller max delays (tighten max delay constraints step), followed
by re-implementation under the new constraints. In the latter case, the max delay constraints are
relaxed to allow the tool to meet timing in the relax max constraints step, and then the design
is re-implemented. After each re-implementation, the performance constraints checking is again
performed, and based on the outcome, max constraints are relaxed or tightened. This complete
mapping stage, therefore, follows an iterative process to get a high-performance implementation on
FPGAs, where all the max delay constraints satisfied and no further slack optimization is possible.
Robustness-oriented mapping stage. The high-performance implementation from the previ-
ous stage may not satisfy all the timing constraints, and therefore a robustness-oriented stage is
required to make sure all these constraints are satisfied.
First, as a pre-processing step, all the bundling and relative timing constraints are determined in
the initial gate-level RTL design in a timing constraints enumeration step. The next steps are then
performed on the implementation obtained from the previous stage to check and make sure all these
constraints are satisfied.
A path delay extraction step is first used on the previous implementation, where the delays
across all the paths involved in all the timing constraints are extracted using the synthesis tool.
These path delays are then used to check if all the timing constraints are satisfied by a safe
margin of more than 300 ps in a timing constraints checking step. If all the constraints are met then
no further action is required and the final high-performance and robust implementation is obtained.
However, if a subset of constraints are not satisfied by a margin more than 300 ps, then an ad-
ditional step, called adding delay is used, where the offending paths of these constraint are slowed
down by adding localized delay lines in the initial gate-level RTL, keeping the rest of the design
unmodified. These delay values are picked intuitively based on the differences by which the con-
straints were not satisfied.
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The updated RTL is then re-synthesized using the performance-oriented stage, followed by
again checking if all the timing constraints are satisfied in the robustness-oriented stage. The two
stages are repeated until all timing constraints are satisfied, and a high-performance and a safe map-
ping is obtained on the FPGA.
6.4.1.2 Tool flow details
Figure 6.2 shows the steps involved in this tool flow using the Xilinx Vivado tool set. The performance-
oriented stage uses an automated flow, while the robustness-oriented stage is performed manually.
Although the latter is currently done manually, this flow can be automated in the future.
Performance-oriented mapping stage. The steps involved in the performance-oriented map-
ping stage are shown as gray boxes in the Figure 6.2. In this stage, the Xilinx Vivado tool takes
the gate-level RTL model of a hazard-free bundled-data design as the input. This RTL model also
contains DONT TOUCH attributes to disable any logic manipulations that can introduce hazards.
In Step 1a, critical paths determination is performed to get all critical control and datapaths of the
design. In Step 1b of performance constraints application step, max delay constraints are applied
to all critical paths using set max delay. In parallel, Step 1c (fake clock declarations) is performed,
where the enable signals of all registers on the critical paths are declared as ’fake’ clocks using the
create clock construct. Next, the implementation Step 1d takes the RTL, the max delay constraints,
and the fake clock declarations to perform the following: (i) logic synthesis that maps the design to
the appropriate LUTs and FLOPs, (ii) placement that places these cells on to the FPGA, and (iii)
routing interconnect wires between these cells. The resulting implementation is then checked to see
if all the max delay constraints are satisfied in the Step 1e of performance constraints checking. If
so, then in Step 1f, if possible, these constraints are further tightened to get a better performance,
called the tighten max delay constraints. The design is re-implemented under these new constraints
using Step 1d, followed by rechecking in Step 1e. However, if in Step 1e, some of these constraints
are not satisfied, then Step 1g of relaxing max delay constraints is used, and the design is again
implemented, then rechecked in Step 1e. These steps are iterated until the best high-performance
mapping is obtained with all the performance constraints satisfied.
Robustness-oriented mapping stage. The steps involved in the robustness-oriented stage are
shown as blue boxes in the Figure 6.2. This stage takes the performance-oriented mapping from the
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Figure 6.2: Tool flow for implementing bundled-data asynchronous circuits on FPGAs
previous stage and follows these steps in Vivado to make sure all the timing constraints are satisfied.
In the first pre-processing Step 2a, all the bundling and relative timing constraints are determined
and enumerated in the initial gate-level RTL design. Next, in Step 2b of path delay extraction, the
delays of the paths, involved in all the timing constraints, in the implementation from the previous
stage are extracted. This delay extraction is performed using get timing paths. Using these path
delays, all the timing constraints are then checked to see if they are satisfied by more than 300 ps
in Step 2c of timing constraints checking.1 If so, then the procedure terminates. If, however, a
constraint is not satisfied, then Step 2d of adding delay is used to enable meeting of this constraint,
where a delay line, comprising buffer LUTs, is added to the offending path in the initial RTL model.
1For a Virtex 7, fabricated in 28 nm, 300 ps is equivalent to adding a buffer LUT delay, and can be considered a safe
margin.
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Since, an extra delay is added, max delay constraints for these paths are slightly relaxed in Step
2d of relax max delay constraints, followed by re-implementing the design using the performance-
oriented stage, and rechecking the timing constraints in the robustness-oriented stage. The two
stages are iterated until all the timing constraints are satisfied, yielding a final high-performance
and robust implementation on the FPGA.
6.4.2 Validation Approach
The implemented asynchronous design is validated using a synchronous test wrapper, exploiting
the existing Xilinx Vivado validation tools. This wrapper involves both injecting test inputs to the
asynchronous design-under-test (DUT) as well as monitoring its internal signals and outputs. A hi-
erarchical validation approach is used where the DUT is implemented in isolation first, followed by
locking its implementation on FPGA (using lock design) and then interfacing with the test wrapper.
An advantage of this approach is that it isolates the DUT from the test circuits, so any change to
the synchronous test wrapper will not impact the DUT. Validation is performed at two levels: (i)
post place-and-route back-annotated timing simulation, and (ii) emulation of the the implemented
hardware on FPGA, where the synchronous wrapper uses a Xilinx integrated logic analyzer (ILA)
hardware core to monitor the DUT’s internal wires and outputs during emulation.
6.4.3 Tool Flow Illustration: A Mousetrap Pipeline
A Mousetrap pipeline is used to illustrate the CAD methodology presented in Section 6.4.1, as
it is a simple example of bundled-data circuits, as well as forms the basis of the routers. As de-
scribed earlier, the tool flow iteratively goes through two stages to find the best mapping on FPGAs:
performance-oriented stage and robustness-oriented stage, both of which are now illustrated using
the Mousetrap example.
Performance-oriented mapping stage. Figure 6.3 shows how the performance-oriented stage
is used to synthesize a Mousetrap pipeline. A gate-level RTL model of the Mousetrap pipeline is
input to this stage. This model describes the behavior of each of the components of the pipeline:
the XNOR gates and the latch-based registers, along with the DONT TOUCH primitives. In Step
1a, the forward critical control and datapaths, responsible for latency of the design are determined
as shown in the Figure. Next, in Step 1b, max delay constraints are applied on all these critical
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Figure 6.3: Illustrating the proposed tool flow of performance-oriented stage on a
Mousetrap pipeline example
paths. The figure shows an example of max delay constraints for critical req/data paths between
stage i and stage i + 1. In parallel, in Step 1c, register enables of all the latch registers on the
critical paths (eni−1, eni, eni+1) are declared as fake clocks. In Step 1d, gate-level RTL, max
delay constraints, and fake clock declarations, are then used to implement the Mousetrap design
following the standard synthesis steps: logic synthesis, which maps the registers to FLOPs that
implement the latch functionality and maps the XNORs to 2-input LUTs that performs the XNOR
operation, followed by place and route. The iterative procedure (involving steps 1d, 1e, 1f and 1g)
is then followed to tighten the max delay constraints if possible, and re-implementing the design,
until no further tightening is possible, and a high-performance mapping of the Mousetrap pipeline
is obtained with all the max delay constraints satisfied.
Robustness-oriented mapping stage. Figure 6.4 shows the robustness-oriented mapping stage.
This stage takes the performance-oriented implementation of the Mousetrap, and manually checks
and makes sure all timing constraints are satisfied. First, as a pre-processing step, all the bundling
timing constraints and relative timing constraints, such as data protection, in the initial gate-level
RTL design of Mousetrap are determined and enumerated in Step 2a. The Step 2b takes the high-
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Figure 6.4: Illustrating the proposed tool flow of robustness-oriented stage on a Mousetrap
pipeline example
performance Mousetrap implementation from the previous stage as input, and the delays across the
various timing paths involved in all the timing constraints are extracted in Vivado. For example,
the datapath delays between any two registers, delays of the req paths between any two registers,
delays across each of the the backward acknowledge paths, and delays across the self-closing paths
of the different latch registers. Next, in Step 2c, all these path delays are used to check if all the
bundling constraints, and relative timing constraints are satisfied by a margin more than 300 ps. If a
constraint is not satisfied, for example, a bundling constraint between stage i and stage i+1, then in
Step 2d, a matched delay line, comprising appropriate buffer LUTs, must be added to the req path
in the initial RTL, as shown in the figure. Similarly, all the other timing constraints are checked, and
delay is added if needed. In Step 2e, the max delay constraints across the paths that involved adding
delay are relaxed slightly, and the design is then re-implemented using the performance-oriented
stage.
The two stages are iterated until the final high-performance mapping with all the timing con-
straints satisfied is achieved.
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6.5 Synthesis of Special Asynchronous Components on FPGAs
Implementation of the special asynchronous elements on FPGAs is now presented, which form the
critical components of asynchronous NoCs: the C-element, the mutex, and a 4-input arbiter. These
elements are implemented largely following the standard FPGA synthesis tool flow.
6.5.1 C-Element
A C-element is an asynchronous state-holding component, discussed in detail in Section 2.3.1 of
Chapter 2. Synthesizing a C-element on FPGAs, both efficiently and safely, is a challenging task
with only limited research that has tackled this problem. In this work, three different standard-cell
designs of the C-element are explored for mapping on to FPGAs, and the best design in terms of
performance, resource utilization, and robustness is selected.
Figure 6.5 shows the three designs for a C-element: using AND/OR gates, AOI222 complex
gate, and a D-latch based design. Since, the C-element is an asynchronous state machine, the two
combinational designs require the output of the C-element to be fed back to provide state infor-
mation. In contrast, the latch-based design does not require any feedback, but it can be very slow.
However, the latch-based design is more robust than the former combinational ones as these require
an extra timing constraint for glitch-free operation: after any change in the output, the feedback
input must arrive before the primary inputs change.
All three designs are synthesized on the FPGA using the standard FPGA synthesis tool flow. For
each design, a gate-level RTL model is the input to the tool, which is then used to perform the fol-
lowing automated steps: logic synthesis, placement, and routing to get the final physical design on
the FPGA. In more details, the input RTL model also contains DONT TOUCH directives to disable
any logic manipulations that can introduce hazards. Xilinx Vivado tool is used for implementation,
which takes the RTL model as input, and first performs logic synthesis, mapping the gates/latches
to LUTs or FLOPs, respectively. The placement step is then performed, which places these cells
on the FPGAs, followed by the routing step, which routes the appropriate interconnections between
these cells.
Figure 6.5 shows the FPGA mappings obtained for each of the three C-element designs, which
are analyzed in terms of resource utilization, performance and robustness to select the best one. The
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Figure 6.5: C-element: Standard-cell designs and FPGA mappings
FPGA considered is Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm. As shown in the figure, the AND-OR design leads
to a mapping with 4 LUTs and has a post place-and-route latency of 434 ps. The complex-gate
design, on the other hand, only uses 1 LUT and has a latency of just 43 ps due to the absence of
any other LUT or wire delays. The latch-based design is the most expensive, and uses 3 LUTs and
1 FLOP with a latency of 778 ps, which is large due to the FLOP on the critical path that has a
delay of around 330 ps. Therefore, in terms of latency and resource utilization, the complex-gate
design that leads to a 1-LUT mapping is the best. This design is also very robust as the feedback
wire delay from output to input is small (159 ps), and will arrive significantly faster than the new
primary inputs after any change in the output, leading to a glitch-free operation. Given these results,
the 1-LUT mapping is picked out of the three implementations.
Each of the three final implementations of the C-element were exhaustively validated to make
sure they operate correctly. The validation was performed using a synchronous test wrapper, fol-
lowing the similar methodology as in Section 6.4.2, at two levels: (i) post place-and-route back-
annotated timing simulation, and (ii) emulation of the using the integrated logic analyzer (ILA). All
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Figure 6.6: The analog mutex
three implementations of the C-element were validated at both these levels using a wide-range of
inputs.
6.5.2 Mutex
Unlike the synchronous arbiters, a mutex performs arbitration between two requests in continuous
time, and therefore, faces unique challenges for its correct and efficient implementation on FPGAs.
While a synchronous arbiter arbitrates based on input arrival order per discrete clock cycles, an
asynchronous mutex must resolve arrival order in continuous time. The correct mutex is imple-
mented using analog circuits [147], as shown in Figure 6.6, and also discussed in Section 2.3.2 of
Chapter 2. This mutex has two stages: an arbiter stage that mediates between the two requests
using cross-coupled NANDs and an analog filter. The filter keeps the grant outputs low until the
arbitration is resolved, and cleanly asserts exactly one grant after the arbitration is complete. How-
ever, since an analog implementation is not possible on FPGAs, a digital mutex, with some inherent
mean time between failure (MTBF), must be used for mapping. The next sub-sections present the
structure/operation of this digital mutex, any requirements for its correct and high-performance op-
eration, followed by details on the mapping approach, and exhaustive validation to ensure its reliable
operation.
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6.5.2.1 Structure and operation of the digital mutex
As shown in the Figure 6.7, the digital mutex, similar to the analog mutex, also has two stages: an
arbiter, and a filter [68]. The arbiter stage performs arbitration between the two incoming requests,
designed using cross-coupled NAND gates. The filter stage, on the other hand, is used to keep both
the grant outputs deasserted while the arbitration is being resolved, and only after the arbitration
is complete, it allows exactly one of the grant outputs to be cleanly asserted high. The filter stage
is designed using digital AND gates, each of which has two inputs: an intermediate grant request
(mid0/mid1 through the inversion), and a filter enable (mid0/mid1without inversion). If a filter AND
is enabled, then the corresponding grant output is low, otherwise, the grant output is an inversion of
the intermediate grant request.
There can be three important operating scenarios for the mutex: no contention with only one
request arriving, basic contention with one request arriving well before the other, and extreme con-
tention, where both requests arrive very close to each other. The digital mutex, like the analog one,
uses a four-phase handshaking protocol.
In a simple case of no contention, during the set phase, an assertion on a single req causes the
corresponding mid output of the arbiter level to be asserted low, which was initially high, followed
by assertion on the grant output of the filter stage. In the reset phase, deassertion of the req deasserts
the mid wire to high, leading to deassertion of the grant.
During basic contention, assuming req0 arrives well before req1, mid0 output of the arbiter
level is asserted low first, followed by three operations in parallel: blocking of req1 (keeping mid1
deasserted high) in the arbiter level, asserting grant0 output of the filter, as well as masking of mid1
in the filter level, i.e., keeping grant1 low. After the req0 releases the mutex, req1 will be granted
next.
In the extreme contention case, when both requests arrive very close to each other, the arbiter
stage can become metastable, where the internal mid values can exhibit either oscillations or inter-
mediate voltage levels. As an example of the oscillations, after the arrival of the requests, the outputs
of the arbiter stage will both go low. As a result, both ‘A’ and ‘B’ inputs will go low, flipping the
outputs of the NANDs, making them high again. This cycle continues leading to oscillations. Dur-
ing this metastability, the filter safely keeps the grant outputs low. The metastability will be resolved
eventually, with one request blocking the other, followed by a clean assertion on exactly one of the
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Figure 6.7: The digital standard-cell mutex
grant outputs.
6.5.2.2 Requirements for correct and high-performance operation of the digital mutex
For the digital mutex to operate correctly as well as achieve high performance in case of contention,
two issues must be addressed. First, for high performance, a request must be able to quickly block
a competing request to achieve fast arbitration resolution time. Second, for correctness, while the
arbitration is being performed, the digital filter stage must keep both grant outputs low, and assert
exactly one of the outputs only after the arbitration has been resolved. If the filter stage is not
effective then it can lead to unwanted glitches on the outputs of the mutex.
The focus for achieving high performance is on the arbiter stage. A simple timing requirement
must be satisfied in the arbiter stage to enable quick blocking of a competing request, leading to
fast resolution time. In particular, the wire delays of the two feedback wires, i.e. mid0 to A and
mid1 to B, must be small. If these wire delays are large, and assuming the two requests arrive close
to each other, where req0 arrives slightly before req1, then mid0 is asserted low first but due to
the long wire delay, req1 is not blocked on time, resulting in assertion of mid1, potentially leading
to metastability. On the other hand, if the two feedback wires have very small delays, then the
assertion on mid0 can quickly block req1, which can either lead to a runt pulse on mid1 or keeps
mid1 at deasserted high, potentially leading to a very fast resolution of arbitration in favor of req0.
The focus of the correctness issue is on the filter stage. Contrary to the analog mutex, where the
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filter stage performs a stable masking of any internal glitches while resolving arbitration, the filter
stage of the digital mutex is unstable and can get transiently disabled during the internal oscillations.
Therefore, to improve its filtering capability, an electrical intervention in the form of large inertial
delay is required at the inputs of the filter stage. To this end, large input capacitances can be used.
For example, if two requests arrive close to each other, oscillations can occur on mid0 and mid1,
and while the arbitration is being resolved, mid0 going low blocks mid1 at the filter stage from
going to the grant1 output, and vice versa. However, mid0 can become deasserted high shortly
after, removing the blocking on mid1, which can then allow the value of mid1 to get out on grant1,
even before the arbitration has resolved. To enable the filter stage to perform consistent and robust
filtering, the controlling inputs of its AND gates (inputs with the inversions) must have high input
capacitance, which can block internal fast oscillations or any intermediate voltage levels, that can
occur while arbitration is being resolved, hence keeping the grant outputs safely low during this
time.
6.5.2.3 Mapping of digital mutex on FPGAs
The above requirements on correctness and high performance are used to guide the mapping of the
mutex on FPGAs. These requirements can be simply met by manually forcing the placement of its
components on certain locations. First, each gate of the mutex must be mapped to a LUT. For fast
arbitration resolution, both the arbiter LUTs should be placed symmetrically in the same CLB such
that the wire delays from mid1-A and mid0-B will be small. For correctness, the filter stage must
have a high input capacitance. Since, no such high-capacitive elements exist on FPGAs, long wires
can be used between the arbiter stage and the filter as such wires can exhibit high capacitance, both
due to the wire length as well as the presence of buffers [113], [35]. Hence, the LUTs of the filter
stage must be placed in the CLB next to the arbiter CLB.
The implementation procedure for the digital mutex largely uses the standard synthesis flow. In
more details, the Xilinx Vivado tool is used, which takes two inputs: (i) a gate-level RTL model with
DONT TOUCH directives forcing each gate to be mapped to a LUT, and (ii) a set of constraints to
manually force these LUTs to be placed at the above discussed locations on the FPGA. The tool then
performs the following automated synthesis steps: logic synthesis for mapping to LUTs, followed
by placement that uses the above location constraints to place the LUTs, and finally routing the
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interconnection wires between these LUTs. It is important to note that even though the locations
of LUTs are manually specified, these locations on the CLBs are relative and any two CLBs can be
chosen on the FPGA, and therefore, mapping of several instances of this mutex can be automated
using simple scripts that specify these relative placements. The final implementation is then checked
for any relative timing constraints, which were inherently satisfied with good timing margins.
The final mutex implementation operates with equalized paths and achieves high performance.
In this implementation, the wire delays between the cross-coupled LUTs of the arbiter (mid0-B and
mid1-A delays) are small and almost the same for fast and fair arbitration resolution: ∼ 114ps on
Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm. Also, longer wires are used between the arbiter and the filter stage for
high-capacitive filtering, with delays of ∼ 350ps. The resulting mapping is high-performance and
balanced with a latency of nearly ∼ 445ps between the reqs and the corresponding grants.
6.5.2.4 Validation of mapped mutex on FPGA
Since a digital mutex is mapped on the FPGA, it is important to stress test its final implementation
to check its reliability. Similar to Section 6.4.2, a hierarchical validation approach is used, where
the mutex is first implemented in isolation and its implementation is locked on the FPGA, followed
by interfacing it with a synchronous test wrapper.
Figure 6.8 shows the setup used to exhaustively validate the mapped mutex using a synchronous
test wrapper during emulation. Two extreme cases are considered: requests arriving simultaneously
and near simultaneously (3 ps apart). The outputs of the mutex are checked to see if the arbitration
is resolved cleanly without glitches. A specialized glitch catcher is used on each output: the glitches
are very short transients (oscillation period ∼ 300ps) and cannot be directly detected by the logic
analyzer as its sampling frequency is small. A FF-based glitch catcher is used, clocked by the
negative edge of the grant output, with its D input tied to 1. If a glitch occurs while resolving
arbitration, the glitch catcher output, which is normally reset, will become 1, which can then be
detected by the ILA during its sampling window. A similar latch-based glitch catcher was also
used, which can be more sensitive than the FF-based; the same result is achieved from both the
catchers. An exhaustive testing was performed by running 10000 samples of each of the above
cases: no glitches were observed and the mutex was shown to perform correctly. Although such
extreme cases are very rare in a NoC of a real system, this test gives strong confidence that the
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Figure 6.8: Validation setup for mapped mutex
MTBF of the mapped design will be very high for more realistic traffic.
6.5.3 4-Input Arbiter
The 4-input arbiter is a critical component of the asynchronous NoC routers, and therefore must be
synthesized correctly and efficiently.
As shown in Figure 6.9, and covered in more detail in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2, the arbiter
takes four input requests and has grant output corresponding to each request. This design achieves
high performance using three mutexes in parallel [135]: left and right mutexes arbitrate between the
requests req0/req1 and req2/req3, respectively, while the middle mutex arbitrates between the two
pairs. The final decision on which request to grant access is made using a merge of the individual
arbitration results of the mutexes, performed using C-elements.
A hierarchical approach is used to synthesize the arbiter. In this approach, each of the three mu-
texes are first implemented in isolation, using the approach of Section 6.5.2.3, followed by synthe-
sizing the remaining design and interfacing with the mutexes. The three mutexes, after implemen-
tation, are placed and locked side-by-side on the FPGA to achieve a similar symmetrical structure
of Figure 6.9, which will minimize different wire delays, leading to an overall high-performance
and robust implementation. The remaining design is synthesized using largely the standard syn-
thesis flow but with small manual interventions, performed to optimize the latency of the mapped
design. In this method, the synthesis tool takes the gate-level RTL model of the remaining design
and performs the following automated steps: logic synthesis, followed by placement of LUTs on
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Figure 6.9: A 4-input arbiter
the FPGA, but where the locations of mapping of the LUTs, that are part of the critical paths, are
manually specified so as to achieve low latency, and finally the routing step.
The Xilinx Vivado tool is used to synthesize the remaining arbiter. In more details, the tool
gets two inputs: (i) a gate-level RTL model of the remaining arbiter design, with DONT TOUCH
primitives to disable any logic manipulations that can introduce hazards, forcing each gate to be
mapped to a LUT, and (ii) a set of constraints to manually force the LUTs on the critical paths (such
as the C-elements and the ANDs) to be placed at specific locations on the FPGA, such that the
resulting wire delays between these LUTs will be minimized and the post place-and-route latencies
from each req to the corresponding grant will be small. The latter enables a high-performance
implementation. Finally, the Xilinx tool performs logic synthesis on the input RTL, and places the
LUTs according to the location constraints, followed by the routing step. The final implemented
design is checked for relative timing constraints, which are inherently satisfied with good timing
margins.
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The resulting implementation is high-performance. In addition, the implementation also achieves
very balanced latencies between the requests and their corresponding grants: 1.8 ns, 1.8 ns, 1.7 ns,
and 1.9 ns, respectively on Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm.
The final mapped design was also exhaustively validated to ensure correct operation. Similar
hierarchical validation approach was followed as for the above components: the arbiter was imple-
mented in isolation, followed by locking its implementation on the FPGA, and then interfacing with
a synchronous test wrapper. Validation was performed using both the post place-and-route timing
simulation, and a logic analyzer based emulation, for variety of test scenarios.
6.6 Case Study: Asynchronous NoC Routers
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tool flow, as well as to advance the field of asyn-
chronous NoCs, two highly-efficient asynchronous 5-port routers are synthesized on commercial
FPGAs. The two implementations will also be used in a head-to-head comparison with a syn-
chronous router in the next section. One of these asynchronous routers only supports unicast [66],
which has been used in several works to achieve high performance at low overheads [89], [134],
while the other router also supports lightweight multicast [17], proposed in Chapter 5. Structure
and operation of these routers are briefly recapped, followed by the details on how these routers are
implemented on FPGAs.
6.6.1 A Brief Recap: Unicast-Only and Multicast Asynchronous Routers
As described in Chapter 5, these routers have two main components: input port modules (IPMs)
and output port modules (OPMs), connected using a shared crossbar. The IPM performs route
computation on an incoming packet and selects the correct output port, while the OPM arbitrates
between packets from the four IPMs and selects the winner for routing on the output channel. The
two routers have different IPM designs but use the same OPM: the IPM of the multicast router sup-
ports extra replication capability and uses a different multicast addressing scheme than the unicast
one, while the OPM for both the routers performs the same arbitration operation. The structure and
functionality of these components are briefly presented. The IPMs and the OPMs are based on the
Mousetrap pipeline.
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Figure 6.10: Asynchronous unicast router input port module
Unicast IPM. Figure 6.10 shows the micro-architecture of the IPM. There are four main com-
ponents: circular buffer, route computation unit, request generators, and an internal ack generator.
The buffer stores the incoming flits in single latch-based registers. The route computation unit reads
the destination address of the header from the buffer then selects the correct request generator based
on XY routing. The selected request generator then activates the correct OPM for the packet life-
time. The internal ack generator advances the read pointer in the circular buffer, after handshaking
is complete between the IPM and the OPM for each flit.
Unicast/Multicast OPM. Figure 6.11 shows the micro-architecture of the OPM. There are five
main components: a 4-way arbiter, four normally-closed input register for each IPM, a data mux,
normally-transparent output register, and an ack generator. The arbiter arbitrates between packet
headers from the four IPMs and selects the winner. The winning input channel of the OPM is
allocated for the entire packet lifetime by enabling the selected input register, and selecting the
correct data stream in the data mux. The winning header is then routed through the normally-
transparent output register, followed by sending ack to the correct IPM by the ack generator. The
trailing body/tail flits are then fast forwarded through the path pre-allocated by the header without
performing arbitration. Finally, after the tail has been routed, as detected by the tail detector, a
special end-of-packet ack (tailpassed) is sent to the correct IPM, along with the ack from the ack
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Figure 6.11: Asynchronous unicast/multicast router output port module
generator. The correct IPM releases the OPM after receiving the tailpassed corresponding to the
tail, which then resets the entire OPM.
Multicast IPM. Figure 6.12 shows the micro-architecture of the multicast IPM. This IPM has
three main components: a continuous-time multi-way read (CMR) buffer, route computation unit
(RCU), and an address modifier unit (AMU). The CMR buffer stores all the flits of a packet in a
single write interface, which can be accessed by multiple OPMs in parallel using the buffer’s four
decoupled read interfaces. On the other hand, the RCU only stores the header addressing, performs
address decoding on the multicast bit-string address, and selects the correct OPMs for routing for
the packet lifetime. To achieve low header latency, route computation on header is performed in
parallel to its buffering in the CMR buffer, as opposed to serially in the unicast-only router. Finally,
an AMU is used on each of the four outputs of the CMR buffer, which modifies the multicast header
addressing, to guarantee that there is always a unique path for the multicast packet to reach each
destination.
6.6.2 Implementing Asynchronous Routers on FPGAs
A hierarchical implementation approach is used to synthesize each of the above asynchronous
routers on FPGAs. In this approach, the arbiters of a router’s OPMs are first synthesized in isolation,
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Figure 6.12: Asynchronous multicast router input port module
using the approach from Section 6.5.3, and then placed and locked on the FPGA, followed by syn-
thesizing the remaining router design. The remaining design is synthesized using the proposed tool
flow for bundled-data circuits from Section 6.4. The tool flow iterates through the performance-
oriented mapping stage and the robustness-oriented stage to yield a final high-performance and
robust router implementation on the FPGA.
The performance-oriented mapping stage for the router follows the steps shown in the gray
boxes of the Figure 6.2. A gate-level RTL model of a hazard-free router design, keeping the arbiters
as black boxes, is input to this stage. This RTL model also contains DONT TOUCH directives to
disable any logic manipulations that can introduce hazards. Step 1a of critical paths determination
is performed to extract all data and control paths that are critical for both the header and body
latencies from each IPM to each OPM. In Step 1b, set max delay constraints are applied to all these
critical paths. In order for the max delay constraints to be applied, the Fake clock declarations step
(Step 1c) is used to declare the latch register enable signals of all the registers on these critical paths
(for example, in the input buffers and the OPMs) as ’fake’ clocks using the create clock construct.
Next, the implementation step (Step 1d) is performed: logic synthesis, and place and route. The
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resulting implementation then undergoes an iterative process (involving steps 1d, 1e, 1f, and 1g) to
check if all max delay constraints were met, and if possible perform slack optimization, followed
by re-implementation or if not all constraints are met then relax the unsatisfied constraints and re-
implement the design. The result of this stage is a high-performance mapping with all the max delay
constraints satisfied.
The robustness-oriented stage follows the blue boxes in the Figure 6.2. First, as shown in Step
2a, all the bundling and relative timing constraints are enumerated in a pre-processing step. Next,
the high-performance router implementation from the previous stage is input to the Step 2b of path
delay extraction, where get timing paths is used to extract the delays across the paths involved in
these timing constraints. Step 2c then checks if all the bundled-data and relative timing constraints
are satisfied by more than 300 ps. In the router implementation, all the relative timing constraints
were met by a margin more than 300 ps, however, some of the bundled-data constraints were not
satisfied. So, the adding delay step (Step 2d), in the input RTL, appropriate delay lines, comprising
buffer LUTs, are added to the request paths of these unsatisfied bundling constraints, to match the
corresponding datapaths. Finally, in Step 2e, the max delay constraints for these paths were slightly
relaxed, followed by re-implementation using the performance-oriented stage.
The two stages are repeated until the final high-performance and robust implementation of the
router, with all timing constraints satisfied, is obtained on the FPGA.
The final implementations were stress-tested using different traffic patterns, e.g. uniform, hotspot,
multi-way transmissions, and various packet sizes. Both the routers were shown to operate cor-
rectly.
6.7 Experimental Results
The asynchronous switches are implemented using the proposed methodology, and are compared
with a state-of-the-art synchronous switch. The experimental setup, followed by the results, in
terms of different metrics such as resource utilization, performance, and energy, are presented in
this section.
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6.7.1 Experimental Setup
The final implementations of the two asynchronous switches, one that only handles unicast and
the other that also supports multicast, are compared with a high-performance synchronous switch.
The latter is a single-cycle switch, which performs all operations in parallel: buffer write, route
computation, arbitration and even link traversal, and also includes aggressive optimizations such
as lookahead routing, which are not used in the asynchronous switches. This synchronous switch
only supports unicast and has been used in efficient accelerator-based systems for image processing
applications [121]. The two asynchronous switches are referred to as Uni-Async, and Multi-Async,
respectively, and the synchronous switch is called Uni-Sync. All three switches use the same 34-bit
datapath with no virtual channels. Each input port is buffered with a FIFO queue of depth 5. The
asynchronous switches are implemented using the proposed methodology, as in Section 6.6.2, while
the synchronous switch is implemented using the standard Vivado Design Flow. The target FPGA
is a Xilinx Virtex 7 with speed grade -2, implemented in 28 nm technology.
All the performance and power evaluations are performed at a post place-and-route level. Vivado
Post-Implementation Timing Simulator is used to get the switch latency while routing a single flit
through a switch from an input port to an output port. A 2-step procedure is used for accurate switch
energy/power measurements in Vivado: (i) for each switch, record the precise switching activity of
its wires during a simulation while routing a single 5-flit packet through a switch, but isolating the
switch from any other traffic injection circuits or any clock buffers, and (ii) perform report power
in Vivado using the recorded activity and the post place-and-route netlist.
6.7.2 Results
6.7.2.1 Resource utilization on FPGA
Figure 6.13 shows the number of LUTs/FLOPs used on the FPGA for each of the three switches.
Uni-Async takes 28% more LUTs and 15.7% more FLOPs than Uni-Sync. However, due to the
predominantly latch-based asynchronous design, the majority of the FLOPs for Uni-Async are used
as latches (1120/1210). On the other hand, the Uni-Sync only uses flip-flops. The use of latches in
former may lead to overall better performance and reduced switching energy. Moreover, the future
generations of FPGAs might use explicit single latches that are smaller than the FLOPs, which can
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Figure 6.13: Resource utilization for the three switch designs
then lead to overall area reduction for the asynchronous switch.
Further, Multi-Async uses significantly more number of LUTs/FLOPs than the other unicast
switches. This result is expected as the multicast switch supports an additional capability and will
require extra instrumentation to achieve high-performance parallel multicast. However, similar to
the unicast asynchronous switch,Multi-Async is also predominantly latch-based design, where 1355
out of 1600 FLOPs are latches, which can lead to improved performance and energy, compared to
the synchronous switch that only uses flip-flops.
6.7.2.2 Switch latency
Figure 6.14 shows the switch latency results for routing the header and the body flits through each
switch. While the synchronous switch shows a fixed latency for each flit traversal, the asynchronous
switches incur different latency based on the type of the flit. In addition, for asynchronous switches,
the latency is measured as the average of latencies between different input/output pairs, although
these latencies show very slight variation from each other.
Comparing Uni-Async and Uni-Sync, the former shows 75% longer header latency, but achieves
30.7% lower body latency than the latter. For the header, Uni-Async performs all critical operations
in series: buffering, route computation and arbitration, while the synchronous switch performs all
these operations in parallel, and hence achieves significantly better latency. However, improved
header latency results are expected for the asynchronous switch after incorporating optimizations
such as lookahead optimizations. Further, for the body flits, the routing of the previous header
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Figure 6.14: Switch latency for the header and body flits
through the asynchronous switch pre-allocates the path, such that the trailing body flits are simply
fast forwarded using this path. The critical path for the body flits through the asynchronous switch is
very simple and only involves latches, rather than FFs in the synchronous design, leading to consid-
erably better latency for these flits. Moreover, this improvement in body latency can lead to overall
system performance improvement, particularly for loosely-coupled accelerators that leverage long
packets (1000s of body flits) to fill in their local memories and perform batch computation [121].
Multi-Async showed 59.6% higher header latency than Uni-Sync, which is moderately less ex-
pensive than its unicast counterpart, but still achieved 11.5% lower body latency than Uni-Sync. For
the header, Multi-Async performs the buffering and route computation operation in parallel, which
leads to 8.8% lower latency than the unicast asynchronous switch. Both these operations are still
followed by a serial arbitration forMulti-Async,which leads to overheads compared to theUni-Sync.
However, for body flits, which are again fast forwarded in Multi-Async, the critical path involves
latches rather than FFs, and is moderately faster than Uni-Sync despite the added new components
such as a simple address modifier unit for multicast.
6.7.2.3 Switch energy
Figure 6.15 shows the energy-per-packet results for four different transmission scenarios: one uni-
cast and three multicast. In the unicast transmission, a 5-flit packet is sent from one input port to
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Figure 6.15: Switch energy per packet for different unicast and multicast transmissions
one output port. While in the multicast scenarios, the packet is sent from one input to multiple
output ports. Unicast is the most common traffic pattern, and it is important to evaluate the energy
consumption for each of the three routers for this pattern. It would also be interesting to see how
theMulti-Async energy for transmitting a unicast packet compares with the energy of the other uni-
cast routers, given the additional logic for multicast in the former. Evaluating energy for multicast
transmission is also very important given the significance of supporting this traffic efficiently for
applications such as cache coherency as well as emerging areas of neuromorphic computing. In
the absence of multicast support, Uni-Async and Uni-Sync switches serially inject and route multi-
ple unicast copies for each multicast packet, while Multi-Async routes the single multicast packet
through multiple output ports in parallel.
For all these transmissions, Uni-Async achieves significantly lower energy than the synchronous
switch, in the range of 42-47.2%. This result is due to the absence of the clock switching energy in
the former. The clock net in the synchronous switch has a large fanout to nearly 1000 FFs, which
can lead to a lot of extra switching activity than asynchronous.
Similarly, even thoughMulti-Async is more complex than Uni-Sync, it still has almost the same
energy under a unicast transmission, and achieves significantly lower energy (28.1-61.9%) for mul-
ticast transmissions. For the latter, the absence of clock energy and the parallel routing of a multi-
cast packet in Multi-Async leads to lower energy than Uni-Sync. For each multicast transmission,
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Uni-Sync serially routes multiple copies leading to a significant extra switching activity thanMulti-
Async, which always routes a single packet for these transmissions.
In addition, to isolate the effect of adding the new multicast capability in Multi-Async, the
energy for this switch is compared with Uni-Async. The energy comparisons for these two switches
for various transmissions depend on two major factors: (i) the difference in the design complexity
of the two switches, and (ii) the serial vs. parallel handling of multicast transmissions. For unicast
scenario, sinceMulti-Async is significantly more complex than Uni-Async, the former incurs almost
2× overhead. For 2-way multicast transmission, this overhead is reduced to 24.3% as the unicast
switch serially injects and routes two copies for a single multicast packet, which leads to extra
switching activity compared to Multi-Async, recouping some of the complexity overheads of the
latter However, for the other 3-way and 4-way transmissions, the extra switching activity due to
routing of multiple packet copies becomes a major overhead for Uni-Async, leading to 17-52%
higher energy than Multi-Async.
6.7.2.4 Idle power
While the previous energy results consider routing activity, it is interesting to evaluate these routers
under no activity, i.e. in terms of idle power. As expected, the asynchronous routers achieve signifi-
cantly lower idle power, 75% and 25% than the synchronous router, respectively, due to the absence
of any clocking activity in the former (Uni-Async: 2 mW, Multi-Async: 6 mW, Uni-Sync: 8 mW).
6.8 Conclusions
This chapter makes significant advances in the field of asynchronous NoCs by proposing a CAD
methodology for implementing bundled-data asynchronous NoCs on commercial FPGAs. The pro-
posed tool flow not only achieves a high-performance mapping on FPGAs but also makes sure that
all timing constraints are satisfied for correctness. For ease of mapping and compatibility with syn-
chronous tools, only existing Xilinx tool is used for implementation and validation of these NoCs.
In addition, as asynchronous NoCs also use some special asynchronous components such as the
C-element, and the mutex; a comprehensive guide is introduced to map these elements efficiently
and safely on the FPGAs. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tool flow, two highly-
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efficient asynchronous NoC routers are synthesized on Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm, where one only
supports unicast and the other also handles multicast. The former achieved significant energy and
idle power improvements with some performance benefits over a high-performance synchronous
router. Interestingly, similar benefits were also shown by the multicast asynchronous router, despite
the extra instrumentation for multi-way transmissions.
As a future work, the proposed tool flow will be used to implement complete asynchronous
NoCs. These NoCs which will then be used to interface synchronous cores, accelerators, and mem-
ories, building an entire GALS system on FPGAs. This system will be evaluated for wide-ranging
applications, such as image processing and convolutional neural networks, and compare its perfor-
mance and power with a synchronous system.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis makes significant contributions in the field of asynchronous NoCs, advancing the state-
of-the-art considerably. The main focus of the thesis is on supporting a new type of traffic pattern:
multicast, where a source sends a packet to arbitrary number of destinations. Multicast is common
in parallel computing applications such as cache coherence and barrier synchronization, as well as
in emerging areas of neuromorphic computing. However, there has been only limited research on
supporting this important capability in asynchronous NoCs. This thesis proposes new techniques
and architectures to support efficient multicast in asynchronous NoCs, targeting a variant mesh-of-
trees topology and a 2D-mesh topology. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first general-
purpose asynchronous NoCs to support multicast.
Additionally, for a more realistic analysis and evaluation, and also to further advance the field of
asynchronous NoCs, a systematic CAD methodology is introduced to synthesize these NoCs on FP-
GAs. A challenging two-fold goal is targeted for the final implementation: it must be highly robust,
and achieves high performance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic methodol-
ogy to efficiently map asynchronous NoCs on commercial FPGAs using existing synchronous tools.
The asynchronous NoCs targeted in this thesis use single-rail bundled data encoding and two-
phase handshaking protocol. This combination can lead to cost-effective NoC solutions [89], [83],
[66], but also rely on modest timing constraints for correct operation.
Overall, this thesis makes the following three contributions.
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(i) Multicast in variant mesh-of-trees NoCs using local speculation. For variant MoT, a
novel strategy, local speculation, is introduced for high-performance and low-overhead multicast.
In this strategy, a packet (unicast or multicast) is always broadcast at a fixed subset of speculative
switches in the network. To restrict the distance traveled by any redundant packets to small local
regions, these packets are throttled by neighboring non-speculative switches, hence, limiting the
penalties of speculation to minimal impact on congestion and power. Speculative switches are very
simple and fast as they do not perform route computation or channel allocation. Non-speculative
switches perform throttling with almost no hardware overhead. This mix of speculative and non-
speculative switches leads to a new hybrid network architecture. For multicast traffic, significant
performance benefits with small power savings are obtained by the new hybrid network over a fully
non-speculative baseline. Interestingly, similar improvements are also shown for unicast. This latter
result makes local speculation suitable for not just multicast-enabled NoCs but also for unicast-only
NoCs to achieve high performance with low power/area overheads.
While introduced for the NoC domain, the local speculation based hybrid architecture paradigm
can also be useful in other domains to achieve high performance at low overheads. For example,
in many-accelerator heterogeneous SoCs, a fixed subset of the accelerators can be approximate,
performing fast computation and are very simple, which can be used for applications that do not
require very accurate results, such as in image processing. The other accelerators in the system
can be accurate, to be used by applications that require full accuracy. Such a system can be asyn-
chronous or synchronous, but the former can be a better option to exploit all the benefits of this
hybrid architecture.
(ii) Multicast in 2D-mesh NoCs using a continuous-time replication strategy. For 2D mesh,
a new replication strategy is introduced to achieve high-performance multicast while still maintain-
ing low overheads. In this approach, the flits of a multicast packet are first stored in a single buffer at
an input port, from where they are routed through the distinct outputs of the router according to each
outputs own rate, in parallel and in continuous time. Unlike synchronous, this unique asynchronous
approach, not discretized to clock cycles, can provide considerable performance benefits by accom-
modating subtle variations in network congestion and exploiting sub-cycle differences in interface
operating rates. In addition, a new continuous-time multi-way read (CMR) buffer is introduced to
enable the above strategy at low overheads. This buffer is a low-latency FIFO with multiple read
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controls that can be accessed in parallel. It is also a standalone architecture that can also be used
for different applications. Exhaustive experiments on wide-ranging multicast benchmarks, show
significant performance gains for the new approach, with small-moderate energy improvements
over a baseline network that performs multicast using several unicasts, injected and routed serially.
Interestingly, moderate latency improvements were also shown for unicast.
The continuous-time replication strategy and the CMR buffer can also be used for different
applications to achieve high system performance. For example, the CMR buffer can be used to
implement a shared memory, to be concurrently accessed by multiple accelerators/cores in a het-
erogeneous SoC. These units can exploit the decoupled read pointers of this memory to perform
parallel read operations in continuous time, without waiting for any clock cycles, and exploiting
any sub-cycle delay differentials in operating speeds.
(iii) A systematic methodology for synthesizing asynchronous NoCs on FPGAs. Finally, a
comprehensive CAD tool flow is proposed for mapping asynchronous NoCs on modern commercial
FPGAs. The target of this work is single-rail bundled-data asynchronous NoCs, which are shown to
be highly-efficient but also involve complex timing constraints for correct operation. The proposed
methodology not only makes sure that all timing constraints are satisfied but also achieves high
performance for these NoCs. For ease of implementation and convenience for the designs, only the
existing commercial synchronous FPGA synthesis tool is used. In addition, asynchronous NoCs
also use some special asynchronous components such as a C-element, and a mutex; a systematic
guide is also proposed on how to map these components, as well as a 4-input arbiter, both efficiently
and safely. Two distinct bundled-data 5-port switches are synthesized using the proposed tool flow
on Xilinx Virtex 7 in 28 nm: one that only supports unicast, and the other that also handles multicast
(Chapter 5). Compared to a high-performance unicast-only synchronous switch, the unicast asyn-
chronous switch achieved 47% lower energy and 75% lower idle power with some performance
benefits. Interestingly, the multicast asynchronous switch also achieved similar benefits over the
synchronous switch, despite the extra instrumentation for multicast support.
While introduced for asynchronous NoCs, the proposed CAD methodology and the guide to
map asynchronous components are generic and can be used for different asynchronous designs and
systems. In addition, the proposed validation approaches for asynchronous circuits can also be
useful for testing the implemented systems on FPGAs.
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7.2 Future Work
There are a few potential areas for future work.
Post-layout implementations of new multicast-enabled asynchronous NoCs. The new asyn-
chronous NoCs proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 are pre-layout implementations. For a more realistic
analysis, these NoCs can be implemented and evaluated at post-layout level.
Full-system ASIC implementation and evaluation. The proposed NoCs in Chapters 4 and 5
are evaluated only at the NoC-level. For more exhaustive system-level evaluation, complete GALS
systems can be built, where multiple synchronous cores, operating at different clock speeds, are
connected using these asynchronous NoCs through mixed-timing interfaces. These systems can then
be evaluated using real applications running on these systems, and compared to fully-synchronous
systems.
Evaluation using real traffic benchmarks. The NoCs in Chapters 4 and 5 are evaluated using
only synthetic traffic. For more realistic evaluation and thorough analysis, application benchmarks
such as SPLASH and PARSEC can be used to further evaluate these NoCs. These benchmarks
model real-world multi-threaded behavior, including multicast traffic, and therefore, will be very
useful for more accurate analysis.
Complete GALS systems on FPGAs for accelerating real applications. While the CAD
methodology introduced in Chapter 6 has been demonstrated on mapping an asynchronous NoC
switch on FPGAs, it can also be used to synthesize complete NoCs. Such NoCs can then be used to
integrate multiple synchronous cores, memories and accelerators, building complete GALS systems
on FPGAs. These systems can be evaluated in terms of performance, power, as well as scalability,
and compared with other fully-synchronous systems on FPGAs for real applications such as image
processing and convolutional neural networks.
Support for many-to-1 traffic. Another common traffic pattern seen in cache coherence traffic
as well as neural networks is many-to-1 or many-to-few, also known as ACK aggregation. A poten-
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